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1
ENVIRONMENT

1.1. Introduction

1.1.01 The precondition for a commentary on the Constitutional provisions re-

lating to the environment would be an understanding of the twin issues of (a) the rela-

tionship of man with nature and (b) the dichotomy which emerges between development

(and livelihood) on the one side and needs of  conservation on the other. As it stands the

Constitution enjoins upon the State to secure a social order for the promotion of the

welfare of  the people in which justice, social, economic and political shall inform all the

institutions of national life (Article 38). It also requires the State and the citizens to

protect and improve the natural environment (Articles 48A and 51A). These provisions

in a manner cover aspects both of development (and livelihood) as well as protection and

development of  environment and natural resources. We need to see if  they are sufficient

to take care of  the emerging challenges.

1.1.02 The impact of man on nature has been felt since time immemorial but

never so great as in recent times commencing from the Industrial Revolution in the mid-

eighteenth century. It has led to exploitation and destruction of  land and forests for

agriculture, industrial use, mining, construction of  houses and infrastructure projects, for

fuel wood and energy requirements and for sporting and leisure activities. Similarly water

resources both fresh water and the seas and oceans have been exploited for various pur-

poses. Not only has it led to depletion of  resources (fossil fuels, minerals, natural forests

etc.) but in many cases destruction of  many life forms (both plants and living beings).

The natural balance too has been disturbed in many ways ranging from disturbance of

migration routes and habitats, to destruction of  entire species of  plant and animal life.

But now with global warming it has the potential of  destroying planet Earth itself.

1.1.03 The question which arises is whether man and nature were always in con-

flict and whether they should be at opposite ends at all. It is now being advocated that not

only is it possible but that it would be difficult to sustain and support development and

livelihood unless the natural systems are secure. Conservation is only ‘wise use’ of  re-

sources, done both by wholly protecting some and sustainable use of  others.
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1.1.04 The Conservationists arguments are anchored on a few key observations.

According to them life on the planet depends on nature’s provisions of  stability and

resources. The current rates of  human engendered environmental destruction threaten

these resources. In this respect deforestation; generation of  green house gases; exploita-

tion of  fossil fuels and other minerals are major causes for the destruction of  the ecologi-

cal balance. What is more the destruction of  the habitat is destroying not only resources

used by mankind but also the diversity in species of flora and fauna, and the gene pool.

What nature has built up over millennia, humankind is destroying in decades.

1.1.05 This argument has led to the raging debate between the respective needs

of  development and those of  conservation. It is argued that the desired pace of  develop-

ment cannot be sustained by nature’s bounties for long. Since development is itself  a

comparative term, the debate has assumed global proportions (commencing from the

1972, Stockholm UN Conference on the Human Environment, which led to the founding

of  the UN Environment Programme, and progressing to the Brundtland Commissions

report of 1987, to the 1992 Rio de Janeiro UN Conference on Environment and Devel-

opment popularly known as the ‘Earth Summit’ which has led to the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change and its continuing dialogue between all na-

tions of the world), as the needs of the poor and developing world far exceeds those of

the developed. The planet being home to one and all cannot provide for both in the

proportion they would like to have. The have-nots hence call for restraint on the part of

the haves, who have already partaken far in excess of their share.

1.1.06 In the developing world there is a poignancy which cannot be disregarded

and this stems from the dependence large populations of  the poor have on nature’s re-

sources; the farmers; the forest dwellers and artisans. Thus issues of  livelihood became

the third dimension along with conservation and development. And livelihood here is not

to be understood in the narrow sense of mere subsistence but to achieve higher standards

in living, in education, health care, gender equality and participation in governance.

1.1.07 The question is how to achieve this balance. Are the three issues to be

treated as three sides of a triangle in dynamic tension or as a troika in which the three

move forward in unison?

1.1.08 Whereas solutions to such problems are not easy to come by, possible

approaches have been suggested. There is the strict regulatory approach which deter-

mines the outer limits of  the conservation universe beyond which any encroachment is

taboo. Issues of  development and livelihood need to be resolved within this limit. Those
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in favour of  development would like the basic needs of  infrastructure to be first met as

they are the prerequisites for economic growth and social justice. The proponents of the

livelihood approach argue that subsistence needs of large populations are to be met first

and all other considerations must be subservient to them. They are quick to point out

that the needs of  such people are such that neither conservation nor development is

likely to suffer. As was to be expected there are many who have attempted to find viable

solutions which harmonize all three needs. Theirs is the concept of  sustainable develop-

ment, (a concept popularized and defined by the World Commission on Environment and

Development, an International Committee set up by the UN General Assembly in 1983

and chaired by the then Prime Minister of  Norway Gro Harlem Brundtland, in its 1987

report titled ‘Our Common Future’), to be achieved by proper use of ecological science,

and by drawing lessons from new initiatives and field experiences wherein it has been

demonstrated that the needs of all sectors can be successfully met by sharing resources

and responsibilities. Noting that since the 1972 Stockholm Conference most environ-

mental trends have worsened, they call for adopting the eco-system approach defined by

the IUCN Commission on Eco-system management, as it recognizes the complex nature

of eco-systems and their relationships to the human populations they benefit. This ap-

proach moves away from the discrete, sector analyses of the environment towards a more

holistic view of  interactions between eco-system components. It calls for strengthening

institutions and governance; correcting market factors and distortions; promoting science

and technology for environmental stability and advocates adoption of  sustainable

programmes in development strategies across all sectors. Above all it calls for local, re-

gional and international cooperation, as environmental stability issues arise at all levels,

from local land use practices to global consumption and production patterns.

1.1.09 We are inclined to agree with the approach which mandates sustainable

development and cooperative effort at all levels and seeks to delineate responsibilities

between the Centre, States and local institutions.

1.1.10 Before we go into such analysis it may be worthwhile to delve into some

of the historical events which have shaped the modern worlds debate on the environ-

ment, especially in the Indian context.

1.2. The Environmental Debate

1.2.01 We have benefited from the scholarship relating to environmental history;

the resolutions at International conferences and the Indian viewpoint at these meetings;

Environment
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policy papers emanating from Government at various times; and the content of Parlia-

mentary and State Legislations. The list is long and the literature is enormous, but we

have made an attempt to encapsulate the main findings.

1.2.02 Michael Adas in the Editor’s Preface to Ramachandra Guha’s ‘Environ-

mentalism: A Global History’ says that “of the several processes that all human societies

in all ages have had in common none has been more fundamental than their continual

interaction with their natural environment.” Scientific, technological and demographic

changes have given a dynamism to this interaction in recent decades and in this sense

serious work on environmental impact has been done only in the last three or four de-

cades. In India it was the Forest Bill of  1982 which triggered wide spread opposition to its

contents, encouraging historians to study the various issues which comprise the environ-

mental movement internationally and in India.

1.2.03 The environmental movement in the West led to a series of  developments

which also find their echo in India:

 1.2.03.01 “Firstly it has gone through several phases. Initially it was a reaction to the

ravages of the Industrial revolution and effects of increasing urbanization and changes in

agricultural practices calling for a return to nature and a harking back to an idyllic past;

stressing the benefits of  scientific conservation practices and restraint in consumption

and supporting movements for setting aside pristine areas as wildernesses. However this

enthusiasm of the western world did not find an echo in newly independent colonial

societies which too yearned for the benefits of democracy and development and which

aimed at economic reconstruction and increase in GDP; all of  which required the exploi-

tation of  natural resources. Even in the West the advance of  technology made it possible

to exploit natural resources with greater ease and society soon reverted to its earlier ac-

quisitive tendencies. The environmentalists or ‘Greens’ were hence in conflict both with

the developed world and the aspirations of  the worlds poor. But the tide is changing again

and this time there are concerns of  pollution, global warming and climate change which

have reignited the debate.

 1.2.03.02 Secondly, the movement remains international in character but its charac-

ter has altered as deep cleavages exist between the poorer nations, en bloc calling for a

greater share in the world’s resources, denied to them in the colonial past, and the devel-

oped nations which are unwilling to make sacrifices.
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1.2.03.03 Thirdly it highlighted the close connection between environmental issues

and governance. The centralization of authority in nation states in the earlier stages made

it easier for experts to intervene on a national scale. They could speak of  “national for-

ests” and “rivers as the property of the nation” whereas earlier these resources were

treated as locally owned. Now there are numerous organizations working at state and

local levels. Many movements have grown into political organizations which have fought

elections on an environmental platform. Some politicians have made it their credo. Al

Gore the former Vice President of  the U.S. has become an environmental icon. He was

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize and so was Wangari Muta Maathai founder of  the Green

Belt Movement in Kenya.

1.2.03.04 Fourthly environment concerns and social justice were closely linked as it

was brought out that the effects of environmental deterioration was felt mostly in poorer

areas and impacted on the livelihood of the marginalized. This impact as the environ-

mental historian Ramachandra Guha says “has contributed to a profound rethinking of

the idea of development itself. Intellectuals sympathetic to these movements have fash-

ioned a critique of the industrial and urban bias of government policies, urging that it

give way to a decentralized, socially aware, environmentally friendly and altogether more

gentle form of  development”.

1.2.03.05 Fifthly, it has nurtured views which seek to harmonize and integrate. The

harmonisers rely on the virtues of  restraint, and moderation. Ideas like Schumachers

‘Small is beautiful’ or the Club of  Romes ‘Limits to Growth’ found a large following.

Indeed in India this was the dream of Mahatma Gandhi who put it so succinctly when he

said that there is enough for every man’s need but not for every person’s greed. Integrators

speak of  “social ecology”. This approach did not believe in isolation so much as in inte-

gration through regional (or ecosystem) planning; and use of scientific evidence gathered

over the years and experimentation to arrive at appropriate and sustainable use. It also

took care of gender sensitivity noting that amongst the poor women are especially vul-

nerable.

1.3 The Environmental Debate in India

1.3.01 In the Indian context the movement has seen various votaries. The isola-

tionist ‘wilderness’ approach has mainly been that of  the Forest Department; and the

development approach that of other Government departments and agencies, and now by

corporate houses, ever since the opening up of several economic sectors for private or

Environment
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public-private investments. The livelihood and social justice approach has mainly been

that of  environmental historians and activists. It may however be wise on our part to

delve into the past, beyond the present debate and find some answers in our cultural

traditions.

1.3.02 The oneness of humans with their environment has been an abiding strength

of the Indian cultural tradition. The concept of welfare of all beings – “Bahujana sukhaya,

bahujan hithaya” is an integral part of the philosophic thought of India. Prayers should

incorporate not only the welfare of humans but also all creatures – forests, trees, rivers

and animals. Grandeur implied sacredness and rivers, confluences and mountains were

given aspects of  divinity. It was well recognized that if  the national environment is de-

stroyed, the human race itself would come to an end. Nature and human beings must for

ever be in harmony. In the case of  tribal communities this had transformed philosophy

and had become a way of  life. Verrier Elwin went to the extent of  suggesting that their

cultural practices corresponded with specific ecological roles. He noted that the Baigas

of Central India believed that having been born from the womb of Mother Earth it was

wrong of them to lacerate her breast with the plough and hence their adherence to shift-

ing (swidden) cultivation. Many of these customary practices have been recognized and

embodied in the Vth and VIth Schedules to the Constitution. In other parts of India too

customary laws guided use of natural resources like sustainable use of alpine pastures

(“bugyals” and “payars”) in the Himalayas or village water resources in Southern India

(“Water Mamul Namas”).

1.3.03 Major studies have been conducted in the hill regions of the Himalayas or

the thickly forested areas of Central India. The essence of these studies is that scientific

forestry, introduced by the colonial power, which relied on quantitative methods to usher

in yield based forestry practices for commercial gains, transformed the agro-ecological

system profoundly affecting society and the economy. Such societies were composed of

small peasant proprietors whose agriculture was closely integrated with forests and pas-

ture. This linkage with forests was institutionalized by a variety of traditional rights and

other social and cultural mechanisms which automatically led to conservancy, limited

exploitation, provided common fuel and fodder reserves; led to community control over

the forests and called for joint responsibility towards maintenance of the environment on

which the livelihood of all depended. The advent of the state in forestry extinguished the

“rights” of the peasantry and forest dwellers (calling them “privileges”) and converted

forests into “reserved forests” and “protected forests” under various legislations com-
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mencing from the Forest Act of  1865. Many amongst the historians have questioned the

ability of such forestry to achieve sustainability and point towards the rapid decline of

forest cover since its inception. Not only was the livelihood threatened by extraction of

timber but it led to loss of protective vegetal cover and consequent erosion, having mani-

fold deleterious effects. What was worse, was that traditional methods were stigmatized

especially those of tribal cultivators, hunters, non-timber forest produce gatherers and

swidden (shifting) cultivators. To an extent revisionist historians have tried to play down

the effects of the colonial administration. India being a large country with varied agro-

climatic zones and ecological systems, the impact of scientific forestry was different in

different parts. Thus the opposition to mono culture in the Himalayas (conifers), and the

Western Ghats (semi-evergreen) would not be so intense as in Central India where de-

ciduous forests were the dominant types. But throughout the country the question upper-

most was not one of monoculture but of access to the forest for livelihood. Similarly land

ownership patterns also conditioned people’s responses towards loss of  the habitat. It

was intense in most of North-East India where ‘Community ownership’ of forest areas

was much greater.

1.3.04 Thus solutions to such multi-dimensional problems would lie in a legal

regime which addresses on the one side global problems (the solutions of which would

require India to be an active participant) and on the other local issues which necessitate

study of the complex interplay of ecological specificity and development needs on a

regional and local basis and to devise programmes to suit local conditions rather than rely

on all-India models.

1.3.05 In the above context we could not but be influenced by the history of the

protest movements (many of which are well documented) and the role of activists which

to a large extent has led to fundamental changes being brought about in the policy and

programmes and legislation, the most important of  which is the Scheduled Tribes and

Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of  Forest Rights) Act, 2006. And since

the political and social philosophies of  the different movements have also suggested

alternate models encompassing conservation and growth, a variety of  choices are avail-

able.

1.3.06 Much has been said and written about the potential which civil society

and NGO’s have in decentralized and participatory governance especially Community

Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM). Starting as early as in the 1970s the

Environment
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movement increased considerably in the 1990s as civil society in greater measure started

questioning the ability of State authorities to redress many of the problems because of

the hierarchical and rigid structures and slow innovative responses. Indeed the evolution

of the concept can be traced to earlier time. The concept of van panchayats in the Kumaon

(where the State recognized and decentralized forest management) goes back to pre-

independence days. Tank irrigation in South India had a well structured and long standing

history of  being managed by the local community. Projects have been taken up in indi-

vidual sectors like irrigation or forestry or in multi-sectoral programmes such as water-

shed development or livelihood programmes. The underlying belief  is that natural re-

source management is best done by involving local communities and that only by this

process can the objective of sustainability be met. In recognition of this many State

driven programmes have roles assigned to NGOs as an essential feature.

1.3.07 Not that there are no limitations. Innovative techniques cannot disregard

scientific facts and well established and proven developmental models. Moreover com-

munities are not homogenous and wholly altruistic bodies. They reflect internal conflicts

and power equations. And even NGO driven projects have to meet targets and many a

times cater to donors requirements.

1.3.08 Civil society interventions have taken various shapes. The Chipko move-

ment in the Himalayas, placing environment in the center stage wanted greater control of

the community over natural resources, especially forests. Similarly in Orissa patches of

forests were taken over by the local people as they resented the manner they were being

managed. When the Kerala Government proposed a hydro-electric project by putting a

dam across the Kunthipuzha River it was feared that the ecology of  the Silent Valley

would be destroyed beyond repair. Protests were held and the project was abandoned.

Silent Valley itself  was declared a National Park in 1984. Similarly the “Save the Western

Ghats” Movement of 1988 led to an awareness of the ecological damage being caused to

this prominent ecological hotspot, covering the States of Maharashtra, Goa, Kerala,

Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. But not all movements were anti-State. Many worked with

State authorities to alter the methodology and to allow enhanced local participation as

was the case of Pani Panchayats in Maharashtra. Many movements have been inspired by

voluntary workers from outside who then inspired local communities as happened in

Tilonia in Rajasthan or where outsiders have rekindled local efforts as happened to the

milk cooperatives in Anand, Gujarat. Interestingly and very significantly in many cases

innovations were spearheaded by Government officials who were able to successfully
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harness local support as happened in Sukhomajri in Haryana where water harvesting

techniques were used. It was a forest officer in Arabari in West Bengal who initiated the

Joint Forest Management concept. Many State Government programmes have also used

techniques of  participative rural appraisal to garner support as was done in the World

Bank aided Rural Drinking Water Supply Project in Karnataka. The Joint Forestry Man-

agement (JFM) and Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) programmes are now well

established Government supported programmes. The 73rd and 74th Amendments gave

constitutional backing to democratic decentralization and community based natural re-

source management and so has the Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act,

1996.

1.3.09 If there was one global environmental issue which needs to be addressed

urgently but on which consensus on how to address it has evaded the world community it

is climate change or global warming. The term climate change is now preferred as it helps

to convey that there are many changes taking place in addition to rising temperatures.

Human activity is adding to significant quantities of greenhouse gases (GHG) to the

atmosphere, leading to greater warming which in turn impacts on the climate, on global

hydrological systems, ecosystems, sea levels, crop production and other related processes.

It is generally understood that the impact would be most severe in the tropical areas. In its

2007 Report the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IIPC) predicts that global

temperatures will rise by 2-4.5 degree centigrade by the end of this century and for the

next two decades a warming of  about 0.2 degree centigrade per decade is projected.

Even if the concentration of all greenhouse gases and aerosols had been kept constant at

year 2000 levels, a further warning of 0.1 degree centigrade per decade can be expected.

For India the Panel estimates that temperatures would rise by 2.7-4.3 degree centigrade

by the 2080s. The increase in rainfall would be 6-8 per cent and that sea-levels would rise

by 88 centimeters by 2100. The changes expected are in prolonged heat spells (leading to

deaths due to heat waves); cyclones (like the 1999 Orissa super cyclone); flooding of low

lying areas; changes in monsoon patterns (it is expected that by 2050 there would be a

decline in the summer monsoon which accounts for 70 per cent of the annual rainfall);

and melting of Himalayan glaciers causing sea level rising and flooding (according to the

International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development Himalayan glaciers would

disappear within 50 years). The impact of these climate changes on agriculture and for-

estry, desertification, on coastal regions, availability of  water resources, the changing

ecosystems, biodiversity and impact on human health need to be studied and preventive

and ameliorative measures taken. Given this scenario the development and livelihood

Environment
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versus environmental degradation debate has entered a new dimension. It is not merely a

question now of the impact on the local or community specific ecosystem but the global

impact, which needs to be factored into.

1.3.10 The twin challenges before the nation would be:

(a) Adopting a posture in the global context to ensure that its quest for achieving

its development goals are not compromised; and

(b) Adopting a consensual strategy with Central direction and local implementa-

tion to meet the effects on climate change on all these activities.

1.3.11 India has been playing a responsible role by undertaking numerous re-

sponse measures as required by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change (UNFCCC). Without in any manner undermining the basic objectives of  the

Convention it has been pointed out that India contributes only 5 per cent to cumulative

global CO
2
 emissions. India’s per capita emissions average one-twentieth of  the US and

one-tenth of  most other developed countries. However, as a responsible member of  the

global community India has pledged to play a constructive role based on the principle of

‘Common but Differentiated, Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities’. India’s Na-

tional Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) was released on 30th June, 2008. Under

it the country seeks to adapt to the adverse impacts of current climate change and at the

same time carry on with sustainable development strategies to maintain a high growth

rate to increase living standards. The Action Plan also declares India’s intention to ad-

dress the issues of climate change as part of a globally collaborative and cooperative

effort. The focus of the programmes (which are in a Mission mode) is to promote an

understanding of  climate change, adaptation and mitigation, energy efficiency and natu-

ral resource conservation. The Eight National Missions seek to increase the share of

solar energy; increase energy efficiency in industries and appliances; encourage sustain-

able habitat including housing and transport; conservation and optimal use of  water re-

sources; safeguarding the Himalayan ecosystem; afforestation to increase the carbon sink;

making agriculture more resilient to climate change and undertaking research and devel-

opment in various aspects of climate change. Whereas these Missions have a definite

focus other ongoing programmes, especially in the energy sector (which accounts for 62

per cent of  India’s CO
2
 emissions) have been reoriented to focus on energy saving and

conservation.
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1.4 Constitutional Provisions – Environmental Protection in India

1.4.01 Having observed the environment related issues which are of  concern to

the international community and to the nation we need to shift focus to the constitutional

and political processes which have the potential of taking our development efforts on an

environmentally benign path.

1.4.02 The original text of the Constitution had no direct reference to the envi-

ronmental issues. Article 47 of  the Constitution, however, commands the State to im-

prove the standard of  living and public health. To fulfill this constitutional goal, it is

necessary that the State should provide among other things a pollution free environment.

1.4.03 The United Nations Conference on Environment held at Stockholm in

1972 placed the protection of  biosphere at the centre of  international policy and law.

India through its participation in the Stockholm Convention and explicit statement com-

mitted itself to the protection of the environment. Constitutional changes were brought

about through the 42nd Amendment Act in 1976 as follows:

(a) Directive Principles of  State Policy: Article 48 A – ‘The State shall endeavor

to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the forest and wild-

life of the country”

(b) Fundamental Duty: Article 51-A (g) – “It shall be the duty of every citizen of

India to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes,

rivers and wildlife and to have compassion for living creatures”

1.4.04 In addition to the aforesaid responsibilities cast on the State and the citi-

zens, amendments to the Constitution have also been made to accelerate the pace for

environmental protection through the following changes:

i) Seventh Schedule of the Constitution – in the Concurrent List, the 42nd Amend-

ment inserted, Entry 17-A – providing for forests; Entry 17-B – for protection

of wild animals and birds; and Entry 20-A – providing for population control

and family planning.

ii) Eleventh Schedule of the Constitution – added through the 73rd Amendment

Act, this schedule has 8 entries providing for environmental protection and

conservation. This amendment assigned the function of  soil conservation,

water management, social and form forestry, drinking water, fuel and fodder

etc. to the Panchayats with a view to environmental management.

Environment
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iii) Twelfth Schedule of  the Constitution – added through the 74th Amendment

Act, this schedule provides directives for the Urban Local Bodies such as

municipalities to perform the functions of  protection of  environment and

promotion of  ecology.

1.4.05 Based on these changes the division of legislative power between the

Union and the States is spelt out as follows:

The subjects related to environment are dealt in the Seventh Schedule of the

Constitution: Under the Constitution, three important subjects concerning environment,

namely, water, land, and gas and gas-works are placed in the State List of  the Seventh

Schedule of  the Constitution as items 17, 18, and 25. Forests are in the Concurrent List.

Specific division is as follows:

Union List

52 Industries.

53 Regulation and development of  oil fields and mineral oil resources.

54 Regulation of mines and mineral development.

56 Regulation and development of  inter-State rivers and river valleys.

57 Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters.

State List

6 Public health and sanitation.

14 Agriculture, protection against pest and prevention of  plant diseases.

17 Water (subject to entry 56 of  List 1).

18 Land, colonisation, etc.

21 Fisheries.

23 Regulation of mines and mineral development subject to the provisions of List-I.

24 Industries subject to the provisions of List-I.
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Concurrent List

17A Forests.

17B Protection of  wild animals and birds.

20 Economic and social planning.

20A Population control and family planning.

1.4.06 The constitutional changes – especially in the Seventh Schedule by the

42nd Amendment Act, 1976 led to several measures being taken for environmental pro-

tection. By moving forests from the State List to Concurrent List, this amendment en-

abled the Parliament to bring about uniform policies for forest protection and manage-

ment. The Ministry of  Environment and Forests came into existence as a result in 1980.

Starting with the Forest Conservation Act, 1980, several measures have since been initi-

ated by the Government to protect and manage the environment. These would include

the Environmental (Protection) Act, 1986; Air (Prevention and Control of  Pollution)

Act, 1981; Water (Prevention and Control) Act, 1974; as well as certain rules viz. Haz-

ardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Amendment Rules, 2003 and Ozone Deplet-

ing Substances (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000. It is interesting to note that several

earlier Acts also concern themselves with issues relating to environment and pollution.

Amongst these can be cited the Indian Easements Act, 1882 which deals with pollution

of waters; the Shore Nuisance (Bombay and Kolaba) Act, 1853 which also deals with

water pollution; The North India Canal and Drainage Act, 1873; Obstruction of  Fair-

ways Act, 1881 which prohibited the throwing of  rubbish in any fairway leading to a port;

the Indian Fisheries Act, 1897 which prohibited destruction of  fish by poisoning waters

and the Indian Ports Act, 1908 which regulated water pollution caused by oil.

1.5 The Supreme Courts Drive for Clean Environment and the Right to Life

1.5.01 Although there is no explicit reference to the Right for Clean Environ-

ment in the Constitution, the Supreme Court has invoked the following Articles of the

Constitution for its inference in several prominent cases:

(a) Article 14 – ‘The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or

the equal protection of  the laws within the territory of  India.’

(b) Article 19(6) – ‘State is empowered to make any law imposing in the interest

Environment
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of the general public, reasonable restrictions on the exercise of freedom to

practice any profession, or to carry on any occupation, trade or business’.

(c) Article 21 – ‘No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except

according to procedure established by law’.

1.5.02 Article 21 has been repeatedly interpreted by the Court as ‘right for clean

environment’ – arguing that right for life is not feasible without protection and preserva-

tion of natures’ gift. The following cases illustrate such interpretation by the Supreme

Court of India:

(a) Ratlam Municipality v. Vardichand (1980) – The Court had observed that the

neglect of sanitation of the town of Ratlam by the Municipality amounts to

creating health hazard to the citizens. This judgement based on an earlier

decision back in 1943, does not explicitly invoke Article 21 but it is widely

considered that the right to life was the basis for the judgement.

(b) Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of  Uttar Pradesh (1985) – The

Court held that operation of unauthorized and illegal mining in the Mussoorie-

Dehradun belt affected the ecology of  the area and led to environmental dis-

order. Again, the Court has not invoked Article 21 directly but has regarded

the right to live in a healthy environment as a part of fundamental right.

(c)  M.C. Mehta v. Union of  India (Oleum Gas Leak case in 1986) – The Court clearly

treated the right to live in a healthy environment as a fundamental right under

Article 21 of  the Constitution. Chief  Justice P.N. Bhagwati observed that:

‘These applications for compensation are the enforcement of the fundamen-

tal rights to life enshrined in Article 21 of the Constitution and while dealing

with such applications, we can not adopt a hyper-technical approach which

would defeat the ends of justice … If this Court is prepared to accept a letter

complaining of violation of the fundamental rights of an individual or a class

of individuals who can not approach the Court for justice, there is no reason

why these applications for compensation which have been made for the en-

forcement of the fundamental right of persons affected by oleum gas leak

under Article 21 should not be entertained’.

(d) Subhash Kumar v. State of  Bihar (Public Interest Litigation in 1991) – Reacting

to the petition for ensuring enjoyment of pollution free water and air, the

Court observed that, “Right to live is a fundamental right under Article 21 of

the Constitution and it includes the right of enjoyment of life. If anything
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endangers or impairs that quality of life in derogation of laws, a citizen has a

right to have recourse to Article 32 of the Constitution ….”.

1.5.03 Thus, the quality of the environment has an important bearing on the

right to life under Article 21 relating to the fundamental rights. Any disturbance to the

basic environmental elements, namely, air, water, and soil necessary for life, would be

hazardous to life within the meaning of  Article 21 of  the Constitution. More recently, in

B.L. Wadhera v. Union of  India (1996) right to life was taken to include the right to pollu-

tion-free water. Similar interpretation is also made in the M.C. Mehta v. Kamal Nath case

(2000).

1.6 Development and Environment – Role of Centre, States and Local Bodies

1.6.01 India was amongst those countries which embarked upon a planned de-

velopment strategy. This has had mixed results and though progress has been made in

some areas it is now recognized that much needs to be done to tackle the issues of  rural

poverty, illiteracy and social justice. The bias towards industrialization and urbanization

has led to an environmental problem which has affected various parts of the country and

brought about changes in the livelihood of large number of people. This can be seen in

coastal areas where there is a conflict of interest between traditional and mechanized

fishermen; in the farmlands where most of  agriculture is still rain fed but where enor-

mous resources are spent on major irrigation projects; in mining areas where environmen-

tal degradation is very pronounced and leads to loss of  habitat and farmlands of  local

people; in areas which are forested by physical ousting of traditional forest dwellers or by

depriving them of their traditional sources of livelihood; and in the fragile hill areas

where commercial forestry is undertaken or advantage is taken of the topography to

construct power projects which have deleterious effects on the ecology and livelihood.

1.6.02 Prime facie it would appear that issues relating to conservation; scientific

research; efficient utilization of  resources; declaration of  wildernesses; earmarking areas

as biospheres; and protection of endangered species would best be looked after by the

Central Government as it involves regulation and sometimes taking of unpalatable deci-

sions. The view which has emerged in the Task Force of  the Commission is that Liveli-

hood issues, and commercial pressures are more keenly felt in the States and they would

be prone to letting ‘conservation’ issues remain in the background. Consequently the

legislative powers should also be vested in Parliament where issues can be debated some-

what dispassionately keeping an All-India perspective and India’s international responsi-
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bilities on crucial issues of  global warming and pollution reduction. However many ob-

servers opine that there is no empirical evidence of  this, and conclude that a shift in the

balance between the Centre and States may not make much of a difference.

1.6.03 To the concerns of  livelihood and conservation we must add issues of

social justice and empowerment and see where it takes us. It is the poor who are more

likely to suffer the consequences of  overuse and despoliation as their maneuverability is

limited, whereas those engaged in commercial activity whether mining or forestry are apt

to move frequently once having used the resources. Moreover considerations of  return on

investment do not always lead to use of  appropriate technologies. Similarly major irriga-

tion or electricity generation projects displace the local population whereas the benefits

are shared by those further afield. In many cases cultural and religious sentiments (whether

a sacred grove or shrine) do not receive due attention, nor do the symbiotic relations of

diverse kinds of  economic activity (viz. farming with grazing and gathering of  non-tim-

ber forest produce).

1.6.04 The viewpoint of  the local communities have been expressed through

activists’ organizations most of  them from outside the formal political party system.

They have a small geographical imprint although of late national and international soli-

darity movements of environment activists is taking place. The best hope of giving voice

to these communities they say is through the third tier of governance viz. Panchayati Raj

Institutions or through institutions specially devised for the purpose like the Van Panchayats

in the Kumaon or the Joint Forest Management initiative. It is through such local partici-

pation that national resources can be properly valued, and better managed by a combina-

tion of motivation, use of local knowledge and participative management. Local involve-

ment can also impinge positively by being a part of the process of decision making in-

volving development investments. They can sound a cautionary note on possible ill-ef-

fects. The Supreme Court has enunciated the “Precautionary Principle” which enjoins on

authorities to anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of environmental degradation.

The developer must demonstrate that his actions are benign (Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum

v. UOI AIR 1996 SC 2715). The provision for meaningful interaction with local people

whilst conducting Environmental Impact Assessments is provided in the rules and is a

step in this direction.

1.6.05 What appears therefore is that all three tiers of Governance must synergize

with ideas emanating from each other and each must have a role in all aspects of manage-
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ment of the environment, from policy making to implementation. Such an arrangement

of the federal system could be in line with our general premise that all federations require

a “rebalancing of centralization and non-centralization and of collaborative and com-

petitive federalism” and that there is need to move away from rigid structures laying

down division of  powers and towards sharing responsibility and reconciling diversity.

1.6.06 The Constitutional changes which have taken place reflect the changing

focus of  the national development effects. Whereas in the initial stages the Republic

concentrated on national development and self-sufficiency, and later to increasing pro-

duction of food and non-food items the concerns emanating out of a fast deteriorating

environment and natural resources led to a drive towards conservation and to giving a

greater say to various stakeholders demanding equitable use. The question is what now?

1.7 Responses from the Stakeholders

1.7.01 The Commission in its Questionnaire (Annexure 1.1) had raised some

issues and elicited stakeholder responses. A summary is attempted.

Climate Change

1.7.02 Our attention has been drawn to the important role played by the Central

Ministry of Earth Sciences and organizations like the India Meteorological Department

with its network of  observation stations. These help to monitor and predict normal and

extreme weather conditions and send out warnings for possible floods, cyclones, strong

winds, tsunamis, or droughts. The Agro-Meteorological Advisory Services provide crop

and location specific agro-advisories to farmers for all agro-climatic zones. It is hoped

that soon district level information would be available. Scientific activities require close

coordination between Central and State agencies. Unfortunately there have been instances

of lack of cooperation on some technical aspects of rainfall data collection and method-

ology. Considering the importance of  rainfall to the Indian economy and way of  life this

needs to be avoided.

1.7.03 The Ministry of  Environment and Forests is spearheading the nation’s

efforts relating to the challenge of climate change, especially the National Action Plan on

Climate Change (NAPCC) released on 30th June 2008. The Central role becomes crucial

in international negotiations as India is a Party to the UN Framework Convention on

Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol. Many entrepreneurs are taking advantage of the

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) by selling carbon credits from emission reduction

Environment
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projects. The international conventions on adaptation measures require action to be taken

under several programmes most of them being implemented at the State and local body

level. However no issues affecting Centre-State coordination have surfaced in this regard.

1.7.04 States have called for additional assistance or special incentive grants to

States taking up forest conservation projects. They have highlighted specific activities

which need to be taken up by State agencies and local bodies under the various missions

under the National Action Plan. These include activities like creation of awareness and

building capacity. Suggestions have also been made to include ‘Climate Change’ in the

Concurrent List.

1.7.05 Respondents have highlighted the collective responsibility of the Centre,

States, Local Bodies and citizens, but it is felt by some that this being an important global

issue must be handled by the Centre.

Development

1.7.06 Whereas environment clearances are seen as a hold up in execution of

projects it is understood by all that it is necessary and inescapable. In this context it is felt

that conferment of  greater powers to States is a progressive measure. The procedures for

Environmental Impact Assessments need to be constantly reviewed. It is generally felt

that though pre-construction environmental concerns are being addressed, not much

attention is paid to repairing the damage done to the environment after projects have run

their course, especially mining projects. This aspect needs to be taken care of  and both

the Centre and States have a role to play in this regard.

Equity and Livelihood

1.7.07 The Ministry of  Tribal Affairs believes that the implementation of  the

Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of  Forest Rights)

Act, 2006 is crucial to containment of  unrest and tension among the forest dwelling

tribals and other traditional forest dwellers. The Act takes care of  the needs and aspiration

of forest dwelling communities and yet at the same time gives protection to the

environment, forests and to bio-diversity in consonance with the specific legislation on

these matters. In fact it goes a step further and empowers holders of  forest rights to

protect the wildlife, forests, bio-diversity and water resources. It also gives a responsibility

to the gram sabha to constitute committees for protection of  Environment and Forests. It
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has called for better sustainable models of socio-economic development based on scientific

criteria and a participatory approach. Respondents have called for a ‘constructive

involvement’ of  forest dwellers in management of  forests/protected areas. They have

also called for confidence building measures, awareness programmes in these areas to

maintain the balance between development and conservation. All States have seen the

Rights Act of 2006 as a step in the right direction and have called for its faithful

implementation.

1.8 Recommendations

1.8.01 It is clear to us that considering the importance of the issues on environ-

ment and climate change which beset the nation as well as the global community, the

constitutional and legal regime needs to be altered to meet these challenges. We have

observed earlier the changes brought about as a result of  the 42nd, the 73rd and 74th

Amendments to the Constitution. These have through the Directive Principles and Fun-

damental Duties sought to influence State Policy and individual behaviour in their atti-

tude towards environmental issues and also provided a role to local bodies. We are con-

vinced that in spite of  the headway that has been made there is need to move further. The

various options were (a) stronger Constitutional statements or (b) incorporation of spe-

cific articles in the text of the Constitution on matters concerning the environment or (c)

conferment of  specific legislative powers according to the basic Constitutional scheme

under the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution to the Centre and States.

1.8.02 Many Constitutions have provisions for Constitutional statements on im-

portant issues. Article 24 of  the South African Constitution of  1996 says that “everyone

has the right….. to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future

generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures that….. secure ecologi-

cally sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable

economic and social development”. Article 127 of  the Venezuelan Constitution runs as

follows –

“It is the right and duty of each generation to protect and maintain the environ-

ment for its own benefit and that of the world of the future….. it is a fundamental duty

of  the State, with the active participation of  society, to ensure that the populace devel-

ops in a pollution-free environment in which air, water, soil, coasts, climate, the ozone

layer and living species receive special protection, in accordance with law”.

Environment
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1.8.03 Our Constitution does not provide for such elaborate statements, but the

substance of such vital issues which guide the State and citizen are contained in the

Articles relating to the Directive Principles and Fundamental Rights and Duties. These

have already been done and further elaborating them would not make much of a differ-

ence.

1.8.04 Likewise the Constitutional structure does not provide for individual sub-

jects being the subject matter of legislation either by the Union or the States to be dealt

with separately in the body of the text. All such subjects are provided for in the Seventh

Schedule. Although the issues relating to environment are of great importance it is nei-

ther necessary or desirable to disturb the well considered structure of  the Constitutional

provisions.

1.8.05 The third option is hence the viable and desirable option. It has been

suggested to us that the scope of  Entry 20 in the Concurrent List be extended and a new

Entry be inserted entitled “Environment and Ecological Planning for natural resource

use and management”. Such an Entry would definitely provide a legislative focus to all

environmental issues; however it could detract from the role which the Centre and States

are already performing by virtue of  Entry 20 viz. Economic and Social Planning. Entries

in List II – State List already empower the States on matters concerning land, agriculture,

water, minerals etc. and through the States the local bodies also. Environmental issues

affect all these and the specific legislations concerning these natural resources can take

care of  environmental issues. Our entire examination on environmental issues has led us

to the conclusion that what was lacking was a clear policy directive and set of basic

actions which should permeate all activities concerning the natural resources. There could

be variations in the use of agencies, and in programme contents but not on essential

features. Such a national focus and clear unambiguous direction can only be given through

a Constitutional mandate to the Union. The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution)

Act, 1974 was promulgated under Article 252 as water was a State subject. On the other

hand, the Air (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Act, 1981 and the Environment

(Protection) Act, 1986 were promulgated under Article 253. Such indirect methods of

legislation need not be resorted to on such an important subject. In the landmark T.N.

Godavarman Thirumalpad v. Union of  India & Others {WP(C) 202 of  1995 AIR 1997 SC

1228} the Court delinked ecology from land and its ownership. “Ecology”, the Court

said, “is not a property of any State but belongs to all being a gift of nature for the entire

nation.” Thus the Court has taken away any legal jurisdiction which the States may have
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claimed on the basis of  territorial jurisdiction. Environment and ecology are no more

merely physical attributes but very life blood of the nation. The Union must hence be

empowered by a clear Entry in List I of the Seventh Schedule. Since we are in favour of

maintaining States’ legislative powers under the separate items relating to natural re-

sources, the States authority to administer and innovate would not diminish. On the

other hand it would help in seamless integration with executive authorities cutting across

State boundaries. (In our section on ‘water’ we have been able to elaborate on this con-

cept in the context of management of River Basins and a watershed approach to use of

natural resources). This Entry on ‘Environment, Ecology and Climate Change’ would

enable the Centre to formulate a comprehensive Policy Statement on Environment is-

sues, to bring in legislation as and when required, to fulfill its International obligations

and provide institutional mechanisms for coordination involving the States, local bodies

and elements of  civil society.

Environment
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Annexure 1.1

Extracts from the Questionnaire

Natural Resources, Environment, Land and Agriculture

Water Resources

6.1 The Inter State River Water Disputes Act, 1956, provides for inter alia  the consti-

tution of a tribunal by the Central Government, if a dispute cannot be settled by negotia-

tions within a time frame of one year after the receipt of an application from a disputant

State; giving powers to tribunals to requisition any data from the State Governments, the

water management agencies etc; a data bank and an information system being maintained

by the Central Government at the national level for each river basin; empowerment of

the Central Government to verify data supplied by the State Government; a time frame

for tribunals to give an award and for the decision of the tribunal after its publication in

the official gazette by the Central Government to have the same force as an order or

decree of the Supreme Court. Broad principles for sharing of river waters are still under

discussion between the Central Government and the States.

Are you satisfied that the measures taken so far have contributed effectively to

the resolution of inter-State river water disputes? What additional measures do you sug-

gest for strengthening the implementation of the existing Constitutional provisions and

other laws? What in your view should be the role of the Central Government in imple-

menting and monitoring the existing inter-State water sharing agreements and in ensuring

compliance and implementation of the awards of tribunals, court decisions and agree-

ments/treaties?

6.2 Water as a resource, particularly river waters, is an issue of  great complexity and

sensitivity in terms of  ownership and control, conservation, optimal and sustainable use,

sharing and distribution and it is apprehended that this may result in serious tension and

possible civil strife in future. Proper management of the resource requires striking a bal-

ance between national interests and the interests of the States through which the rivers

flow. In this context several proposals have been considered including the transfer of

water from one river basin to another, more prudent use in intra-basin areas, sharper

focus on rain water harvesting and water management strategies etc. What are your views

in the matter to ensure better management of this valuable resource keeping in view both
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national interests and the interests of individual States? Can the concept of integrated

planning and management of river basins under a joint authority be introduced on a larger

scale?

6.3 Continuing from the foregoing, what in your view should be the nature of Centre-

State cooperation in mitigating the effect of floods and management of drainage and

irrigation particularly when these issues have inter-State and international implications?

6.4 Pollution of  our rivers poses a serious threat to the quality of  available water,

biotic resources, human health and safety and our natural heritage. Adequate efforts to

tackle the problem through technology oriented national and state level programmes

backed by peoples participation have been lacking. Even Missions such as Ganga/Yamuna

Action Plan(s) and other river action plans have yielded limited results. What steps -

legal, administrative, technological, economic and financial - would you suggest for a

resolution of the problem?

6.5 The subject of land improvement figures at Entry 18 in List-II of the Seventh

Schedule under Article 246. Most of the States have not taken sufficient measures to

optimally utilize the nutrients present in the residue of treated sewage or in the river

waters by way of sullage and sewage flowing into them (part of the solid waste settles at

the river bottom and is retrievable during the period of lean flow) and recycling the

available water resource to improve the fertility of soil and increase the productivity of

land.

  In this context there is an increasingly perceived need to have in place a national

strategy for control, regulation and utilization of  sullage and wastewater to improve the

quality of soil, land and other nutrients with the objective of augmenting agricultural

yield, more so due to mounting water scarcity and changes in precipitation owing to

climatic changes. What are your suggestions for countering the resulting loss to the na-

tion?

6.6 Storage or reservoir or dam based projects are often conceived as multi purpose

projects providing not only power but also irrigation, navigation, drinking water and flood

control benefits. At the same time such projects have higher environmental and social

externalities. The issue of  fair sharing of  social and environmental costs and benefits

between downstream/command areas and upstream/catchment areas has been a major

problem leading to suboptimal utilization of this valuable resource.

Environment
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What role do you envisage for the Central Government for achieving greater cooperation

among the various stakeholders in developing a consensus on such projects?

Forests, Land and Agriculture

6.7 With the adoption of  the National Environment Policy 2006, greater powers have

been delegated to the States to grant environmental and forest clearances for infrastruc-

ture and industrial projects having investment of upto a specified limit. While one body

of  opinion is of  the view that it will have a harmful effect on ecology and disrupt the

fragile equilibrium in our environment, others look upon this as a welcome initiative

which will facilitate timely implementation of  development projects.

Do you think that the existing arrangements are working satisfactorily? How do

you think the conflicting interests of  development and environmental conservation can

be better reconciled?

6.8 There is a view that the inadequacy of  minimum infrastructure facilities for forest

dwellers and general lack of economic opportunities has greatly contributed to the esca-

lation of  dissatisfaction and alienation among them. This also raises security concerns.

The ‘Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of  Forest

Tribes) Act, 2006’ which confers land ownership rights on Scheduled Tribes and other

traditional forest dwellers in the event of their being in occupation of the said land as on

13th December, 2005 is perceived as a major step towards containment of unrest and

tension. Do you agree with this assessment? What further steps can be taken to build

sustainable models of  conservation by involving tribal and other forest dwelling commu-

nities?

6.9 Some of  the States have contended that they have to maintain and conserve large

tracts of forests and green cover for national and global benefit at the cost of the eco-

nomic interests of the State. Similarly mountain States, particularly those that are a part

of the Himalayan ecosystem have to constrict the economic exploitation potential of the

region for the benefit of the ecosystem as a whole. In other words, these States provide

ecological services essential for the nation as a whole as well as for the entire global

community. These States have argued for compensation to them and the communities

who perform the role of  stewardship of  these valuable ecological assets. What are your

views in this regard?
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Mineral Resources including Hydrocarbons

6.10 Regulation of mineral resources including hydrocarbons comes within the com-

petence of the Centre by virtue of Entries 53, and 54 and 55 of List I of the Seventh

Schedule. Entry 23 under List II similarly empowers the States to regulate the develop-

ment of mines and minerals subject to the provisions of List I. The States have been

seeking a greater role in the decision making processes relating to the regulation of min-

eral resources e.g. in the determination of  the royalty rates, periodicity of  rates revision

etc. What steps, in your view, should be taken to evolve an integrated policy on the

subject that would reconcile the interests of the States with the sustainable exploitation

of mineral resources including hydrocarbons in the national interest?

Ecosystems, Climate Change and Natural Disasters

6.11 India’s vulnerability to the projected impacts of  climate change is high, particu-

larly with regard to its effect on water resources, power, agriculture, forests, tourism,

health and rural livelihoods etc. Most of  these issues are dealt with primarily at the State

and local levels.

In view of the problems and challenges posed by the phenomenon of climate

change, how would you delineate the respective roles and responsibilities of the Centre,

the States and the Municipalities and Panchayats?

Environment
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2
WATER

2.1 Approach

2.1.01 The National Environment Policy of  2006 characterizes India’s fresh water

resources, comprising river systems, groundwater and wet lands as its single most impor-

tant natural endowment. The Constitutional and legal system is devised to regulate its

use. Since there are multiple uses and users the issue of equitable allocation of this vital

resource assumes importance. However any legal system which treats water as a distinct

entity (regardless of whether it confers ‘basic rights’, “ownership rights” or “sovereign

powers” to the state or people or treats their responsibilities as one of  “trusteeship”)

would whilst resolving some issues create complications elsewhere, especially if it leads

to an imperfect management of  the ecosystem. We have hence approached water related

issues from the viewpoint of  (a) equitable allocation for use and (b) need to treat it as an

important element of  the ecosystem, the preservation and sustenance of  which is vital to

life and livelihood. Both issues are intertwined and need to be addressed together.

2.1.02 Equitable allocation amongst uses and users would necessitate identifica-

tion of  a hierarchical set of  requirements. Obviously under such an arrangement, the

basic needs of water for drinking and daily needs (like washing and cooking) should be

given the first priority. We need to then add the other requirements for food, fuel and

shelter (which can be expressed as bio-mass requirements) and the quantity of water

especially for irrigation required to sustain this bio mass, and so on for industrial use and

leisure and sporting requirements.

2.1.03 Overlaying the requirements of individuals, families and the community

are the requirements of the ecosystem itself. This is a closed loop where water originates,

changes form and location but continues to be part of  the system. The only externality is

pollution, caused primarily by human intervention. Any legal regime or management sys-

tem cannot therefore disregard the importance of making provision for the needs of the

environment, and provide for its sustenance and rejuvenation.
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2.1.04 The principle of equity was best seen in small village communities based

on consent and consensus (although many would argue and rightly so, that in many cases

the consent was obtained by coercion of the dominant class in such communities). The

questions which arise are how to obtain such consensus when the area of operation

becomes large, and whether the constitutional division of power and concomitant legis-

lation and institutional framework have succeeded or can succeed in bringing about such

a consensus based water use regime.

2.2 Water Use in India

2.2.01 For better clarity we consider it necessary to delineate some of  the char-

acteristics as well as uses of water in India. According to the ‘State of Environment

Report India 2009’ brought out by the Ministry of  Environment and Forests, the reposi-

tory of surface water are the twelve major river systems which drain the sub-continent.

They form a total catchment area of  253 million hectares. Over 70 per cent of  the rivers

drain into the Bay of Bengal and 20 per cent into the Arabian Sea. Only 10 per cent drain

into interior basins and a few natural lakes. The sources of  this water are the melting

Himalayan glaciers and the seasonal rainfall. The estimated utilizable surface water is

690 cubic kms. The total replenishable groundwater potential has been estimated to be

431 cubic kms (of which 396 cubic km is annually recharged). Thus the total available is

1122 cubic kms.

2.2.02 As regards usage, agriculture receives the greatest share of annual water

allocation totaling 92 per cent, most of  it in the form of  irrigation. Irrigation assumes

importance because of  the seasonal nature of  precipitation in the country. Of  the 92 per

cent, groundwater accounts for 39 per cent. With growing economic progress and in-

crease in industrial activity the share of water for industrial use would increase. The

demand for industrial and energy production which is 63 billion cubic metres today is

expected to grow at 4.2 per cent per year.

2.2.03 Domestic demand would also grow both because of increase in popula-

tion as well as greater access (which today is very low considering that only 85 per cent of

the urban population and 79 per cent of  rural population have access to water for drink-

ing, the position being very unsatisfactory as regards sanitation). The estimates are that in

the next twenty years the demand will double from 25 billion cubic metres to 52 billion

cubic metres.
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2.2.04 It is estimated that by 2025 the total annual water demand of 1050 cubic

kms would be close to the utilizable potential of  1122 cubic kms.

2.2.05 There is an alarming deterioration in the quality of  both surface and

groundwater. 70 per cent of  surface water is contaminated by biological, toxic, organic

and inorganic pollutants. The geogenic contaminants (including salinity, iron, fluoride

and arsenic) have affected the groundwater in 200 districts across 19 States. Pollution has

been caused by all the major users viz. agriculturists (use of fertilizers and pesticides);

industries (by dumping industrial water without effluent treatment); domestic users and

local bodies (by discharge of untreated sewage and improper disposal of solid waste).

2.2.06 Since the population is expected to stabilize at 1640 million by 2050 the

per capita availability would go down from 1820 cubic metres/year in 2001 to 1140

cubic metres/year in 2050. Thus the challenge before the country is how to meet this

demand both in terms of  quantity and quality, given the constraints of  geography and

rainfall pattern.

2.2.07 The Environment Report 2009 cited earlier concludes that the “core chal-

lenge of water resources development and management in India is one of governance”.

The focus of  governance, it goes on to say, should be integrated water resource manage-

ment. We are in agreement with this diagnosis and the broad strategy, but would confine

our views only to the Constitutional and institutional arrangements and see whether they

can bring about equitable distribution, an integrated approach, minimize disagreements

and in the event that disputes do arise how best to resolve them.

2.3 Constitutional Provisions

2.3.01 The Constitution provides a role for the Centre, States and Local Bodies

in the management of  water. However it is apparent that the primacy in the matter is

accorded to the States. Entry 17 in List II - State List of  the Seventh Schedule states as

follows:

“Water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and embankments,

water storage, and water power subject to the provisions of entry 56 of List I”.

2.3.02 The Centre has been given a role in (a) Entry 56 of List I – Union List of

the Seventh Schedule which speaks of “Regulation and development of inter-State rivers

and river valleys to the extent to which such regulation and development under the control

Water
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of the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the public interest”, and

(b) stemming from this entry and recognizing that disputes may arise in the use of,

distribution or control of  waters of  an inter-State river or river valley, under Article 262

which provides for a Parliamentary law in the matter of  adjudication of  such disputes.

The Article also provides that if Parliament so enacts then neither the Supreme Court nor

any other Court shall exercise jurisdiction in respect of any such dispute or complaint.

2.3.03 This Central role has come about after many changes. In pre-indepen-

dence India, the Government of India had centralized control over irrigation projects and

the credo was optimum utilization irrespective of  political boundaries. The Montague-

Chelmsford Reforms of  1919 classified irrigation as a provincial subject but under the

‘reserved’ category and hence there was a measure of  control. However the Government

of India Act, 1935 led to its complete control being handed over to the provinces, except

in the matter of inter-State disputes where there was a provision to resolve disputes

through the aegis of  expert investigatory commissions and central executive decisions.

2.3.04 As a consequence of the 73rd and 74th Constitution Amendment Acts and

the insertion of  the Eleventh and Twelfth Schedules both Panchayats and Municipalities

are required to be empowered with the management of  water. Item 3 of  the Eleventh

Schedule speaks of a role for panchayats in “minor irrigation, water management and

watershed development”, Item 11 confers on them responsibilities for “Drinking Water”,

Item 13 speaks inter alia of “waterways” as a means of communication and Item 29 of

“maintenance of  community assets”. In the case of  Municipalities the Twelfth Schedule

lists out under Item 5 “water supply for domestic, industrial and, commercial purposes”

and under Item 8 inter alia  the “protection of the environment and promotion of ecologi-

cal aspects”.

2.4 Centre, State and Local Bodies in Water Management

2.4.01 The Centre has exercised its jurisdiction in the matter of inter-State rivers

by enacting the River Boards Act 1956. Hence if central management of any inter-State

river basin is desired it could be done either through a specific legislation for that basin or

by setting up a Board under the River Boards Act 1956. In practice however the Centre

has not exercised either route to constitute a specific River Basin Organisation, (It is

interesting to note that the Ganga Basin Authority notified in February 2009 has been set

up under the Environment Protection Act) and the reasons for this have generally been

ascribed to the reluctance of States to politically come to an understanding in this regard.
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2.4.02 In addition to such Constitutional provisions central intervention in is-

sues concerning water have also been the results of  Court directions. In the leading case

on the matter {M.C. Mehta v. Union of  India (1977) 11 SCC 312} the Supreme Court

directed the Central Government to set up an authority at the central level to deal with

indiscriminate extraction of  ground water. The Central Government accordingly set up

the Central Groundwater Authority and has also taken the initiative to prepare draft

model groundwater bills in 1970, 1972, 1992, 1996 and lastly in 2005. However the

Court held this Authority’s legitimacy under Section 3(2) of  the Environment Protection

Act, 1986. Similarly under the Coastal Regulation Zone notification of  1991 harvesting

of groundwater within 200 metres of the High Tide Line is prohibited. Considering that

the Environment Protection Act, 1986 was passed by virtue of Article 253, many schol-

ars have been questioning the round about way in which Central jurisdiction has been

expanded in what essentially is a State jurisdiction. Similarly there have been directions

given to the Centre and States in the matter of inter-linking of rivers (which in effect

means transfer of water from one basin to another). {Networking of Rivers In re (2004)} 11

SCC 360}.

2.4.03 We propose to discuss the implications of  Article 262 separately and hence

skip over it for the present.

2.4.04 In addition to legislative action and action in pursuance to Court direc-

tives, administrative initiatives have been taken by the Centre to set up a National Water

Resources Council (presided over by the Prime Minister, with Chief Ministers and Union

Ministers as Members), and to formulate a National Water Policy the last being in 2002.

The National Water Policy calls for developing a data bank, estimating availability of

water, prioritizing water use (with primacy to drinking water), development of ground-

water, developing irrigation facilities, taking flood control measures, conservation and

encouraging of stakeholder participation in management of water resources etc.

2.4.05 Since three major river systems, namely Ganga, Brahmaputra and Indus

cross the international borders the Central Government is required to play an important

role in this regard too. The utilization of  such waters (either as an upper or lower riparian)

requires an understanding with other countries and results in Treaties, MOUs or other

formal arrangements for information sharing. Treaties have been entered into with Paki-

stan, Bangladesh and Nepal. Several MOUs have been entered into with China relating to

provision of  hydrological information in the flood season. Obviously this role cannot but

be performed by the Centre. The legal basis for this lies in items 10 and 14 of  List I –

Water
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Union List of the Seventh Schedule and Article 253, which confer general powers on the

Centre to conduct foreign relations, enter into treaties and agreements and to enact legis-

lation to give effect to international agreements.

2.4.06 In the conduct of water diplomacy the Centre, unlike conduct of foreign

or defence policy is concerned with a material resource which flows through State territo-

ries and which in normal times is utilized for various purposes by the people resident in

the State. When floods occur, devastation is caused to life and property and States be-

come directly concerned with relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. Thus States in-

volvement in the context of such treaties and agreements and in their subsequent imple-

mentation is vital. Although West Bengal was associated, Bihar was not when the Ganges

Treaty of  1996 was entered into with Bangladesh and so Bihar feels that its interests were

not properly addressed. The 2008 floods in Bihar were caused by breaches of embank-

ments in Nepal, and this required coordination between the two countries and the State

of  Bihar. Many projects in the State of  Jammu & Kashmir depend upon successful nego-

tiations between India and Pakistan under the Indus Water Treaty of  1960.

2.4.07 States have enacted laws which regulate both surface and groundwater by

virtue of powers vested in them under Entry 17 in List II – State List of the Seventh

Schedule. Many observers have remarked that this Entry appears to have a bias towards

engineering and hence the stress on irrigation and other economic activities and does not

look at water as an important element in the lives of  people, the society and the ecology.

Irrigation Acts hence mainly regulate the development of and use of surface water (within

State territories). Strict control is exercised and rivers etc. cannot be impounded or diverted

and neither can water be taken from them without Government approval. There are rules

governing cropping patterns, betterment levies, water charges and schedules when water

would be made available. In this regard the post-independence State legislations are in

line with a long historical continuum. The North India Canal and Drainage Act of 1873

and the Bombay Irrigation Act of  1879 without reference to the question of  ownership,

asserted the States’ right to regulate. States have supplemented the National Water Policy

with their own, generally following the same principles.

2.4.08 The growing use of groundwater both for irrigation as well as for drinking

has led to a rapid decline in the water table. Hence although the Indian Easements Act,

1882 linked groundwater use with that of the land ownership a number of States have

now legislated to control use of  groundwater. They have followed the Central Model Bill

on various aspects and have provision regarding establishment of groundwater authorities;

notification of  areas according to availability of  groundwater and requiring permission to
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be taken before exploitation, as also for registration of  wells. Thus States have extended

their control by exercise of  legislative power over both surface and groundwater.

2.4.09 Whereas economic use of water had been the focus of most legislations

there has rightly been a move towards provision of safe and assured water supply for

drinking purposes. The Government of  India’s position as well as that of  the States is to

ensure that such water is provided without going into the aspects of whether water needs

to be treated as the ‘fundamental right’ of an individual. This is an area where through

centrally sponsored schemes a major role is being played by the Central Government. The

Central Government has set up a separate Department of  Drinking Water Supply which

also administers the Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission (RGNDWM). The

Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme (ARWSP) is the main vehicle through which

the Centre and the States are attempting to ensure full coverage of all habitations throughout

the country.

2.4.10 As regards Local Bodies their jurisdiction to deal with water related issues

does not come automatically with the incorporation of  the Eleventh and Twelfth Sched-

ules in the Constitution. They are dependent upon enactment of suitable legislation by

States or devolution of functions through executive action. Most of the pre-indepen-

dence legislations listed water supply as an obligatory function of  Municipalities. How-

ever in present day Municipal Acts water supply is regarded as a function delegated from

State Governments, and they also provide for this activity to be undertaken by parastatals.

In some legislations it is treated as an obligatory duty, provided necessary resources are

provided to local bodies, and in others if  it can provide such a service, if  done at a

reasonable cost. Most Municipal Acts have made it obligatory for provision of rainwater

harvesting as part of  a building plan.

2.4.11 Empowerment of  Local Bodies is however also envisaged in Articles

243ZD relating to District Planning Committees (DPCs) and Article 243 ZE relating to

Metropolitan Planning Committee (MPC). In both these articles it is obligatory for local

bodies to prepare draft plans having regard to “sharing of water and other physical and

natural resources”. The setting up of these bodies is obligatory under the Constitution.

However, there are a number of shortcomings in this regard and we have discussed these

at greater length in our volume on Local Governance. Thus the only Constitutional pro-

vision which has the potential of enabling water to be looked at as a common resource in

a coordinated manner, albeit at local levels, has not been given due attention.

Water
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2.4.12 A welcome development has been the emphasis on people oriented water

management (just as in the case of forests). The Command Area Development Programme

(initially launched as a CSS in 1974-75 and now a State Sector Scheme since 2008-09)

lays emphasis on Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM), as it is felt that participa-

tion of beneficiaries will help in optimal utilization of the resource. 14 States have either

enacted exclusive legislation or amended the Irrigation Acts to provide for such participa-

tion (e.g. Andhra Pradesh Farmers’ Management of  Irrigation Systems Act, 1997; Madhya

Pradesh Sinchai Prabandhan Me Krishkon Ki Bhagidari Adhhiniyam, 1999; Rajasthan

Farmers’ Participation in Management of  Irrigation Systems Act, 2000; Orissa Pani

Panchayat Act, 2002; Maharashtra Management of  Irrigation Systems by Farmers Act,

2005). These Acts enable Water Users Associations (WUAs) to be formed and controlled

by users of  water who pay for the services offered by the Associations. They are not

meant to be commercial organizations but need to be self-sustaining. WUAs regulate and

monitor water distribution amongst members, collect service charges and carry out main-

tenance and repairs of  canal systems and settle disputes amongst members. Laws provide

for overall control by the State either directly or through Regulatory Authorities. State

authorities determine the command area and can also change the jurisdiction of  various

WUAs. So far nearly 56000 WUAs have been formed to manage 13 Million hectares. In

spite of the beneficial effects of such arrangements criticisms have been leveled that

WUAs are gender discriminatory and not representative of  the entire community. Al-

though women have played a crucial role in household water management and partici-

pate in all agricultural activity they have very little say in the WUAs which are male

dominated. Membership rules which provide for land holders or heads of  households

preclude women from becoming members. Their relationship with Panchayati Raj Insti-

tutions (PRIs) is not clear. They exist along side, and their powers overlap with those of

the PRIs. The process of  devolution of  powers to PRIs is already tardy and the constitu-

tion of  WUAs would make the issue of  local management of  water resources still more

complicated. The PRIs by their constitution are more inclusive (with mandatory inclu-

sion of  women, SCs and STs) whereas WUAs represent only landholder interests. These

have raised issues of  the institutional inability of  WUAs to be instruments for equitable

use of  the water resources of  the community.

2.4.13 A marriage of sorts between PRIs and customary control over water

resources has taken place under the provisions of the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled
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Areas) Act, 1996 (PESA). The Act gives special powers to Gram Sabhas and Panchayats

in respect of minor water bodies especially access to and control over them by tribal

communities, as they are considered (along with forests etc.) as a natural resource base on

which they have always depended for life and sustenance.

2.4.14 Water Users Associations and PRIs have provided an institutional base

for community participation in water management. However more often than not it is

civil society initiatives which have led to profound changes in the manner in which water

related human rights are to be factored into water management, as well as the several

ways in which stakeholders can themselves address their requirements of drinking water

and irrigation within small village confines. The Narmada Bachao Andolan brought the

plight of the displaced (as a result of a major dam project) to national and international

attention. Innovative techniques have been used for micro-watershed management by

several organizations with dedicated leadership. The work done in Ralegaon Sidhi

(Maharashtra); Sukhomajhri (Haryana); in Alwar by Tarun Bharat Sangh (Rajasthan); in

Madurai by DHAN foundation; in Karnataka by MYRADA has been lauded by farmers

and experts alike.

2.4.15 The last element in water resource management is the growing interest in

private sector participation in planning, development and the management of water re-

sources. The National Water Policy of  2002 actively encourages such participation as it is

expected to bring in innovative ideas, financial resources, better management on corpo-

rate lines and service efficiency. Many States have followed suit. The Karnataka State

Urban Drinking Water and Sanitation Policy of  2002 and the Karnataka Municipal Cor-

porations (Water Supply) Rules give a role to the private sector in urban water delivery

systems. Similarly the Gujarat Infrastructure Act, 1999 provides for private sector par-

ticipation in water supply and sanitation projects. However in many circles there is a

feeling that this initiative is as a result of  the pressure mounted by the World Bank (IBRD),

International Monetary Fund (IMF) or the Asian Development Bank (ADB), which look

upon water primarily as an ‘economic good’. A proposed privatization project for water

supply in Delhi had to be abandoned.

2.4.16 Thus what emerges is a tapestry in which several threads are intertwined :

the Centre, States, PRIs, user associations, communities, civil society and the private

sector, all in some manner or the other involved in the use and management of water

resources. We thought it necessary to obtain views of  major stakeholders in order to

assist us in our attempt to make recommendations on our chosen focus of attention i.e.

equity and integrated resource management.

Water
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2.5 Responses of Stakeholders

2.5.01 The extract of  the Commission’s questionnaire on some of  the important

issues and roles of the different tiers of governance is at Annexure 1.1. The response was

encouraging and we have attempted a resume in this section.

2.5.02 Water Tribunals: The Union Government’s Ministry of  Water Resources

is of the opinion that the present Constitutional provisions addressing inter-State dis-

putes are adequate. There was the question of delays but now the Amended Act provides

that Tribunals should give a decision in three years, extendable for a period not exceeding

two years. Even to decide on a clarificatory reference a time limit of  one year has been

prescribed. However it feels that the provision for extension to give a clarificatory order

could delay matters and perhaps an amendment could be brought about limiting the ex-

tended period also to one year. Many respondents have however remarked that the ar-

rangements are not conducive to dealing with an issue of such great complexity and

urgency. They have drawn attention to lack of  finality and are against provision for any

appeal whatsoever. Some have preferred suo moto action by the Union Government to set

up the Tribunals. Others feel that a permanent Tribunal would obviate the need for con-

stituting one for each dispute. Many respondents have drawn attention to lack of exper-

tise and would prefer a larger body comprised of  judges and technical experts. The tribu-

nals need to be properly assisted by other staff  to collect information and to build up a

data bank. Most respondents have acknowledged that enforcing compliance is difficult

and that a satisfactory solution to this matter is not forthcoming. Suggestions have been

made that a joint Authority could be established to implement Awards. A few respon-

dents have gone to the extent of  suggesting that an executive agency would be more

suitable, perhaps an inter-State Water Commission. A role for the Inter-State Council has

also been suggested. Even this may not be necessary according to some respondents if

river basins are interlinked, thus ensuring enough water for all. A view has also been

expressed that if all inter-State rivers were to be “nationalized” or be made a “Union

subject” there would be no need for such Tribunals.

2.5.03 Inter-State River Basins: There is unanimity in the belief that a compre-

hensive watershed management approach is the best approach towards water related

matters. The integrated plan should have a long term vision, and seek to integrate policies

and programmes. Strategic decisions should be taken at river basin levels and this should

guide action at sub-basin and local levels. A joint Authority should be set up for the
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purpose but micro management should invariably be left to the States. Interestingly a

number of respondents have advocated inter-basin transfers and establishment of a wa-

ter grid (on the same lines as a power grid). They hope that a major engineering exercise

has the potential of  taking care of  most water related disputes. However there are re-

spondents who are skeptical of such grandiose projects and feel that they pose immense

engineering problems, would cost astronomical sums and lead to insolvable problems of

displacement of large populations, their relocation and rehabilitation. In the context of

such inter-State River Basin Organisations it has also been suggested that the only fea-

sible way out is to make water a central subject. Others have been quick to warn against

such a move which would be against the grain of  a federal polity, preferring only an

advisory and facilitative role for the Centre.

2.5.04 Floods and Drainage: The Union Government’s Ministry of  Water Re-

sources stated that the present system is working well. There is cooperation amongst

vulnerable States and the Centre. The Ganga Flood Commission and Brahmaputra Board

are good examples of cooperation in this area. The flood Management Wing of the Cen-

tral Water Commission provides technical assistance in planning, evaluation and moni-

toring of  flood management schemes. It also maintains a network of  flood forecasting

stations. A number of  Central Sector Schemes specifically address the problem of  flood

prone areas. Many States have requested for enhanced allocations under the National

Calamity Contingency Fund to meet the expenditure on rescue, relief and compensation

as a result of  floods. They have advocated a national strategy wherein the Centre would

take on the major responsibility to meet flood disasters, with States concerning them-

selves more with drainage problems. Most respondents feel that joint management bodies

(for all aspects of river basin water utilization) should also deal with flood related mat-

ters. Here also interlinking of  rivers is seen as a panacea for many of  the ills.

2.5.05 Pollution: Most agree that laws are adequate but regulation is poor. The

importance of controlling and elimination of pollution has been stressed both to increase

agricultural production but more importantly to provide clean and potable drinking wa-

ter. The advantage in utilizing Non Government Organizations (NGOs) to be watchdogs

to control pollution has been stressed. The advantages of Public-Private Partnerships in

conversion of urban solid waste into useful material has been urged. The role of the

Centre has been recognized in setting standards but it is generally felt that pollution

control measures being so location specific have to be the domain of  the States. Discus-

sions on these matters could be within a sub-Group on Pollution control set up within the

Water
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Inter-State Council. The Ministry of  Environment and Forests has drawn attention to the

existing collaborative arrangements between the Centre and States in this regard. The

National River Conservation Directorate of  the Ministry of  Environment and Forests is

administering the Centrally Sponsored Scheme of  ‘National River Conservation Plans’

and ‘National Lake Conservation Plans’ for undertaking pollution abatement works in

rivers and lakes in order to ameliorate their water quality. The long term strategy is to

have a river basin based planning aimed at an integrated approach towards river conser-

vation. Citizen Monitoring Committees are to be used to raise public awareness. Replies

also indicate that control of pollution remains the primary focus and not much attention

is being paid to retrieval of nutrients from the sullage being discharged into the river

systems. This being highly localized it is felt that States alone have to take the initiative.

2.6 Recommendations

2.6.01 In the section on environment and ecology we have emphasized the im-

portance of a holistic treatment to natural resources to maintain the ecological balance.

This remains our central concern in this section on water also. The management of  equi-

table distribution and proper use of this natural resource by a large population in a coun-

try, where rainfall is largely seasonal (with most of  the precipitation in a limited number

of days), and whose geography is characterized by varied topographical, geological and

ecological features is a very complex task. We have also mentioned that apart from the

uses that water has for humankind there are also the requirements of the eco-system. A

sub-branch of  ecology i.e. ecohydrology says that water is not divisible per se. What is

groundwater at some stage becomes surface water at another and vice versa. The terms

used are blue water, for running streams and rivers merging into the sea and green water

which is the cycle of  precipitation; evaporation and precipitation. In such diverse forms

water is not a mere economic resource which can be allocated undimensionally. It has a

societal relevance much beyond the economic, and is a matter of life, livelihood and

social and cultural requirements. Since the stakeholders are so many a legalistic approach

to conflict resolution is difficult. Ecohydrologists are hence calling for “hydro-solidarity”

in order that “unavoidable compromises between incompatible water interests” can be

reached. It is now acknowledged by most experts that water harvesting and land manage-

ment becomes key elements of water management and that these can be most efficiently

performed by adopting the watershed approach. Water conservation is not only a matter

of good science and management but of vital concern in a country where most river

basins are under stress and where groundwater has been greatly exploited.
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2.6.02 If  water has to be so managed in terms of  watersheds then it follows that

the legal regime must facilitate a decentralized and participative regime considering the

size of  the country and multiple stakeholders. (The watershed of  Ganga-Brahmaputra-

Meghna system has a catchment area of 110 million hectares; the Godavari has 31 mil-

lion hectares each having tens of  thousands of  micro watersheds.) In such a scenario the

following issues assume importance:

(a) Need to build partnerships between all the stakeholders. The issues are so

complex that it would not be possible for any one tier of governance to handle

it properly and a joint effort becomes the only feasible way out;

(b) Need to evolve a national policy consensus on water, so that the partnership

can work within a set of broad principles, rather than be adrift in a sea of

uncertainty;

(c) Need to build institutions where people with varied skills and interests, can

work together as a team to address the problems;

(d) Need to bring about efficiency and good governance in executive action on

water as time seems to be running out; and

(e) Assess the Constitutional arrangement which can ensure that these objectives

would be met.

2.6.03 A view has been expressed that perhaps such a harmony can be achieved

by shifting ‘water’ to the Concurrent List or by “nationalization” of  inter-State rivers. We

do not see merit in these proposals. Items in the Concurrent List can be acted upon both

by the Centre and States. The Constitutional provisions at present do not preclude this.

Moreover such a shift in the case of water would lead to similar demands say in the case

of  “land”. We are not in favour of  initiating such a ripple effect in Centre-State relations.

We have made recommendations on the section dealing with environment on the manner

in which harmonization of  all natural resources should take and the policies which should

guide national efforts. Moreover good governance calls for decentralization, because of

the variety of  local problems and solutions. This is more so in the case of  water. The

Constitution gives a direct responsibility to the States and through Parts IX and IXA

enjoins upon them to proceed with a further set of  devolutions to Local Bodies. This to

our mind is the appropriate path to a decentralized action on water related matters.

Nationalization connotes ownership and this is difficult to establish in the case of flowing

Water
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water. What is required is regulation of  water use and for that nationalization is not a

requirement.

2.6.04 The Constitutional provisions as they stand are sufficient to address the

issues of water use and management. A national consensus must emerge on water policy

and this in turn should guide the enactments of the Centre (under Entry 56 of List I) and

those of the States (under Entry 17 of List II). An institutional mechanism – the National

Water Resources Council – already exists and its composition is such that it can be a

powerful mechanism for Centre-State coordination and policy formulation in all water

related issues. We envisage an important role for the Council considering that both at the

Central and State levels there are a number of Ministries/Departments which have re-

sponsibilities for water management. In the Government of India apart from the Ministry

of  Water Resources, the Ministries of  Rural Development, Food and Agriculture, Urban

Development, Environment, Power, Shipping and the Planning Commission have uses

for water. Similar is the position in the States. The Council must therefore play a greater

role in integrating policy and programmes on a continuous basis. This could be done by

providing the Council with a core expert body with an Adviser at its helm, so that execu-

tive action on the basis of its recommendations is monitored.

2.6.05 Such a jointly formulated policy would ensure that different State Acts

reflect national policy. At present they do not. Some have an ecological bias, others an

economic one depending on the driving force behind the individual legislation. The Na-

tional Policy as so arrived at should provide a clear direction on all issues relating to water

especially on control over its use; equitable apportionment; rights over water of the indi-

vidual and community; protection of  sources and maintenance of  quality, maintenance

of the ecological balance and role of the tiers of governance in its management.

2.6.06 Courts have been making a distinction between proprietary rights and the

sovereign rights of the State. Exercising such sovereign rights the State can regulate the

supply of  water in public streams so as to utilize it to the best advantage. {Secretary of

State v. Nageswara Iyer; MR (1936) Madras 923}.

2.6.07 This concept was further developed into that of  ‘public trust’ wherein it

was held that the State is a trustee of  all natural resources which are by nature meant for

public use and enjoyment. The definitive judgement on this is MC Mehta v. Kamal Nath

{Span Motels} case (1997) 1 SCC 388. The broad scope of this judgement has been

interpreted to mean that the use of natural resources must be so ordered as to ensure the
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greatest good of  the greatest number. Relying on this principle Courts have afforded

protection to watersheds. {C. Sankareswaran & R. Arunagiri  v. The Commissioner, Land

Ceiling and Land Reforms in the High Court of  Madras WP (MD) Nos. 3536 of  2005 and 943

of 2006 decided on 5.12.2002}. Courts have made a distinction between natural water

storage resources and man-made tanks. In L. Krishnan v. State of  Tamil Nadu AIR 2005

Mad 311 the State Government was directed to identify all natural water resources in the

State and to restore them and remove encroachments if  any. In Forum for a better Hyderabad

{Confederation of  Voluntary Organisations of  Hyderabad} v. Government of  Andhra Pradesh

2001 (4) ALT 275, it was held that the catchment area of  the Hussain Sagar should not

be disturbed. In the Intellectuals Forum case (Intellectuals Forum, Tirupathi v. State of  Andhra

Pradesh AIR 2006 SC 1350} the Supreme Court has further expanded the doctrine of

public trust and given it prominence over that of  eminent domain and said that natural

resources (water bodies in this case) are to be managed for communities.

 2.6.08 We feel that a hierarchical but coordinated set of  watershed agencies need

to be set up by joint action of the Centre and States and participation of local bodies with

inter-State basins as the focus. The concept of  River Basin Organizations has been tried

out successfully in several countries. The Murray-Darling Basin Authority is responsible

for planning the integrated management of water resources of the vast Murray-Darling

basin in Australia’s food bowl. China has also established Water Resources Commission

or Authority in respect of  its seven rivers namely, Changjiang Water Resources Commis-

sion, Yellow River Conservancy Commission, Huai River Water Resources Commission,

Hai River Water Resources Commission, Pearl River Water Resources Commission,

Songliao River Water Resources Commission, and Taihu Basin Authority. The US Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency in its report of 2002 brought out that nearly 20 States in

the US have enacted legislation leading to the formation of  ‘Statewide’ and ‘Local’ wa-

tershed agencies. France and Netherlands are some of  the European countries which

have successfully implemented river basin projects. The European Union has issued the

Water Framework Directive which aims at sustainable management of  water. It requires

all member States to establish water laws conforming to common hydrological principles,

which need to be applied on a river basin basis with the active participation of  citizens.

The Directive states that “water is not a commercial product like any other but, rather a

heritage which must be protected, defended and treated as such.” In India although no

River Board or River Basin Organization has been constituted under the River Boards

Act, 1956, a success story is available in the form of  planning of  the Damodar River

system and operation through the Damodar Valley Corporation. Similarly, Bhakra Beas

Water
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Management Board, although set up for the limited purpose of power generation, also

provides a successful example of integrated management. Even the limited role of regu-

lation of  Maithon and Panchet reservoirs of  Damodar System by the Central Water Com-

mission speaks of successful regulation. Similarly the limited role of maintenance and

regulation of  the Tungabhadra Reservoir by the Tungabhadra Board, though on a very

small scale i.e. operation and maintenance of  dam and regulation of  the flow, establishes

the efficacy of  integrated management. Yet another action in this direction was towards

constitution of  the Sone River Commission by the Ministry of  Water Resources in view

of the agreements between the co-basin States for limited purpose of preparation of

comprehensive and integrated plan for development of water resources of the Sone ba-

sin. The Sone River Commission has, however, been wound up after it submitted the

report. The Brahmaputra Board has also been constituted under Entry 56 of Union List

of the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution through an Act of Parliament. The National

Water Policy also recognizes the need for constitution of  River Basin Organization. Para

4.2 of  the Policy states –

“Appropriate river basin organizations should be established for the planned

development and management of a river basin as a whole or sub-basins,

wherever necessary. Special multi-disciplinary units should be set up to prepare

comprehensive plans taking into account not only the needs of irrigation but

also harmonizing various other water uses, so that the available water resources

are determined and put to optimum use having regard to existing agreements

or awards of  Tribunals under the relevant laws. The scope and powers of  the

river basin organizations shall be decided by the basin states themselves”.

An initiative has been taken by the Ministry of  Water Resources by introducing a scheme

during the XI Plan for encouraging States for establishment of River Basin Organiza-

tions.

2.6.09 The Centre would constitute inter-State river basin authorities whose

responsibilities would be towards major engineering issues and allocations and not on

implementation of schemes and user participation. Such coordination authorities would

have wide participation of  concerned riparian States and all user interests. The National

Commission on Integrated Water Resources Development Plan (1999) recommended

River Basin Organisations of a representative kind with a very large principal body of a

‘general assembly’ or ‘river parliament’ kind and a smaller executive body. The National
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Commission to Review the Working of  the Constitution not satisfied with the follow up

action on the River Boards Act of 1956 had gone to the extent of recommending its

repeal and replacement by another comprehensive enactment. We feel that this may not

be necessary and what is needed is to proceed to carry the existing legislation to its logical

conclusion. States exercising their own legislative powers would constitute management

authorities responsible for their own territorial jurisdictions (on the lines of existing

Command Area Authorities). Both Central and State agencies would follow the mutually

agreed provisions of  the National Policy on Water which includes integrated watershed

management. They would take a cue from the systems prevalent in other countries like

the US and Australia, referred to by us earlier. The regime would delineate the state into

natural geographic areas; lay down the series of management steps to be taken to manage

watersheds, as well as measures needed to involve all stakeholders.

2.6.10 Local bodies would play an important role as it is here that initiatives of

civil society (as in watershed management) users associations (as in irrigation), joint man-

agement groups (as in forestry) impact most. All such efforts should be under the aegis of

local bodies.

2.6.11 In effect the major shift we recommend is from an attempt at coordina-

tion through a large number of schemes being implemented by numerous departments

covering large areas (but not necessarily identified watersheds) to a legislatively ordained

integration through the aegis of coordinating authorities, responsible for the inter-State

river basin and identified watersheds, set up by the Central, State and local body authori-

ties. The overfall responsibility for coordination would be that of  the Inter-State river

basin Authority set up by the Central Government under the River Boards Act.

2.7 Water Disputes

2.7.01 Inter-state water disputes have turned out to be one of the most intrac-

table of  the many problems which the nation faces. It is a volatile mixture of  politics, law,

and the question of rights effecting livelihood. Many a time it has led to serious law and

order problems. As the combined effects of  increased usage owing to population growth,

intensive agriculture and rapid industrialization on the one hand and deleterious effects

of environmental degradation especially deforestation on the other, lead to greater scar-

city the chances of intensification of disputes at local, inter-state and national levels

become more real.

Water
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2.7.02 In India the matter is further compounded because of  its seasonality, most

of  the precipitation taking place in the few monsoon months. If  water is impounded large

storage dams need to be constructed and if  it is not then floods occur devastating large

areas. Under both circumstances there are inter-State issues of  sharing of  costs of  major

dam projects and flood control measures (including those arising out of land acquisition,

construction, relief  and rehabilitation and reconstruction) and allocation of  water. The

Constitutional scheme provides for any inter-State and Centre-State dispute to be re-

solved by the Supreme Court. However, an exception was made in the case of water

disputes between States. Article 262 (1) of  the Constitution empowers Parliament to

enact legislation to provide for adjudication of any dispute or complaint with respect to

the use, distribution or control of  the waters of  or in any inter-State river or river valley.

Parliament has in pursuance of  this power enacted the Inter-State Water Disputes Act,

1956. This Act provides for the Government of India to make a reference of complaints

by States to a High Powered Tribunal to be set up for each and every dispute and com-

plaint.

2.7.03 We, therefore, have before us more than five decades of  implementation

of  these two Acts. We have proceeded to examine them in tandem. We were fortunate in

having the benefit of  the advice of  some very eminent persons as members of  the Task

Force constituted to look into and advise us on this complex matter. They have had

practical experience in the working of the Acts especially the Disputes Act, 1956, and we

have drawn heavily on their experience. In addition we have gone through the observations

of  the concerned Union Ministries and the States. In addition we have also seen whether

lessons could be drawn from the institutional arrangements in other federal countries.

2.7.04 The functioning of  the Inter-State River Water Disputes Act, 1956 brings

out a number of shortcomings and we list them out.

2.7.05 Firstly, the question of  long delays and uncertain time frame. A short

resume of two cases would illustrate this point:

2.7.05.01 Ravi Beas case: The matter was referred to the Tribunal in 1986. A report

was given in January 1987. Political differences led to further references being made to

the Tribunal and the matter is still before it. Meanwhile Punjab has through legislative

enactment terminated all agreements. The legality of  this action is the subject matter of

a Presidential reference to the Supreme Court made in 2005 under Article 143. The mat-

ter is still awaiting the Court’s opinion.
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2.7.05.02 Cauvery Dispute: In 1970 Tamil Nadu applied to the Central Govern-

ment for constituting a Special Tribunal for deciding the inter-State disputes between

itself  and Karnataka over Cauvery waters. This was followed in 1971 by agriculturists

and Tamil Nadu filing civil suits on infringements of  their rights. The suits were with-

drawn in 1975 but again filed after the emergency was lifted. On the directions of the

Supreme Court (and not on its volition) the Centre set up a Tribunal in June 1990. Dis-

putes were raised on whether the Tribunal was endowed with powers to give interim

awards. Orders of  the Tribunal were nullified by Ordinances promulgated by Karnataka.

Advisory opinion was sought by the Centre on the legality of the Karnataka Ordinance.

Riots broke out on the publication of the interim award and public interest litigations

claiming compensation were filed in the Supreme Court. This led to setting up of a Cauvery

Riots Relief  Authority. Two more rounds of  litigation followed before the Supreme Court

in 1995 and again in 2002. More riots ensued and both States were censured by the Apex

Court. The final order of  the Tribunal was given on February 5, 2007 but these have been

referred back to the Tribunal through clarificatory petitions and challenged in the Su-

preme Court through Special Leave Petitions under Article 136. The Tribunal during this

period had to be reconstituted twice.

2.7.05.03 In mentioning this we are only stating the factual position. It is not a

reflection on the issues raised, the decisions taken by the litigants, and on the eminence

or professional competence of the presiding judges and the legal and technical expertise

available to the several parties. The issue highlighted is one of  the innate characteristics

of the institutional mechanism. This has been ascribed to the “two layered scheme”. A

decision is rendered under Section 5(2) of the Act on the initial reference by the Central

Government to the Tribunal and next a further reference under Section 5(3) of  the Act is

provided for, to question that decision for errors and omissions. One or more party States

being permitted to seek explanation/guidance of  the Tribunal on points referred, and

even on points not originally referred. There is also the matter of  internal procedures.

They are not as rigorous and detailed as that of the regular Courts and because of this

laxity it is difficult to monitor day to day progress. An attempt was been made to rectify

some of  these structural weaknesses when in 2002 the Act was amended to provide for a

conclusion of the proceedings in three years extendable for a further period not exceeding

two years. However, there is a provision to extend indefinitely time for a clarificatory or

supplementary order. This needs to be rectified.

Water
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2.7.06 Secondly, there is the issue of  finality. The intent of  the Constitution

framers was clear. They desired a departure from the general rule that the Supreme Court

alone would be the arbiter of disputes between the States inter se and the Centre and the

States, and in the case of  water disputes this power was conferred on the Tribunals.

However in actual fact several points involving an interpretation of the Constitution are

raised during the arguments before the Tribunal and in the event the Tribunal holds against

any Party, that Party is quick to seek redressal in the Supreme Court. When after nearly

twenty years a final decision was handed down by the Cauvery Tribunal on February 5,

2007, it was subjected to a challenge in the Supreme Court by the States of Karnataka

and Kerala, on certain constitutional issues. The State of  Tamil Nadu invoked the pow-

ers of the Supreme Court under Article 136 and filed a Special Leave Petition. A larger

Supreme Court Bench is now hearing the cases. The dispute remains unresolved. Thus

the amendment to the Inter-State Water Disputes Act 1956 passed in 2000 which explic-

itly states that the decision of  a Tribunal shall have the same force as an order or decree

of the Supreme Court has been found to be ineffective.

2.7.07 Thirdly, control over water is considered a right which has to be jealously

guarded. Compromise is considered a weakness which can prove politically fatal. Al-

though it is understood that a scientific and dispassionate approach may lead to solutions

which could be mutually beneficial, they are not attempted as it would mean giving up

established rights. Since such a step would involve a political decision (sometimes even a

resolution of the Legislature) compromise becomes impossible, more so when local feel-

ings are roused. Thus the States are expressing greater resistance to Tribunal Awards. In

the Ravi-Beas case political difficulties in implementing the awards led to a further refer-

ence to the Tribunal in 1987 and the matter is still before it. Punjab has passed legislation

terminating all water accords and the Central Government had to make a Presidential

reference under Article 143. The Supreme Court has yet to decide.

2.7.08 Fourthly, in many cases the water dispute is only one of  the issues which

are bones of  contention between Parties further complicating matters. Academics study-

ing the Indian System have even concluded that under such circumstances a search for a

negotiated settlement is “futile”. Such political decisions however could be taken if the

Central Government is able to exert its influence as was done in the case of  the Narmada

Water Dispute when water was allocated to a non-riparian State viz., Rajasthan through

an agreement reached amongst themselves by the riparian States of Gujarat, Maharashtra

and Madhya Pradesh on 23rd February, 1972. The Tribunal later put its stamp of  approval
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on this agreement. The Central Government was later in 1980 in the context of the Ravi-

Beas dispute, empowered to “frame a scheme or schemes to make provisions for all

matters necessary to give effect to the decision of  a Tribunal”. It is now argued that

coalition politics, where regional parties have a major say in the Central Government

makes such interventions by the Centre difficult.

2.7.09 Fifthly, the issue of  water as we have seen is only one of  the parameters in

a complex web which constitutes the environment and matters of livelihood and social

justice. Activists have raised the issues of environmental damage, rehabilitation and al-

ternate livelihood avenues. These are matters which are outside the purview of  Water

Tribunals. Affected parties which are mostly non-state have accordingly knocked at the

doors of the judiciary especially the Supreme Court, which has invoked its jurisdiction

under the Life and Liberty clause of the Constitution (Article 21). Willy nilly inter-State

water disputes have been brought in the courts through this door, and the exclusivity of

the Tribunals has been challenged. The effects of  the Sardar Sarover Dam as it is under

construction are being monitored by the Supreme Court invoking these powers.

2.7.10 We have also studied the development and content of  several principles

both nationally and internationally which have guided the resolution of such disputes,

and which have been adopted in India. Even prior to Independence the report of the

Indus Commission (Rau Commission) had set out a juristic statement whilst adjudicating

a complaint made by the Government of Sindh under Section 130 of the Government of

India Act, 1935 relating to irrigation projects undertaken or contemplated by the Govern-

ment of  Punjab on the Indus River and its tributaries. Owing to the plethora of  cases

nationally and internationally we are in a position to summarize them:

(i) The first is the territorial sovereignty theory (known also as the Harmon Doc-

trine after the Attorney General of the United States who propounded it in

1896 during the controversy arising out of the use of the waters of the Rio

Grande by the USA and Mexico) which states that riparian states have sover-

eign rights over waters flowing in their territories, irrespective of the effect it

has on others. This theory is weighted in favour of  the upper riparians;

(ii) The second is the territorial integrity theory which states that lower riparians

have a right to the natural flow of a river, and upper riparian can use it but

must allow the waters to flow unchanged in quantity and quality. This theory

argues in favour of the lower riparians;
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(iii) The third is the prior appropriation theory which argues that the prior users

have priority in law. It argues in favour of  those who have asserted their rights

earlier, to the detriment of those who even for valid reasons could not exercise

their rights;

(iv) The fourth is the equitable apportionment theory which argues in favour of

the needs of all claimants, but since it calls for the apportionment to be done

under a legal process it is dependent on an arbitration to determine what is

equitable or not;

(v) The fifth is the equitable utilization and community of interests theories which

calls for equitable distribution to achieve optimum utilization after taking

into account a number of  relevant factors. The reference to community of

interests recognizes that water is a common property and even when shared

must be treated as one unit. The technology used must be such as serves the

interests of larger number of people. All this can be achieved by jointness of

efforts from conception to construction and then management. In this respect

this theory relies more on discussion and negotiation and less on arbitration.

The Helsinki Rules adopted by the International Law Association in 1966

provide one of the best statements of factors that need to be considered by

all interested parties;

2.7.11 It would be seen that the methodology adopted to settle the disputes

would depend on the theory the parties were subscribing to. Broadly the process is either

adjudicatory or negotiatory. In this regard the provisions in the Constitution relating to

settlement of disputes as embodied in Article 262, or the authority given to Parliament in

Entry 56 (List I of  the Seventh Schedule) are such as could cater to both of  the processes.

Even if special provision had not been made under Article 262, the original jurisdiction

of  the Supreme Court to entertain disputes amongst States would have served the pur-

pose. Parliament in exercise of  these powers has already enacted the Inter-State Water

Disputes Act, 1956 and the River Boards Act, 1956.

2.7.12 The options before us were:

(i) Maintaining the status quo as regards both the Tribunals as well as the River

Boards. In view of  the experience narrated already this option is not a viable

one, and in fact pursuing it would further complicate what is now quite apparent

an emerging environmental catastrophe;
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(ii) Making the Tribunal more effective. A number of  suggestions have been made

in this regard by the eminent jurist Shri Fali S. Nariman based on his personal

experiences with the working of  the Tribunals. This option needs serious

consideration as agreements amongst States is becoming improbable. Over

the years the Supreme Court has laid down a number of principles which

should guide the Tribunals on the matter of  apportionment. This should ensure

that the discussions are mainly on technical issues. If  this be the case

suggestions have been made to us that the Tribunals should deviate from the

strict procedures and format of  judicial hearings. Issues need to be spelt out

on practical considerations and optimal solutions found. This can be done if

a more participatory and conciliatory approach is adopted as is done in board

rooms rather than in court rooms. The success of  the Krishna Water Disputes

Tribunal (1969-1978) presided over by Justice R.S. Bachawat has been ascribed

to adoption of  participatory rather than ‘adversorial’ procedures. Technical

and legal issues were dealt with separately and one was not permitted to

obfuscate the other. This would also lead to shortening of  the proceedings. It

is not as if no legal issues would arise, but these would not get undue

prominence and time. Another example was given of the procedure adopted

by the Swiss National expert (an engineer) who adjudicated the dispute

between India and Pakistan in the case concerning the Baglihar Hydro-Electric

Dam under the provisions of  the Indus Water Treaty of  1960. Making only

procedural changes, and relying on the vast body of judicial pronouncements

has the advantage of continuing with an existing legislation, as well as

Constitutional provisions. A change in the composition of  the Tribunal (which

should be a multi-disciplinary body, presided over by a Judge) would also

bring about an attitudinal change. These procedural attitudinal and

compositional changes would, coupled with the time limits prescribed by the

statute would it is suggested shorten the period within which awards would

be given. In this connection it has been suggested that the time limit of  one

year for the clarificatory or supplementary report by the Tribunal should not

be extended by more than six months. Further suggestions have been made

that Reports of  the Tribunal whether interim or final or clarificatory/

supplementary should be notified by the Central Government within ten days.

These are salutary recommendations and must be given a statutory recognition.

However, these changes will not take care of the issue of finality (as the

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court will still remain); or that of unwillingness

to implement because of  political imperatives. As regards the jurisdiction of
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the Supreme Court in spite of the bar put by Article 262(2) a number of

issues continue to be raised before the Court and these are being admitted. In

a Constitutional system which seeks to maintain a balance between various

organs, the Court has a special responsibility and it is difficult to envisage

how this can be accomplished by the Court completely detaching itself from

all issues raised before the Tribunals or concerning them. Moreover the Act

provides no appeal and accords the Tribunal’s Order the status of  an Order or

Decree of the Supreme Court (done by the 2002 Amendment), thus leaving

no avenue open for an aggrieved party to seek redressal of  grievances. Shri

Ramaswamy R. Iyer, one of the foremost authorities on water issues and who

was a member of  the Commission’s Task Forces on the subject has been

advocating for quite some time that this fact be acknowledged and formalized

by amending the Act to provide for an appeal to the Supreme Court against an

ISWD Tribunal Order. Not only would such an amendment provide for a final

avenue of appeal but perhaps would lead to better compliance. According to

Shri Iyer this would combine the Indian System of  adjudication by a Tribunal

and the US system of a final decision by the Supreme Court. He has also

advocated a Permanent Inter-State River Water Disputes Tribunal (with

multiple benches);

(iii) Doing away with Tribunals and allowing the Supreme Court to adjudicate

under its original jurisdiction powers, advocated by Shri Fali S. Nariman. Not

only would the Courts’ decision be final it would also have the freedom to

look at any issue, as it does now, which could have a bearing directly or indi-

rectly on the river water disputes. The model of  the US Supreme Court (in-

cluding its power to appoint a Special Master who conducts all the hearings)

is worth emulating. However, it is argued that even the US Supreme Court has

time and again ruled that it would be more expedient for Congress to lay

down statutory principles which should guide apportionment or better still

States to enter into agreements amongst themselves (the US Constitution pro-

vides for this under its compact clause). Perhaps this was done in recognition

of the fact that these matters cannot be divorced from politics and can best

be resolved through statesmanship and a degree of give and take. Moreover it

is argued that this would not take care of  the delays. The Supreme Court is a

heavily burdened institution and in any case it would not be proper or feasible

to prescribe any time limits to the Court. This would be all the more difficult

if  several disputes remain current for long periods. It would also raise issues

of the optimum strength of the Court. It would however take care of the
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matter of  finality at least in legal terms. However enforcing awards against

unwilling States of the Union may not be practical. In fact such situations

should not be allowed to arise as it can lead to a Constitutional break down;

(iv) A fourth option is to link the Tribunals with the River Boards. We have al-

ready addressed the issue of an integrated approach to water-sheds and stressed

upon the urgency in the matter of  constitution of  River Boards. We are firmly

of the opinion that this is the only viable method of dealing with the complex

issue of  water. We envisage that in future as water stress increases the issues

would get further complicated. States can be expected to bring in calculations

of  groundwater reserves also. The Indian Easements Act, 1882 links access

to groundwater with land ownership. However with a better scientific under-

standing of groundwater flows, legislative trends are to treat it as a public

resource. We have observed how legislation in India (as well as the model law

circulated by the Centre) has empowered States to impose restrictions on use

of  groundwater through permissions, no objection certificates or licences. The

UN Convention on International Water Courses (1997) has defined the water

course as a system of surface waters and groundwater constituting a “unitary

whole” and flowing into a “common terminus”. In India the Working Group

on inter-basin transfers set up by the National Commission on Water Resources

(1999) had observed that the fluvial part of  groundwater needs to be consid-

ered as part of the resources of a basin. With such multiple issues being raised

the work of  Tribunals would become more complex and dilatory making the

case of  River Boards all the more stronger. In the United States where the US

Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to resolve inter-State water disputes,

the Court is increasingly taking the position that States should resolve their

conflicts among themselves. In New York versus New Jersey (1921) the Court

pointed out that such conflicts are more likely to be solved by cooperative

study and by conference and mutual concession on the part of States involved

rather than by proceedings in any Court however constituted. Such a position

was also taken in Vermont versus New York (1974), Texas versus New Mexico

(1983) and Oklahoma and Texas versus New Mexico (1991). In case however

if a dispute does arise it would happen (a) over waters in which a River Board

has been constituted or (b) where it has not. In the former case the initiating

party must indicate the efforts it has made in resolving the matter before the

Board and the Boards findings (if  any) on the contentious issues. The Gov-

ernment of India should necessarily be made a party and it must indicate the
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stand it has taken in the Board, before the Tribunal. It is expected that this

would encourage resolution of disputes within the Board and in the event the

matter does go before a Tribunal then the Tribunal would have before it the

records and deliberations before the Board. In case a Board has not been set

up it should be incumbent on the part of the Government of India to indicate

the reasons why a particular Board has not been set up, and in case the pro-

cess is on, Tribunals should have the option of  waiting till the issues have

been subjected to deliberations in such Boards.

2.7.13       We recommend therefore that –

(a) as a first step the Tribunals be reconfigured as suggested at option (ii) in para

2.7.12 above. The Tribunal should be a multidisciplinary body, presided over

by a Judge. It should follow a more participatory and conciliatory approach.

The statute should prescribe a time limit for clarificatory or supplementary

orders. Appeals to the Supreme Court should be prescribed under the Statute;

and in the long run; and

(b) to follow the option (iv) at para 2.7.12 above and to invariably link reference

to a Tribunal with constitution of  inter-State River Boards charged with an

integrated watershed approach towards inter-State rivers. The initiating party

must indicate the efforts it has made in resolution of its grievances before a

River Board. The Government of India must indicate the stand it took before

the Board and in case a Board has not been constituted the reasons for not

having constituted one as well as the likely timeframe in case the process is

underway.
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3
FORESTS

3.1 Forests and the Environment

3.1.01 The protective influence of forests on the habitat, not only immediately

under their canopies but also for considerable distances around them, has been generally

noted and recorded from the earliest times. During the past 150 years this has been the

subject of  observation and study. Naturalists are convinced of  the beneficial effects of

forests on the meteorological and hydrological conditions and of the large part that prop-

erly distributed and well maintained forests play in the well-being of  rural and agricul-

tural communities. Careful experimental studies have indicated that the influence of  for-

ests on major climatic factors (especially rainfall) and on stream flow may have been

overstated; but generally speaking, the influence of forests is to mitigate and ameliorate

excesses in the factors determining the climate.

3.1.02 By forest is meant a community of trees possessing a more or less con-

tinuous canopy with or without subordinate shrubby or herbaceous vegetation. Such a

forest renders the air inside it cool and damp, protects the soil from direct exposure to the

sun, retards the flow of air currents and promotes the accumulation of an absorptive and

protective layer of  leaf-litter and humus on the floor. Forests are important pedogenic

agents. The development of  the soil and of  the natural vegetation it supports are co-

ordinate and interdependent. The moderating influence of forests on the temperature is

distinctly noticeable. Trees act as pumps tapping the ground water from considerable

depths and transfer it as moisture to the air, thereby increasing the relative humidity.

Forests affect the ground water-table according to the initial nature of  the soil and the

topography: in dry soils and on slopes the water-holding capacity increases, but in ground

liable to marshy or swampy conditions, forests tend to lower the water table and exercise

a draining effect. The influence of forests on rainfall has been much debated: while for-

ests do not affect the primary meteorological causes of rainfall, they do have a noticeable

effect on the incidence and distribution of local precipitation.
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3.1.03 The problem of  soil erosion arises from the imprudent use of  land and the

indiscriminate destruction of  forest cover. Historical evidence from many countries proves

conclusively that the soil and physical conditions deteriorate with the destruction of

forests or their degradation through excessive grazing or burning. Forest devastation may

in time lead to the destruction of  the physical bases of  life, the spread of  desert condi-

tions, and the extinction of  the local civilization. Forests are also vast living ‘sponges’ of

water. All forests hold vast amounts of  water in the soil they shade, in their trunks,

branches and leaves - and via transpiration - in the air around and above them. And since

water has the unique characteristic of  thermal stability the vast amounts of  water stored

by forests of the continents tempers continental climates just as effectively as the water

of  the oceans temper marine climates. Take away the forests of  the continents, and in-

stead of the very stable temperatures and climates of forested regions we get the extreme

temperature fluctuations typical of  waterless deserts. The National Forest Commission

2006 observed: ‘Water and fertile soil are the two most important prerequisites of  our

food security. Both are irrevocably linked with the forest and watershed conservation.

The gravity and consequences of  India’s water scarcity are as yet not fully realized and

hence it has not yet been universally acknowledged that the greatest product of our

forests – both qualitative and quantitative is water’.

3.1.04 However it is the ability of forests to act as a massive carbon sink that has

led to a dramatic change in the way that the world is looking at forests. Green plants

through the process of  photosynthesis transform carbon dioxide, absorbed from the at-

mosphere, and water into organic components with oxygen as a by-product. This enables

forests to play a critical role, in yet another way, in regulating climate. In this manner it is

estimated that they store nearly 300 billion tonnes of carbon, or the equivalent of 40

times the world’s total annual green house gas emissions which are responsible for global

warming. By destroying the trees this carbon is released in the atmosphere and if  left

unchecked can lead to a catastrophe. Hitherto in the normal course trees would decay

burn or were cut releasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Similarly there would be

rejuvenation through normal decay and growth cycles. On a large scale and over long

periods the natural balance was maintained. However, this was disturbed by human inter-

vention when deforestation was affected to increase agricultural production, or to clearfell

to provide pastures or for growth of  human habitations. The pace of  imbalance acceler-

ated as rapid deforestation took place to meet the requirements of  an industrial society,

in the earlier stages in the northern hemisphere, but gradually spread to the tropical
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rainforests where average annual deforestation has reached unacceptable levels. During

the period 2000-05 the average annual deforestation of tropical rainforests in Brazil,

Indonesia, Burma, Nigeria, and the Congo would be nearly 6 million hectares. Reclaiming

land for agriculture and cattle pastures accounts for nearly eighty per cent of the total

deforested. Thus an estimated 1.5 billion tonnes per year of  the world’s carbon is released

through deforestation.

3.1.05 Forests and the environment thus get symbiotically linked in many ways

through these natural processes. However human kind too has such a relationship. This is

through deforestation for livelihood (fuel and timber or for agriculture); afforestation

(through managed forestry for sustainable growth) or preservation (usufructuary value of

non-timber forest produce; pristine wilderness). In many civilizations in spite of the march

of  science and technology and change in the way of  life, societies still prefer or remain in

close contact with forests. These are the forest dwellers, whose relationship with the

forest continues to remain as it has for millennia. Their relationship with forests is in so

many ways that it is not possible to visualize their existence without that of  the forests. In

the matter of governance therefore the issues of existence, way of life and livelihood of

such forest dwelling tribal societies gets inextricably linked with the management of the

forests.

3.2 India’s Forest Cover and its Assessment – Current Statistics

3.2.01 Information on forested areas remained restricted to Government-owned

forests brought under the ambit of  management and notified under the Indian Forest

Acts. Such notified forest lands are termed as ‘recorded forests’ even if  they are devoid

of vegetation. In the post-independence period, part of the forestlands owned by the

princely states was also brought under the government forests after abolition of  states.

The total area of forests recorded in the country in 1951 was 71.80 million ha. Subse-

quently, a significant area of  forested land was diverted for developmental activities and

settlement purposes. The rate of  diversion was however, reduced after the enactment of

the Forest Conservation Act, 1980. A large tract of  un-classed forested lands not in-

cluded in reserved or protected forest was also brought under the category of  recorded

forests, which has resulted in the increase of recorded forest area. Ownership status of

such forests varies from state to state.

3.2.02 The Forest Survey of  India (FSI) started systematic and periodic assess-

ment of the forest cover (areas having perennial woody tree species and canopy density

Forests
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more than 10% irrespective of the legal status of the land) at the national level in early

1980s using remote sensing technology, after the National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA)

of  the Department of  Space made the first attempt. For the first time forest cover of  the

country was assessed by FSI and published in the State of  Forest Report 1987. The total

area of forest cover of the country was estimated as 64.08 million ha constituting 19.49

per cent of  the geographic area of  the country. Since then the forest cover of  the country

is being assessed biennially. With improvements in space based technology the estimates

are improving. This has reduced subjectivity and improved accuracy in the forest cover

assessment.

3.2.03 In its last assessment published in the State of  Forest Report, 2009, the

forest cover of the country has been shown in three density classes viz., very dense forest

(VDF) with more than 70% canopy density, moderately dense forests (MDF) with canopy

density between 40% and 70% and open forests (OF) with canopy density between 10%

and 40%. Scrub, which is a degraded forest land with canopy density less than 10% is not

considered a part of  forest cover. The total forest cover of  the country has been esti-

mated to be 69.09 million ha constituting 21.02 per cent of the geographic area of the

country.

Details are in the Table below:

       Forest and Tree Cover in India 2007

       Class  Area (million ha)  % of Geographic Area

Forest Cover

Very Dense Forests 8.35 2.54

Moderately Dense Forests 31.90 9.71

Open Forests 28.84 8.71

Total Forest Cover 69.09 21.02

Tree Cover* 9.28 2.82

Total Forest & Tree Cover 78.37 23.84

Scrub 4.15 1.26

Other Non-forest 246.21 74.90

Total Geographic Amrea 328.73 100.00

* Tree cover is defined as tree patches less than 1 hectare with canopy density above 10%.
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3.2.04 The 2009 Report also breaks new ground in showing forest distribution

by different types of  forests. Nearly one-third of  India’s forest cover falls in the Tropical

Moist Deciduous type, followed by Tropical Dry Deciduous (30.16%). The Tropical Wet

Evergreen type occupies 8.75% of  the country’s forest cover.

3.2.05 Tree resources outside forests occur in scattered form, in small woodlots

and block plantations, along linear features (e.g. road, canals), on farm lands, home-

steads, community lands both in rural and in urban areas and form an equally important

resource for meeting timber, small wood, fuel wood and environmental needs of the

society. Despite great importance of  this resource adequate attention was not paid in the

past to assess it. One of the basic reasons for this is that trees outside forests have

remained in the informal sector and their economic value was underestimated.

3.2.06 Though many States in India undertook assessment of this resource un-

der wood balance studies during 1980s, the assessment remained fragmented in the ab-

sence of  a standard methodology. FSI started systematic survey in 1991 but it remained

confined only to a few States in rural areas and the pace was slow until 2000. In was only

in the early 2000 a methodology for tree cover at national level was developed and sub-

sequently refined.

3.2.07 As per the methodology the country has been divided in 14 physiographic

zones based on topography and vegetation. About 60 districts representing different zones

are randomly selected for inventory of  Trees Outside Forests (TOF) during two years.

Field inventory to assess growing stock of wood, non timber forest produce (NTFP)

resource, biodiversity, and soil carbon is carried out in the forests of  these districts as per

the standard design adopted by FSI.

3.2.08 As per the latest assessment by the FSI and as published in the State of

Forest Report (SFR-2009), the tree cover of  the country outside forests is 9.28 million ha

which amounts to 2.82% of the total geographic area.

3.2.09 The heartening feature is that there is a net increase in the forest and tree

cover as compared to the previous assessment (i.e. after a two year interval) of  0.18

million ha (0.23%). The decadal increase between 1997-2007 is 3.13 million ha (4.75%)

(Annexure 3.1). This increase is particularly significant in the 124 hill and 188 tribal

districts where the forest cover has increased by 66300 ha and 69,000 ha respectively.

Forests
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The extent of forest cover as compared to the total geographic area is 39.82% in the hill

districts and 37.32% in the tribal districts. The seven North Eastern States have nearly a

quarter of  the country’s forest cover although their geographic area is only 7.76%. As a

percentage of the geographic area of the region the forest cover is 66.81% as compared

to the national figure of 21.02%. Here again the region has shown an increase in forest

cover by 59,800 ha.

3.2.10 However in the rest of  the country there are wide variations. Whereas

gains have been experienced by 13 States and 1 Union Territory, there have been losses in

13 States and 2 Union Territories (Annexure 3.2 and 3.3).

3.3 Indian Forests as a Carbon Sink

3.3.01 We have noted the contribution of  Forests as a carbon sink. The esti-

mated carbon stocks stored in India’s forests has increased from 6244.78 to 6621.51

million tones. The CO
2
 removal by India’s forest and tree cover is enough to neutralize

11.25% of the total GHG emissions at 1994 levels (the most recent year for which com-

parable data is available based on National Communication to the United Nations Frame-

work Convention on Climate Change). This is equivalent to offsetting 100% emissions

from all energy in residential and transport sectors and 40% of  total emissions of  the

agricultural sector. Clearly the forestry sector has a vast potential for emissions renewal

capability and is a strong reason to accelerate afforestation programmes under the Na-

tional Action Plan on Climate Change and other such programmes. The country is confi-

dent that the carbon stock in India’s forests would increase at a rate higher than the

historical rate and that the carbon stocks would increase to 7283 million tonnes by 2015.

3.4 Policy and Legislation on Forest Conservation

3.4.01 The great debate between conservation, livelihood and rights of  forest

dwelling societies has been played out over centuries. Forest legislation in India has an

unusual origin as it preceded any policy statement. The advantages of commercial for-

estry, as propounded by German foresters, through systematic treatment of  the forests

and by estimating yields in a scientific manner, greatly influenced the colonial power (in

fact the German Dietrich Brandis was the first head of  India’s forestry service and re-

mained so for many decades). There was an urgency to regulate and take possession of

this vital resource and hence the Forest Act of  1865. And by this very first act of  regula-

tion the British needed to spell out (or obliterate as the case may be) the rights which had

been exercised by the village communities and tribal societies.
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3.4.02 The subject of  ‘Forests’ was originally in List II – State List. The Forty-

second Amendment to the Constitution (1976) transferred the subject from the State List

to the Concurrent List by inserting Entry 17A of  List III. The original formulation and

developments which necessitated the change reflect the changing perspectives in the

approach to forestry and its impact on the environment.

3.4.03 We considered it worthwhile to briefly recapitulate the Forest policies and

legislation. Historically they regulated in the first instance the exploitation of the forest

wealth; followed by a concern for conservation and ecology and in the latest phase has

tried to address the problems of livelihood and the concerns for the way of life of large

forest dwelling communities.

3.4.04 The 1865 Forest Act: Used the principle of  res nullius (nobody’s goods) in

proclaiming the right of  sovereignty over unsurveyed and undemarcated lands. The ob-

jective of  Forest Law was to enable the Government to constitute Forest Estates under a

Forest Department after settling the rights and privileges of  users.

3.4.05 The 1894 National Forest Policy: The National Forest Policy came later

than the Forest Act, 1865. It explicitly stated that the sole objective for which State

Forests are administered is for the benefit of  the public and classified the forests into four

classes based on the purpose for which they were maintained namely (a) forests for pres-

ervation (b) forests for supply of  valuable timbers for commercial purposes (c) minor

forests and (d) pasture lands. The first class of  forests (forest for preservations) were

those needed to maintain the ecological balance and no individual or community rights

accrued as far as they were concerned. The second class are property of  the State and

meant for supply of  valuable timber for commercial purposes. These forests were also

intended to meet the public needs; and could be diverted for agricultural purposes also.

The third class (minor forests) were also true forests but produced inferior timber and had

low growth rate; and were required for supply of fuel and fodder for local consumption.

The fourth class (pasture lands) were forests only in name as they had no trees. They were

declared forest under the Act for regulatory purposes and here the State as well as indi-

vidual or communities both had rights. Hence these forests were under joint ownership

of  the State and individual/communities. The underlying belief  was that forests were

inexhaustible and could be exploited for various purposes.

3.4.06 INDIAN FOREST ACT, 1927:The Indian Forest Act, 1927 laid down

detailed procedures for notifying three types of  forests namely: “Reserved Forest”; “Vil-
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lage Forest” and “Protected Forests”. These categories were mainly based on the objec-

tives of management and the extent of rights and concessions granted to people and

communities. Since there was extensive forest cover in the country at that time, there was

no great difficulty in segregating forests between those where primarily there was control

of  the State and those where individuals and communities had considerable rights. The

Reserved Forests areas are ‘primarily forestlands or waste lands over which Government

has proprietary rights’. This class of  forests were to be permanently kept and managed by

the State under specified rules for the benefit of  the public. Individual rights were settled

before notification as reserved forests. The Village Forests are ‘a class of  reserved forests

whether burdened with or free from the rights of the user’. They were considered impor-

tant and their conservation was desirable. In these forests, rights of  villagers are very

extensive and include claims of individuals and village communities (villages to whom

the forests belong). The Government is actually a joint owner with village communities

or individuals concerned. The Protected Forests were not any real class of  forests. The

local limits of these forests were defined but it was not possible to prohibit cutting trees

or issuing licenses to clear the vegetation or for cultivation and there was nothing to

prevent boundary pillars or marks being erected. In protected forests (a) no settlement of

rights or regulations of  any kind was allowed (b) no rules or prohibition was enforced or

had any effect against any right.

3.4.07 The 1952 National Forest Policy: The connotation of  ‘forest’ got expanded

under this Policy. It stated that India, as a whole, should aim at maintaining one-third of

its total land area under forests. It further stressed that more than 60% of  the land area in

the hills (the Himalayas, the Deccan and other mountain systems) and 20% in the plains

are to be kept under forests for their protective functions. The Policy provided a spatial

connotation for the term ‘forest’ and to that extent it expanded the meaning of  forests. A

further element that enlarged the scope of  the term ‘forest’ was that the class of  “tree

lands” was included as a category of forests for the purpose of augmenting the function

of environmental amelioration, although tree lands are beyond the notified lands under

the Indian Forest Act, 1927. Thus during the post 1952 period the general understanding

of  the term ‘forests’ transcended beyond the notified area under the Indian Forest Act,

1927. The existence of large areas under forests in Europe, nearly 41.35%, was definitely

a motivating factor to aim at increasing and maintaining the forest cover in India.

3.4.08 Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972: The Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 used

the term “habitat” which includes land, water or vegetation which is the natural home of
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any wild animal. On the basis of evolutionary processes wildlife and forests are insepara-

bly linked in forest ecosystems since habitats constitute the home of wild species of

plants and animals. This is perhaps the reason as to why “land” under Wildlife (Protec-

tion) Act, 1972 includes creeks, and other water channels, reservoirs, rivers, streams and

lakes, whether artificial or natural, marshes and wetlands and also includes boulders and

rocks. It also gave powers to the authorities to declare ‘any area considered necessary’ as

a Protected Area (PA). These could be of  different categories. It limits the right to live

inside PAs (of  national parks and sanctuary categories). The initial Act did not provide

for any settlement of  the rights of  PA inhabitants but this was rectified by a 1992 Amend-

ment. A further amendment in 1993 however again put restriction on the exercise of the

rights.

3.4.09 Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980: The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980

(FCA) is the first ecologically based legislation in the country whose preamble reads as

“an Act to provide for the conservation of  forests”. It imposes restrictions/regulations

on diversion of  “forest” and “forest land” for non-forest purpose. Although the Forest

(Conservation) Act, 1980 came in operation with effect from October 25, 1980, the

ambiguity relating to the terms “forest” and “forestland” continued as these terms were

again not defined under this Act. The powers for diversion of forest lands for non- for-

estry purposes are vested in the Central Government under the Forest Conservation Act.

Although it is the States which have the power to notify any land as a Reserved or Pro-

tected Forest or a Wild Life Sanctuary or a National Park, they under the Act have no

power to reverse the process, as they have to obtain the Centre’s clearance before divert-

ing any forest land for non-forestry use. The FCA envisages equal amount of non–forest

land to be mutated in favor of forest department in lieu of the forest area so diverted. In

the process, certain good forest area that was diverted was being denuded and the loss

could not be compensated by raising plantations. To tide over these conditions, the Su-

preme Court of India in IA 566 dated October 29, 2002 directed the Central Govern-

ment to create a comprehensive framework and rules for management of  a compensatory

afforestation fund. Consequent to this, a fund for Compensatory Afforestation Manage-

ment and Planning Activity (CAMPA) was constituted. The Supreme Court under this

judgement also directed that the user agency, apart from establishing compensatory affor-

estation has to pay the net present value (NPV) of the forest land diverted for non-forest

purposes. The Forest Conservation Act, 1980 was basically intended for regulating the

use of forest lands; however it is seen as a restrictive legislation. This has led to a conflict

between conservation and some of  the developmental programmes.

Forests
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3.4.10 The 1988 National Forest Policy: The National Forest Policy, 1988 em-

phasized that the existing “forest” and “forestland” should be fully protected. Further, it

states that “forestland” or “land with tree” cover should not be treated merely as a re-

source readily available and therefore to be utilized for various projects and programmes

but to be viewed as a national asset. Further this policy says that diversion of “forest-

land” for any non-forest purpose should be subject to the most careful examinations by

specialists from the standpoint of  social and environmental costs and benefits. In essence

the 1988 National Forest Policy has recognized “forest” and “forestland” as national

assets to be managed for environmental stability and ecological balance. It lays down

policy prescriptives for conservation; restoration of  the ecological balance owing to deple-

tion of  forest resources and increasing the productivity. It also speaks of  the relationship

of man (especially forest dwelling tribal communities) with the forests and their needs of

fuel and fodder as well as a host of non-timber forest produce. It calls on all agencies

responsible for forest management to ensure that the tribal people are closely associated

with the regeneration, plantation, and harvesting of  forests so as to provide them with

gainful employment.

3.4.11 Biological Diversity Act 2002: The deeper concern for nature and envi-

ronmental conservation has proceeded in tandem with the accelerating pace of  develop-

ment worldwide and its hunger for natural resources. International solidarity on this issue

led to the Convention on Biodiversity the three goals of  which are conservation of  the

biodiversity; the sustainable use of its components and fair and equitable sharing of the

benefits of utilization of the genetic material. India is one of the few countries to have

enacted a domestic legislation namely the Biological Diversity Act of 2002. All the ob-

jectives of the Convention on Biological Diversity have been incorporated in the Pre-

amble of  the Biodiversity Act 2002, including sustainable use. For regulating the access

to biological diversity, as well as to strike a balance between protection and utilization,

under section 3 of this Act, the prior approval of the National Biodiversity Authority is

mandatory for accessing the biological resources. The legislation seeks to strike a balance

between utilization and protection by putting a limitation under Section 59 of the Act

which clearly states that the provision of the Biological Diversity Act shall be in addition

to, and not in derogation of  provision of  any law for the time being in force, relating to

forests or wildlife; i.e. it does not dilute the mandate of  the existing Forest Conservation

Act 1980, and the Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 which are basically enacted for the

purpose of  biodiversity conservation. At the same time, an attempt has been made to

ensure the benefits of  sharing of  biological resources on a sustainable basis. The Act also
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empowers the State Governments’ to constitute State Biodiversity Boards and Biodiversity

Management Committees.

3.4.12 National Forest Commission 2006: The Commission made its recommen-

dations but did not suggest any changes to the National Forest Policy, 1988. The Major

task it said was to rehabilitate the degraded forests and increase productivity, augment

the contribution of forests towards poverty alleviation of the people living in and around

forests and extend the forest cover to 33%. It strove to strike a balance between the role

of forests as part of the ecosystem and as provider of timber and non-timber forest

produce by stating:

“The country’s forests must now be looked upon as ecological entities; as

regulators of water regimes, watersheds and catchments, gene pools, habi-

tats of wildlife, providers of the needs of the neighbouring communities and

as treasure troves, of  the nation’s natural heritage. The country’s needs of

timber, fuel wood, fodder, industrial wood, and medicinal plants must mainly

be met by plantation forestry and agroforestry, which must receive much greater

attention and support.”

3.5 Livelihood Concerns and Legislation

3.5.01  There is nothing more poignant than the debate on conservation versus liveli-

hood. It is difficult to take sides. Both have strong supporting arguments. However calm

reflections have shown that there are ways to resolve the problem. It is here that Centre,

State and local body cooperation is most vital. The legislative enactments and policy

pronouncements have laid a strong foundation for conservation and sustainable develop-

ment. This has got a further boost because of  the global concern on climate change. We

considered it appropriate at this juncture to spell out the salient features of the arguments

on behalf of nearly 200 million people whose livelihood depends in some way or another

on the forest.

3.5.02 In the first instance it is said that there is a history of massive

misclassification of diverse kinds of lands as ‘forest’ without following a due process of

law or even ecological rationale. Thus even lands earlier used for common purposes (fuel

and fodder) were also declared as forests. Lands were labeled as ‘waste’ as they were not

assessed for land revenue, and then incorporated as State forests. Similarly diverse cat-

egories of non-private land of ex-princely States and Zamindaris were declared without
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proper survey as forests. Thus between 1951 and 1988 the net area of  State forest land

increased from 41 million ha to 67 million ha. This trend of conversion of non-forest

common land, customary community lands, cultivable non-forest wastelands and

Panchayat lands continues in order to achieve the target of  33% forest cover.

3.5.03 Because of the scheme of compensatory afforestation the already de-

pleted common lands available to villagers for meeting diverse livelihood needs are being

further reduced as these lands are being notified as ‘reserve’ or ‘protected’ forests. Being

classified as ‘revenue wastelands’, neither the villagers enjoying customary or legal rights

nor those whose common lands are allocated under compensatory afforestation have any

say in the matter. This problem is most acute in the North-East where revenue and forest

departments do not hold much land and are subject to customary tenures.

3.5.04 Matters have been further complicated by the Godavarman judgement

where in addition to non-notified lands recorded as forest in Government records the

Forest Conservation Act was extended to the dictionary definition of  forest irrespective

of  ownership. The orders of  the Apex Court prohibiting removal of  dead, diseased, dying

or wind fallen trees, drift wood and grasses from the National Parks/Wild Life Sanctuar-

ies has further tightened the Act. The settlement of rights in the Protected Areas has not

been done in 60% of  the PAs.

3.5.05 The position in the Schedule V and VI Areas is the worst, since they hold

most of  the forests and the area under forests is increasing. This is so in spite of  the

Constitutional mandate to have a different style of governance in these areas (we have

touched on these aspects in our volume on Panchayat Raj and Decentralised Gover-

nance). The basic aim was to safeguard the culture, resource rights and livelihood of the

tribal peoples. The rights of  the swidden (shifting) cultivators, nomadic and extremely

vulnerable pre-agricultural hunting-gathering communities were never recorded. All this

has deprived the people of these areas of their resources and livelihood rights, resulting

in their further marginalization and alienation.

3.5.06 The strategy of  conservation too has ignored India’s rich cultural heritage

of  community conservation. Local users and their institutions, who had the maximum

stake in sustainable management of common lands were divested of the authority to

manage them. It was thought that the scheme of  Joint Forest Management would to an

extent redress the grievances but here again there is an insistence that JFM plans conform

to the Departmental working plans.
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3.5.07 PESA is a step in the right direction. It enables the Gram Sabhas compe-

tent to safeguard and preserve the traditions and customs of  the people, their cultural

identity, community resources and customary mode of  dispute resolution. It also empow-

ers Gram Sabhas to approve plans, programmes and projects for the village communities

social and economic development besides having ownership over minor forest produce.

Yet there are aberrations as the Forest Department is perceived as unilaterally interpret-

ing many provisions of PESA to its advantage.

3.5.08 In its 29th Report (1987-89) the Commission for Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes brought out the prevailing disquiet. Based on that report, instructions

were issued to review orders on encroachments on forest lands; disputed claims on forest

land arising out of forest settlement; disputes regarding pattas/leases/grants involving

forest lands; elimination of  intermediaries and payment of  fair wages to the labourers on

forestry works; conversion of forest villages into revenue villages and settlement of other

old habitations; payment of compensation for loss of life and property due to predation/

depredation by wild animals. However most of  these instructions were not acted upon as

forest dwellers continue to be classed as ‘encroachers’.

3.5.09 Matters were further compounded when in 2002 orders were issued ask-

ing States to evict all encroachers within five months citing the Supreme Court’s concern

over growing forest encroachments in its November 2001 order. There were wide spread

protests and the Government clarified that the 1990 circulars were still valid and not all

forest dwellers were ‘encroachers’. However evictions were carried out. Persistent lobby-

ing by tribal movements under the banner of  ‘Campaign for Survival and Dignity’ even-

tually led to the enactment in December 2006 of  the Scheduled Tribes and Other Tradi-

tional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of  Forest Rights) Act, 2006 (FRA).

3.5.10 All these developments have led to a serious encroachment in the powers

of  State Governments to manage issues of  livelihood of  large sections of  society.

Proponents of these views also state that but for these developments the lands would not

have been classed as ‘forests’, would have remained as ‘land’ and would have

constitutionally been within the domain of  the State Governments. The FRA holds out a

ray of hope and must be properly implemented. They also argue for remedying the large

scale misclassification which has already taken place, and to initiate a review of all lands

recorded as forests in Government records to exclude inappropriately recorded forest

land.
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3.5.11 The FRA recognizes and vests the forest rights and occupation in forest

land in forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers who have

been residing in such forests for generations but whose rights could not be recorded.

These rights could be in all category of  forests like reserve forests, protected forests, un-

demarcated forests, deemed forests, national parks and sanctuaries. Section 3 of  the Act

provides the right to live on forest lands for habitation or cultivation for livelihood, com-

munity rights, rights of ownership to collect and dispose of major forest produce, com-

munity rights for fishing, livestock grazing for nomadic/pastoral communities, right of

pattas/leases/titles, rights recognized under any State laws, autonomous district coun-

cils, and regional councils, rights of tribals under traditional/customary laws, intellectual

property rights for traditional knowledge etc. Such rights also exist in PAs. However

critical wildlife habitats can be created in PAs in which people’s rights can be modified or

extinguished and people displaced with their consent.

3.5.12 There are also State level legislation which helps in the process of re-

settlement viz. Maharashtra Project Affected Persons and Rehabilitation Act, 1986. The

National Policy on Resettlement and Rehabilitation, 2007 says that the relocation should

be voluntary. The Central Government has also put in place the Centrally Sponsored

Scheme of Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats which helps in relocation of

dwellers of  PAs. A number of  successful resettlement projects (viz. the Bhadra Sanctuary

and Tiger Reserve relocation programme in Karnataka) have been implemented under

this scheme.

3.5.13 It also encourages participation of  forest dwelling tribes in the conserva-

tion and regeneration measures for sustainability of the forest eco-system. It does not

however envisage fresh allocation of  land to the tribal community. It emphasizes use of

forest rights only for livelihood needs and not for commercial purposes and prohibits land

holders from engaging in any activity which would adversely affect the wildlife, forest

and bio-diversity of the area.

3.5.14 The Act does not preclude the operation of  the Forest (Conservation)

Act, 1980, nor does it interfere with the prohibitive clauses of the Wildlife (Protection)

Act of  1972. It facilitates creation of  infrastructure and extension of  beneficiary oriented

schemes and programmes of live agencies which were earlier not available because of an

extremely prohibitory regime of  forest laws.
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3.5.15 The Ministry of  Tribal Affairs, Government of  India has been monitoring

the follow up action on conferment of  rights by States on the basis of  applications re-

ceived by them. According to that Ministry more than 24.90 lakh claims had been filed

and more than 5.60 lakh titles had been distributed by the end of October 2009.

3.6 Courts and Conservation

3.6.01 The Supreme Court is playing a decisive role in matters concerning con-

servation and the ecology. The case which has attracted national attention is T.N.

Godavarman Thirumalpad v. Union of  India & Others {WP (C) 202 of  1995} AIR 1997 SC

1228. The case is being heard for the last nine years and is part of  what is termed as

‘continuing mandamus’, whereby the Court rather than passing a final judgement has

been passing a series of orders and monitoring the functioning of the executive.

3.6.02 The FCA 1980 was being applied only to officially recognized and re-

corded forest lands like reserve forests, protected forests and so on but in the landmark

judgement of December 1996 the Court reinterpreted the FCA 1980 and included within

its scope not only forests mentioned in Government records, but also all areas that satisfy

the dictionary meaning of  the term ‘forest’, irrespective of  the nature of  ownership or

classification. In doing so the Court was more concerned with the affects of deforestation

on the ecological balance and the urgent need to check further deforestation. Thus the

issue of ownership was not relevant, what were important were the trees per se. The ambit

of the judgement hence covered all non-forest activity in forests – anything which had

the potential of  reducing the forest cover. The Court has not hesitated in going into

minute details and case by case examination in all forest bearing States, UTs and regions.

Cases of violations of orders are heard by a Central Empowered Committee the compo-

sition of  which is determined by the Court.

3.6.03 The Court under this case has also interpreted the scope of Articles 48A

and 51A and gone into the debate on economic growth versus environmental conserva-

tion. Whilst going into the scope of the compensatory mechanism devised to foster affor-

estation programmes (through the modalities of a compensatory afforestation fund and

the Compensatory Afforestation and Fund Management and Planning Authority better

known as (CAMPA) the Court has favoured the public trust doctrine and has said that the

FCA or the Environment Protection Act are for protection of the environment for the

benefit of  future generations. Thus the payment of  net present value of  deforested areas

is to be seen as a means of protection of the environment and not in relationship to any

proprietary rights.
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3.7 Responses from Stakeholders

3.7.01 Compensatory mechanisms for Eco-system preservation : It has been con-

ceded by all respondents that States which are maintaining and conserving large tracts of

forests must be compensated for maintaining the green cover as they have consequently

little arable land for agriculture and grazing. These are mainly the northern hill States of

J&K, Himachal and Uttarakhand as well as Sikkim and the States of the NE Region. Not

only has the forest cover been maintained but it has also increased. The compensation

should also reach the level of  local communities. The compensation should not only be

for maintenance of  the eco-system but also for the lost opportunity of  infrastructure and

other development activities in the forested regions. Alternative development models

should be practiced and investment provided for the purpose. Because of the ban on

felling of trees and sale of timber a major source of revenue has also to be foregone. Thus

the compensatory mechanism should cater to –

(a) price to be paid for maintenance of the eco-system;

(b) for loss of revenues arising out of non-exploitation of forest resources;

(c) for investment in alternate, sustainable development models to provide a stan-

dard of living and employment at par with the rest of the country; and

(d) for appropriate rehabilitation packages for those displaced from their places

of  residence, for the greater good of  maintenance of  the ecology and bio-

diversity.

3.7.02 The quantum should be such as would encourage other States also to take

similar steps. Whereas the Ministry of  Environment and Forests feels that such compen-

sation should be in monetary terms alone, States have opined that it could also be in

terms of  investments in development activities.

3.7.03 As regards the mechanism, suggestions have been made to include per

capita dense forest area in the modified Gadgil formula; the quantum to be decided be-

tween the Centre and concerned States by (i) consensus; (ii) by putting an economic

value to all direct and indirect benefits and quantification of these by an expert organiza-

tion (Himachal Pradesh has engaged the Indian Institute of  Forest Management, Bhopal

to conduct such a study), and (iii) by constituting a standing body of experts which will

deliberate on various aspects and award compensation.
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3.7.04 Suggestions have also been made that a National Policy on the rationale

for and mechanisms to determine compensation be put out in the first place.

3.8 Recommendations

3.8.01 Conservation and Sustainable Development: We have in the section on

‘Environment’ made suggestions regarding treatment of  the subject of  environment, ecol-

ogy and climate change. These would take care of  the policy and legislative aspects of

this important subject in a holistic manner. We have opined that the Centre should take a

lead role in this matter. Forests constitute an important aspect of  the eco-system and

hence would be covered by policy prescriptions and legislation emanating from these

provisions. The Sarkaria Commission had opined that it would be a retrograde step to

transfer back the subject of  ‘Forests’ to the State List. The Nation is progressing but there

are still many years before we achieve the set targets of  forest cover. Till then we do not

propose that any change be made in the concurrent status of  ‘Forests’.

3.8.02 As regards sustainable development we have in the section on ‘water’

drawn attention to the urgency of creation of Regional River Basin Boards, to take up

sustainable development on the basis of the water-shed approach. The roles of the Cen-

tre, States, local bodies and civil society (including forest dwelling communities) have

also been spelt out by us. Forests and afforestation would be an important ingredient in

the technology for watershed management.

3.8.03 We are aware of  the contribution of  farm forestry and commercial exploi-

tation of  techniques like vegetative grafting and cloning. Most of  the requirements for

paper and match industries and other soft woods are met from commercial forestry and

these need to be encouraged. As regards hardwoods the requirements are met by imports

but very soon these may be reduced as other countries reduce exports or clamp down on

illegal fellings. Their use would have to be gradually curtailed and alternate materials

introduced.

3.8.04 Equity and Livelihood: Central Acts like PESA and FRA are in position.

They need to be faithfully and vigorously implemented. The total forest land required to

meet the requirements of forest dwellers, those living on the edges as well as alternate

lands for those now living in Protected Areas and being relocated is not very large and

would not make a major dent in the overall stock of forest wealth. In fact all studies

indicate the positive role such people with their wealth of traditional knowledge and

commitment can play in enhancing the forest wealth.
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3.8.05 Compensating States for Environmental Protection : We have earlier noted

that a universal demand has been to compensate States which have conserved and main-

tained the forest cover to benefit the eco-system, and for the opportunity lost because of

not exploiting them. The compensatory mechanism should cater to –

(a) payments made towards contributing to maintain the flow of eco-system ser-

vices (ESS);

(b) compensation towards non-exploitation of forest resources either directly (i.e.

by not resorting to sale of forest wealth especially timber) or indirectly (i.e. by

not resorting to clear felling and converting to forest land for agricultural pur-

poses);

(c) providing for investment in alternate sustainable developmental models to

provide a standard of living and employment at par with the rest of the coun-

try;

(e) for appropriate rehabilitation packages for those displaced from their places

of  residence, for the greater good of  maintenance of  the ecology and bio-

diversity.

3.8.06 Some methodologies have been suggested:

(i) Uttarakhand Formula: Uttarakhand argues that their forest resources should be

treated as a special feature with important implications for Centre-State financial trans-

fers. They have made out a case for valuation of  the Eco-System Services (ESS) which

would comprise regulating the climate; supporting services like soil formation, nutrient

cycling, bio-diversity etc.; and providing the environment for cultural, recreational, spiri-

tual, educational and aesthetic services. Since ESS are not included in the market system,

they should be incorporated in the accounting systems so that the service providers get

economic rewards for conservation efforts. The States memorandum to the 13th Finance

Commission spells out their views, and calculations. (Annexure 3.4). They have also

stated that they are not in position to suggest a formula of  accounting but the one used

by them could be improved upon.

(ii) Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing

countries (REDD). This offers a financial incentive to keeping forests intact and has

been pioneered by the United Nations. The quantity of  carbon which is prevented from

entering the earth’s atmosphere because they have been sequestered by the conserved
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forests is estimated. These savings are converted into millions of carbon-offset credits

and then sold to developed countries to enable them to meet their UN emission-reduc-

tion targets. The revenue produced by the sale of  credits is then ploughed back into

protecting the forest and improving life of  communities living along the edge of  forests.

Whereas the UN sponsored REDD programme involves a buying-selling arrangement

between developed and developing countries the methodology can be used internally to

compensate States through Centre-State financial transfers. In this sense this is a sub-set

of  the Uttarakhand scheme to value all eco-system services.

(iii) India’s submissions to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change: Under this approach REDD, Sustainable Forest Management (SFM), and Affor-

estation and Reforestation (A&R) under the Bali Action Plan are treated in a holistic

manner. The conceptual basis is that an agent undertaking any activity involving costs to

be borne by him, would in the face of diminishing marginal product, undertake the activ-

ity till the point at which the marginal cost of the activity to him, equals the marginal

benefit received by him. However in the event those parts of the costs of the activity are

borne by others, the level of  activity undertaken increases. These are ‘positive incen-

tives’. According to the Indian proposal such incentives should be given under all heads

i.e., REDD, SFM and A&R. Mutatis Mutandis what is expected from developed coun-

tries can be expected from the Centre (or the Centre and all other States) by the States

eligible to get such benefits according to nationally accepted criteria.

3.8.07 There may be other models which could be adopted. What is important is

that we are breaking new ground and a sound conceptual and institutional framework

should be put in place.

3.8.08 We propose the following on compensation:

(i) A National Policy on Compensation should be put together through consulta-

tion and consensus. Deliberations in the Inter State Council and the National

Development Council should take place for the purpose;

(ii) The accepted mode of transfer of funds is from the Central pool to the recipi-

ent States. However we have seen that ESS benefits go to other States also.

As such the pool of resources through which the transfer should take place

must be enhanced, to provide for contributions from other States also, in ad-

dition to the Central contribution;
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(iii) The policy should lay down the criteria for eligibility (of recipient States) and

this should be periodically updated;

(iv) It should also lay down the items for which compensation is payable and the

methodology to be adopted; and

(v) Lastly it should lay down the institutional mechanism which should deter-

mine the quantum of  transfers.

3.8.09 On the institutional mechanism we are aware that the Finance Commis-

sions have looked into this aspect. However in our concept the resource transfer would

be such as could also be included as investments in sustainable development and liveli-

hood schemes. These are generally kept out of  the purview of  Finance Commissions. In

our section on ‘Minerals’ we have made recommendations relating to compensation for

mineral resource States on various grounds. We feel that the same Institutional Mecha-

nism should take care of  both aspects. In the initial stages a considerable amount of  data

collection would be required, quantitative techniques may need to be adopted and stud-

ies conducted. This would require a body of experts in this emerging field. Unlike in the

Finance Commission there should also be representation (perhaps by rotation) of the

recipient States (whose numbers are not large) and also other States (as they would need

to contribute to the divisible pool). The choice of  a Chairman could be from various

disciplines as has been the case with Finance Commissions. This body should also be

constituted with the same periodicity as the Finance Commissions and its recommenda-

tions should be made available to the Planning Commission which shall as is the conven-

tion obtain the approval of the National Development Council (NDC).
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Annexure 3.1

DECADAL CHANGE IN FOREST COVER

Year of  Assessment    1997    2007 Change*

Forest Cover 65.96* 69.09     3.13 (million ha)

(4.75%)

Satellite data Period 1994 2006

Satellite data (sensor) IRS 1B, LISS II IRS P6, LISS III

Resolution 36.25 m 23.5 m

Scale of mapping 1:250,000 1:50,000

Minimum mappable area 25 ha 1 ha

Mode of interpretation Visual Digital

* Area figures obtained by applying the correction factors to account for the methodological changes.
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Annexure 3.2

STATES SHOWING GAIN IN FOREST COVER (2005-2007)

States Gain in Forest                         Main Reasons

Cover

w.r.t. 2005

Assessment

     Km

Mizoram 640 Re-growth in shifting cultivation areas

Manipur 328 Re-growth in shifting cultivation

Jharkhand 172 Plantations, effective protection by VFPCs

Meghalaya 116 Afforestation and re-growth in shifting cultivation areas

Orissa 100 Effective protection by VFPCs, re-growth in shifting

cultivation areas

Kerala 40 Rubber plantations

Rajasthan, 24 Effective protection

Tamil Nadu,

West Bengal each

Gujarat 16 Mangrove plantations

Punjab 4 Plantations

Himachal Pradesh, 2 Effective protection

Uttarakhand,

Puducherry
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Annexure 3.3

STATES SHOWING LOSS IN FOREST COVER (2005-2007)

States Gain in Forest                        Main Reasons

Cover

w.r.t. 2005

Assessment

(Km)

Nagaland (-) 201 Shifting cultivation

Andhra Pradesh (-) 129 Departmental felling of eucalyptus plantations by

APFDC

Arunachal Pradesh (-) 119 Shifting cultivation, biotic pressure

Tripura (-) 100 Shifting cultivation

Assam (-) 66 Encroachment, shifting cultivation

Chhattisgarh (-) 59 Mining, encroachment

Madhya Pradesh (-) 39 Submergence

Maharashtra (-) 11 Felling by FDCM

Haryana, Karnataka (-) 10 Mining, encroachment

Goa, Dadra & (-) 5 Mining, encroachment

Nagar Haveli

Bihar, J&K (-) 3 Felling in TOF areas, biotic pressure

A&N Islands (-) 1 After effects of tsunami
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Annexure 3.4

Memorandum of Uttarakhand to the 13th Finance Commission on Compensation

Special Problems and Issues

SECTION I: VALUATION OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

This section argues that the forest resources of Uttarakhand should be treated as a spe-

cial feature with important implications for the Centre-State financial transfers. It draws

upon contemporary economic perspectives of  ecosystem services (ESS) to emphasize

the point that the benefits from the state’s ESS flow to a set of  stakeholders far beyond

its boundaries. Payments to those who contribute to maintain the flow of  ESS are in

place in some parts of the globe. In most payments, governments have played a signifi-

cant role. Regulatory imperatives that induce the state to preserve its forests are not

backed up by any economic incentives. It is often suggested that as long as the ecosystem

services are not included in the market system, governments should incorporate them in

their accounting systems so that the service providers have economic rewards for their

conservation efforts. Taking note of  this, the 12th Finance Commission allocated Rs.

1,000 crore, spread over the award period 2005-10, for maintenance of forests under

grants-in-aid, of  which the share of  Uttarakhand was Rs.35 crore. While this is, no doubt,

a step in the right direction, the next step should be differentiation of forest cover across

the states on the basis of  the ESS flow. This simply means rewarding those states more

shoes ESS serve hundreds of  million of  people as against the ones whose ESS serve no

one, even if  they have similar forest cover.

Ecosystem services are defined as a wide range of  conditions and process through which

natural, ecosystems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfill human life.

The ESS is generated as a consequence of interaction and complex exchange between

biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem through the universal driving forces of

matter and energy. In other words, ecosystem functions (such as nutrient cycling and

biomass productivity) generate ecosystem services, but it is not always necessary that

they show a one-to-one correspondence. Based on available scientific evidences we can

make three general statements: i) ESS are essential to human civilization; ii) they operate
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at such a large scale, and in complex and little explored ways that, most cannot be substi-

tuted by human endeavours or available technology; and iii) human activities are already

damaging the flow of ESS on large scale.

According to contemporary thinking, ESS may be categorized as : (i) regulating, such a

climate moderation, disease and pest control, pollination, and hydrological regulation; (ii)

cultural, like recreational, spiritual, educational, and aesthetic; and (iii) supporting ser-

vices like soil formation, nutrient cycling, biodiversity and succession.

UTTARAKHAND: SOME RELEVANT FACTS

Forests are obviously one of  the most important resources of  Uttarakhand and have a

direct role in supporting rural livelihoods not only by meeting the people’s day-to-day

needs of  fuel, fodder and timber but also by providing employment in some areas. Agri-

culture is one of the core economic activities for over 80 per cent of the population of

the state. Agriculture, forest and animal husbandry form an interlinked production sys-

tem and the role of forests in sustaining the agriculture and animal husbandry systems is

immense.

Of the total forest area under the control of the state forest department, the area occu-

pied by sal (shorea robusta) forest, chir pine (pinus roxburghii), and oak (quercus spp) forests is

3,151 km2, 2,993 km2 and 3,000 km2, respectively. Further, at the high elevations (above

2,000 m) deodar (cedrus deodara), blue pine (pinus wallichiana), cypress (cupressus torulosa),

fir (abies pindrow) and spruce (picea smithiana) together cover nearly 5.4 per cent of  the

total forest area.

The remaining forest area is under the management of local forest institutions known as

van panchayats (Forest Councils) (15.7 per cent), state revenue department (13.7 per

cent) as Civil and Soyam forests, and very small area (0.46 per cent) under the control of

other including private ones. The van panchayat forests occupy approximately half  a

million hectares and are being managed through more than 12,000 Van Panchayats.

Many of the biomass and productivity values are on the higher side of ranges for similar

forest types found elsewhere. The potential regional productivity appears to be above

that previously predicted form measurements of  climate (Singh, et al, 1994). The area

between the timber line (>2,800 m amsl) and snowline is represented by vast stretches of

alpine meadows locally known as buggyals that provide an additional ecological dimension

to the ecology of  the state. These buggyals and adjacent sub-alpine forests are not only
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of unparallel scenic and aesthetic value, but also harbour many life-saving medicinal

plants (e.g. taxus baccata, podophyllum hexandrum, picrorhiza kurooa, aconitum heterophyllum, a

balfourii etc.). There also live some endangered wild animals, and more importantly these

meadows serve grazing grounds for large number of  livestock, and are known historically

as a sacred land for saints, trekkers, and nature lovers. The alpine meadows are going to

be the hub of activities with rising global temperatures because of the upward march of

species and humans.

EFFORTS MADE BY THE STATE

Uttarakhand has taken several steps to maintain its rich natural capital and ESS flows

that the people living in the Gangetic basin use. Some of these are given below:

(i) Establishment of Corbett and Rajaji national parks in productive low-land

areas. It may be pointed out that the foothill belt of  Uttarakhand is highly

productive. Thus the establishment of two protected areas, along with el-

ephant corridors and the maintenance of some good tropical forests in this

belt amount to a huge opportunity cost. The combined areas of these is 7,000
km---2 which could have been put to intensive agricultural and other eco-

nomic activities.

(ii) Ban on converting biodiversity-rich oak (quercus spp.) forests into chir pine

(pinus coxburghii) forest of  a commercial value (source of  timber and resin).

During the British period some oak forests were converted into chir pine for-

ests. This convention does not take place any more. Oak forests have far

superior ESS than chir pine forests. However, it results in a loss of  revenues.

(iii) The state also does not allow commercial charcoal making from oak trees,

despite serious problems of  energy supply in remote mountains areas.

(iv) The forest development has developed a huge infrastructure to take several

measures to manage forests and meadows in the alpine zone, which include

enforcing ban on commercial felling, raising seedlings and plantations, en-

couraging formation of  community forests, fire control, and regulating non-

timber forest products among others.

AN OUTLINE OF FOREST ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The state lying in the Central Himalayan region has a high ecosystem value with above 45

per cent area under good forest cover and also because of its river connections nurturing
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a large territory downstream the Gangetic Plains. There is no such receiver territory for

ecosystem service in the Eastern Himalaya region though this area is given higher priority

internationally for conservation.

Thus, the forest ecosystems of Uttarakhand play a major role in the ecological security of

the country. The forests of  Uttarakhand contain 496 million tc in their biomass and soil

components and contribute significantly in terms of  carbon sequestration which has great

significance from a climate change stand point.

Apart from the C-sequestration the forests plays a significant role in providing ESS to the

adjacent Gangetic Plains, one of the most productive agricultural areas of the world.

Though the formation of  the great Gangetic Plains was a geological process; ESS flowing

from the Himalayas has played a pivotal role in making it fertile and robust. The principal

forest ESS includes soil formation, hydrologic regulation, and maintaining suitable mois-

ture regimes for the rich and highly endemic biodiversity and maintenance of productive

agriculture in the Gangetic Plains. These ESS are important for the well being of  not only

50 crore people living in the Gangetic Plains but also for over 50 lakh local farmers of

Uttarakhand as traditional agriculture is heavily dependent on surrounding forests for

resources. According to an estimate, to generate one unit of  energy from agriculture, 10-

12 energy units of  forest biomass are required. According to a rough estimate, contribu-

tion to forest ESS of the state to food production in the Gangetic Plains is worth about

Rs.1,000-5,000 crore annually. These figures simply indicate a cautious guess. The main-

tenance of genetic diversity of crops, livestock, fodder plants, soil microbes, and organi-

cally produced food grains and pulses in the traditional mountain agriculture of the state

can also be recognized as services provided by the forests.

ESS FLOW TO THE GANGETIC PLAIN

Although, it has not been possible yet to give precise estimates of the magnitude of ESS

flowing from Uttarakhand to the Gangetic Plains, there are certain evidences as given

below that testify their value:

� High water status in the low-land forest ecosystems than in highlands despite

lower precipitation. For example, though the sal forests in the plains receive

100 cm less rainfall than the forests in the Nainital catchments, the water

potential both in soil and tress are significantly higher in the sal forests largely

because of downstream movement of water, soil and nutrients resulting in a

high productivity.
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� Increase in the proportion of sand and gravel in downstream areas subse-

quent to deforestation upstream. The grasslands in plains adjacent of the

mountains are among the most productive ecosystems of the world.

� In many parts of  the world (e.g. western coastal United States), ecosystem

productivities are much lower in the plains than in the adjacent mountains

(Zobel et.al., 2001). In some regions, desert vegetation in the plains surrounds

forest vegetation in the mountains. In contrast, the productivity in the plains

of the Himalayan region is generally greater than in the mountains, indicating

an effective downstream flow of  the ESS.

� Resumption of crop cultivation in the plains immediately after scooping out

one meter of  soil for brick-making is testimony to the build-up to soil fertility.

� Crop cultivation in the Gangetic Plains for several thousands of years with-

out widespread degradation has been possible because of the ongoing replen-

ishment of  soil and its fertility from the mountains.

HUMIDITY

Much of the high humidity of the Gangetic Plains is due to the forest cover of the

Himalayas. Delhi’s humidity, for example, is very high considering that from the stand-

point of precipitation it is a semi-arid place. In contrast to the temperate region, where

forest cover is limited to 1,000-1,500 m altitudes, in the Himalayan region, forests clothe

the slopes even beyond 3,000 m altitudes. A high humidity level plays a significant role in

promoting growth of  both cultivated food crops as well as trees. Valuation of  these ser-

vices is difficult because several other factors can suppress their effects, nevertheless

they are real, and could be made apparent through focused research.

CARBON VALUE

A reasonably detailed carbon data-set for various forest types of Uttarakhand is avail-

able. In least-disturbed forests of various types, such as sal (shorea robusta), pine (pinus

roxburghii) and oaks (quercus spp) forests carbon sequestration rates in the total biomass

range between 4.0 and 5.6 t C ha-1 yr-1, which are reasonably close to values reported for

tropical forests. However, these high rates are not found everywhere, and for some areas

forest types may reflect a range between 2.5-3.5 t C ha-1 yr-1. The amount of carbon

accumulated in total forest biomass in the state is estimated at 6.61 M t yr-1, and valued1

at Rs. 382 crore at the rate of  $13 per t carbon. These values are not dissimilar from the

1$1=Rs.44.5 has been used throuhout to convert $ value to rupee value
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profitability from growing cereals or millets in terraced fields. Thus, if  current carbon

credit trading values are taken, the economic gains from the forests protection should

rival that from terraced agricultural fields. These figures do not even put a worth on the

increase in biodiversity, groundwater recharge, climate mitigation and other beneficial

impacts of the forests or increase in tourism potential which can add real economic value.

Most of the data on forest soil carbon of Uttarakhand Himalaya are based on top 30 cm

soil depth, which may account for only a small fraction of soil carbon. On an average the

percentage of carbon in the top 20 cm, relative to that in the first meter soil column is 50

per cent and the amount in the next two meters is 56 per cent of  that in the first meter.

Thus, the forest soils are expected to contain about three times as much soil carbon as the

reported values on the basis of top 30 cm soil. Carbon content in the surface layer of soil

is mostly affected by climate, whereas clay content seems to regulate deeper soil carbon

(Jabbagy and Jackson 2000). The turnover of  the deep soil carbon is slow which could be

important from the stand point of carbon sequestration. There is a need to understand

vertical carbon distribution in soils of  different kinds of  forest ecosystems.

In a study carried out by Tewari and Jina, (unpublished) in a banj oak (quercus leucotrichophora)

and chir pine (pinus roxburghii) forests of  Uttarakhand that are under community manage-

ment regime, deeper soil layers 60-150 cm have two times more soil carbon than the top

layers. Even at 150 m depth is 263.58 million t. Its value would be worth Rs.15, 263 crore

@ of $13 t-1 in the international market.

Carbon has become a commodity which can be traded at national and international levels

with no cost of transportation and quality control. There are serious threats to the C-

stock of  Uttarakhand if  conservation measures were not positively linked to economic

growth. The poor people in Uttarakhand depend heavily on firewood as a source of

cooking energy. Fuel wood consumption per capita in the 1,500-2,000 m zone in the

Garhwal region is approx two kg day-1 (Bhatt and Sachan, 2004). It varies from 2.8 kg at

higher altitudes (>2,000 m) to 1.42 kg capita-1 day-1 at lower altitudes (1,000-1,500 m)

and lower still in the foot hills.

Assuming on a simple calculation a dependence of about three million people living in

the hills on fuel wood, and an average consumption of 1.7 kg capita-1 day-1, this translates

into almost two million t of fuel wood year-1 for the Uttarakhand Himalaya or about one

million t C. It is not possible to conserve forests for long without enabling the poor

people to have access to modern, efficient energy sources such as LPG, biogas solar

Forests
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energy and electricity (modern energy sources, hereby referred to as MES). There is a

need to replace the present subsidy of  firewood by providing MES. For example, a small

1 cubic metre biogas plant can save 15 kg of  fuel wood per day. This would translate into

a direct savings of  2 t C annually, or over an eight year period (a conservative estimate for

the life of a biogas plant) 16 t C and worth $250-300 would be saved. This is more than

the cost of  construction of  a biogas plant. The Van Panchayats can contribute for MES

which may be provided at subsidized rates by sale of C-sequestered annually in their

forests. Additionally, the ecosystem would benefit through much higher productivity (and

hence higher carbon sequestration) as the process of lopping for fuel wood damages

buds, leaves and greatly reduces the photosynthetic potential of  a tree. Similarly, any

subsidy given on a fodder programme to replace tree fodder with grasses would pay for

itself  in a very short time in terms of  increased carbon sequestration rates of  forests.

However, the major hindrance has been that clean development mechanism (CDM) un-

der the Kyoto Protocol does not recognize carbon credits that are created by preventing

forest degradation. There are no rewards for protecting a forest.

SPATIAL SCALES OF ESS

Besides the ESS flow to the Gangetic Plains and carbon sequestration, there are various

other ESSs generated by the forests of Uttarakhand. Some of them such as genetic re-

sources and recreation are of global significance, while others are useful to local and

regional people, or are of  national significance (Table 1).

Table 8.1: Spatial Scale of  Ecosystem Services

  Ecosystem Spatial Scale of Benefits Global

Local Regional/National

  Carbon Sequestration �

  Landscape Beauty/Recreation � � �

  Agro-biodiversity � � �

  Soil Formation/Fertility Maintenance � �

  Hydrological Regulation and � �

  Climate Moderation

  Succession (Landslide/Slip Stabilisation) �

  Pollination �

  Non-Timber Forest Products � �

  Grazing �
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VALUATION OF FOREST ESS OF UTTARAKHAND AND

PAYMENT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

From the above discussion it is clear that the intangible services of  the forests such as

carbon sequestration, watershed protection, landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation,

prevention of soil erosion, nutrient cycling etc seldom enter into the development plan-

ning process and therefore do not command a market valuation. As many of these ser-

vices are facing increasing threats there is recognition that existing and traditional regula-

tory approaches alone may not suffice to ensure their protection and sustained flow. Thus,

in many parts of  the world explicit value is being placed on these services and real pay-

ments are being generated for forest owners and managers acting as incentive for conser-

vation. Such an approach is clearly the need of the hour particularly when two-thirds of

Uttarakhand’s geographical areas has to be maintained as forests and while the cost of

conservation is borne by the forest conserving local communities, the large benefits are

reaped by other key stakeholders. Given this scenario, payment for ecosystem service

(PES) to the state are extremely relevant as they offer the potential of addressing both

conservation and livelihood concerns.

Indeed, it is almost impossible to give a precise value of ESS flowing from a state to other

states/regions of  the country. However, in order to maintain the natural capital and flow

of  ESS, individuals, communities and states must be given economic incentive. Needless

to say the Central Government is expected to take the lead. The 12th Finance Commis-

sion has already taken the first step by relating the value of ESS to forest area.

Costanza et al. (1997) identified 17 specific goods and services provided by ecosystems:

gas regulation, water regulation, water supply, erosion control and sediment retention,

soil formation, nutrient cycling, waste treatment, pollination, biological control, refugia,

food production raw materials, genetic resources, recreation and cultural services. The

study provides a rough estimate of  the magnitude of  ecosystems service values on a

global scale and reported values can serve as a basis for estimates relevant to specific

region or ecosystems. The study provided the estimates of  forest ecosystems values for

tropical, temperate and boreal forests of the world. In order to make estimation of total

value of ESS the authors estimated the total global extents of ecosystems and classified

them into 16 primary categories such as coastal areas, open areas, tropical and temperate

and grasslands. Valuation of  each type of  the ecosystem and each type of  ecosystem

services was done separately. Though the figures of  Costanza et al. are global but for

Forests
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them one could draw some conclusions for the Himalayan area. The Himalayan forests

are closer to temperate forests as far as species richness are concerned and are closer to

tropical forests in terms of  the ecosystem functioning. Since the latter is more important

in relation to ESS for the Himalayan forests taking the mid-point values of ESS esti-

mated for tropical forest and temperate/boreal forests has been considered to be safe for

estimating an indicative value of various forest ESS of the state (Singh 2007). As shown

in Table 2, with an average value of  about $1150 ha-1 yr-1 the total value of  ESS from the

forests of Uttarakhand (area under forest cover 3,465,057 ha) works out to be approxi-

mately $3.98 billion yr-1 or Rs.17,732 crore yr-1. The magnitude of  the value coming out

of the valuation exercise mentioned above at first glance, look quite large. The report

from which these estimates are taken qualifies the results by saying that they are rough-

cut estimates.

Table 8.2: Annual Value of  Various Forests Ecosystem Services of  Uttarakhand

Ecosystem Services Value in $ha-1 yr-1 ($1=Rs.44.5)

Climatic Regulation 167.6

Disturbance Regulation 2.3

Water Regulation and Water Supply 5.2

Erosion Control 114.6

Soil Formation 11.6

Nutrient Cycling 429.6

Waste Treatment 102.7

Biological Control 2.3

Food Production 50.7

Raw Materials 164.0

Genetic Resources 18.5

Recreation 78.6

Cultural 2.3

Total 1,150

(Note: The mid-point values given above were calculated from various parameters given from tropical and temperate forests in

Costanza et, al., 1997)

Another way of looking at the issue would be to measure the opportunity cost for pre-

serving forest resources. The finance division of  the Planning Commission worked out an

interesting index called the ‘forest disability index’ based on the reasoning that on ac-
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count of  keeping large area under forest there has been a loss of  Rs.1,2,91,420 per km2

net revenue from forest conservation in relation to agricultural income (Table 3). This

translates into an overall loss of  Rs.4, 474.8 crore annually to the state on account of

forest conservation. The contribution of  the forest sector to the GSDP is Rs.569 crore

(2005-06). If  we subtract this contribution from the value at par with agriculture i.e. Rs.4,

474.8 the final annual loss to the state on account of  forest conservation comes to

Rs.3,905.8 crore. However, while calculating the opportunity cost it will be unrealistic to

assume that the entire area under forest in Uttarakhand irrespective of its slope, terrain,

soil etc. could have been used for agricultural purposes. In our view, a more realistic way

of calculating the opportunity cost of forests in case of Uttarakhand would be to assume

that at least the area under forest in the foothills districts of Udham Singh Nagar, Haridwar

and Dehradun could have been put to agricultural use fairly easily. The total area under

forest in these three districts works out to be 3,680 sq km2. Thus the revenue loss from

forest conservation as against agricultural income works out to be Rs.475.2 crore. Cor-

recting it further for contribution of  forest sector2 this amount becomes Rs. 343.9 crore.

Table 8.3: Computation of Forest Cost Disability Index for Uttarakhand

 Sl. No Item Uttarakhand

 1 Total Area of  the State (km2) 53,483

 2 Area Under Forest (km2) 34,650

 3 Forest as a % of  Total Geographical Area of  the State 64.79

 4 Per unit cost of  Maintenance (Rs./km2) 41,856

 5 Total cost of  Maintenance (Rs.Crore) 145.0

 6 NSDP from Agriculture (Rs. Crore) (2005-06) 4,619.8

 7 Agricultural Income Less Forest Cost (Rs.Crore) (6-5) 4,474.8

 8 Revenue Loss (Rs./km2) (7/2) 1,2,91.420

Thus even after allowing for significant downward bias in the estimates flowing from the

state’s forest resources, our calculation suggests that the state must be compensated to

the tune of  Rs.343.9 crore annually from the national pool to offset the inherent incen-

tive that local/state beneficiaries have to exploit their forests.

Clearly, we are not in position to suggest a complicated formula of  accounting, but the

existing one can be improved upon. A state whose ESS serve hundreds of  million of

2 As the contribution of the forest sector to GSDP is not available at the district level, we have calculated the per

district contribution of the forest sector to GSDP by dividing the state level contribution of the forest sector to

GSDP by the number of districts in the state (Rs.569/13 = Rs.43.8)

Forests
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people should be given more value than a state whose ESS serve no one, even if  they

have similar forest cover. The mechanism of  money transfer from the Centre to the state

needs to consider it.
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4
MINERALS

4.1 Introduction

4.1.01 India produces nearly ninety varieties of minerals including major fuel

(coal), metallic (iron-ore), non-metallic (limestone), and other minor minerals. When com-

pared to world production it would be classified as a major producer of coal and lignite,

iron ore, bauxite, chromite and manganese ore. It is gaining importance in production of

industrial minerals like barite, stearite and kyanite. The recorded production value of all

minerals in 2008-09 (excluding atomic minerals) was Rs.115980.53 crores. Out of  this

fuel, minerals account for 62.25%, metallic minerals 25.17% and non-metallic and minor

minerals 11.84% (Annexure 4.1). The potential for increasing mineral production is quite

substantial. It is estimated that out of the total land mass area of 3.26 million square

kilometers, the Obvious Geological Potential (OGP) is in 570,000 square kilometers i.e.

17.5% of  the land mass. However geo-chemical regional exploration has been done only

of 75,000 sq. kms, and geo-physical regional exploration of only 53,000 sq. kms (i.e.

13.15% of the OGP). The detailed exploration is less than 10% of the regional explora-

tion. Obviously the scope of further exploration and mining is immense.

4.1.02 Although 23 States and Union Territories report mineral production, the

bulk is from 8 States accounting for 79 per cent. The mineral rich States are Andhra

Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Gujarat, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and

Orissa. These States have a high percentage of  tribal people and area under forests. In

Chattisgarh and Jharkhand the contribution of minerals in the State Domestic Product

(SDP) is next only to agriculture and manufacturing.

4.2 Conundrum of  being Resource Rich but People Poor

4.2.01 Income from mineral royalties is quite significant in these States and in

some the single most important contributor to non-tax revenues (Annexure 4.2). How-

ever what is ironical is the relative economic backwardness of these States which have

per capita incomes lower than the national average. It would be natural for these States to
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attempt to augment their revenues through exploitation of this natural resource. This

could be done most easily by focusing on ways and means to increase royalty receipts. It

can also be done by leverages this resource has to attract investments. And if  these are

the aims then it follows that obtaining greater control over the management of minerals

would also be high on the agenda.

4.2.02 This conundrum of  resource rich but people poor was earlier explained by

their distance from consuming populations. Most value addition was done in areas closer

to large cities away from mining areas, as these had advantages of  all types of  infrastruc-

ture, physical, financial and human resources. Mines were exploited and ores shipped out

(equalization of  freight rates helped enormously). Since mining activities involve large

machineries, not many jobs were created. And in case some activities (especially those

relating to sub-surface mining) did provide employment opportunities; they were extremely

hazardous, and led to occupational ailments and diseases.

4.2.03 Antidotes to this were sought. Fiscal measures and schemes to remove

regional imbalances neutralized some of the disincentives of locating value added indus-

tries and services near mining areas. Many companies sought to upgrade skills locally and

invested in many infrastructure projects under social responsibility programmes. Conser-

vation of mineral resources as a positive concept leading to augmentation of the resource

base through improvement in mining methods, beneficiation and utilization of low grade

ore and rejects and recovery of associated minerals was introduced, with the aid of tech-

nology.

4.2.04 Economic liberalization policies since the early 1990s have led to an in-

creased interest in the resource rich States. In the period 1993-94 to 2003-04 the value of

mineral production (excluding atomic minerals) has more than tripled, growing at the

compound annual growth rate of 10 per cent since 1993-94. As a result mines that were

in the red have turned profitable. This has led to increased extraction from existing mines

and a quest to open up new areas. The number of  factories (covering all industries) and

their profitability has increased in all mineral bearing States and so has the total invested

capital. However what is disturbing is that the employment in these States has declined

(by 30 per cent between 1991 and 2004). The organized mining industry in India employs

5.6 per cent of  total workforce and this number is declining.

4.2.05 These developments have led to several reactions amongst the States,

those concerned with the environment and most significantly the local inhabitants. At the

same time the earlier interest of  the wider economy remains. Although spatially located,
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minerals have a nation wide significance. Their development leads to wealth being gener-

ated across the larger common market. We need to understand all these concerns.

4.3 Issues Arising out of Mineral Exploitation

4.3.01 States are demanding a more equitable distribution of the resource rents

and greater say in mining policy, in actual exploitation and in the manner of  fixation of

royalties and dead rents, as well as exercise of revenue raising powers under various

Entries of  List II relating to the mineral sector. They have also raised the issue of  com-

pensation for the effects of environmental degradation and the extra burden cast on them

for maintenance and upkeep of  infrastructure, as well as pollution control measures. The

civic services also get overburdened and this casts a responsibility on the local bodies.

The cycle does not end there. Once mines are fully exploited there is need for scientific

closure of the mine. Whereas the physical aspect of closure may not be very complicated,

providing alternate jobs to those whose livelihood depended on mining operations is a

formidable task. In many cases entire towns have come up around the mines and there is

disruption of  community life.

4.3.02 Concerns for the environment have become centre-stage. Extraction of

minerals has an impact on most other natural resources like land, water, air and forests.

Many of the areas are ecologically fragile and others contain significant biological wealth.

The question uppermost is whether it is at all possible to extract the mineral wealth and

yet not cause lasting damage to the ecology of  the region, which could take various

forms: land degradation, land subsidence, deforestation, atmospheric pollution, pollution

of rivers, soil erosion owing to disposal of solid wastes, irretrievable loss of habitats and

biodiversity etc.

4.3.03 Even if  all norms were to be faithfully followed mining involves acquisi-

tion of land, leading to displacement of inhabitants giving rise to issues of compensa-

tion, loss of  livelihood of  small and marginal farmers and forest dwellers and their reha-

bilitation. Local people (some times violently expressed in the ideology of  the naxal

movement) demand a better recognition of rights and benefits, and compensation for the

adverse effects of  resource development, as they have borne the brunt of  environmental

degradation.

4.3.04 Thus the issues which arise and which need to be looked at are –

(i) The Constitutional division of powers and the States demand for a greater say

in policy formulation and exploitation of  mineral resources whilst at the same

time taking care of the wider economy and mineral related common market;

Minerals
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(ii) Sharing of resource generated and manner of its fixation, arising out of the

Central Legislation and exercise of powers under Entry 54 of List I;

(iii) Concerns relating to environmental degradation and loss of livelihood;

(iv) Mechanisms to compensate the States and the inhabitants of mineral bearing

areas for –

(a) the environmental degradation whose adverse effects they have to bear;

(b) the burden cast on them to put up infrastructure, to maintain it, to

combat pollution, to maintain civic services and to take follow up ac-

tion after mine closures; and

(c) for loss of livelihood and for provision of alternate employment oppor-

tunities.

4.4 The Constitutional Provisions

4.4.01 Entry 23 of List II – State List of the Seventh Schedule confers powers

on the States to regulate mines and mineral development subject to the provisions of List

I. Entry 54 of List I – Union List, provides similarly for regulation of mines and mineral

development to the extent to which such regulation and development under the control

of the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the public interest.

4.4.02 In pursuance of the powers vested in it under Entry 54 – List I, Parlia-

ment has enacted the Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act, 1957 (No.67

of  1957). (MMRDA), which declares that it is expedient in the public interest that the

Union should take under its control the regulation of mines and the development of

minerals to the extent provided in the Act. In essence it lays down the principles govern-

ing reconnaissance, prospecting and mining operations. It also introduces the concept of

minor minerals. The Act confers rule making power on the Central Government for the

grant of  reconnaissance permits, prospecting licences and mining leases. It makes it man-

datory for the State Government to obtain the previous approval of the Central Govern-

ment before any reconnaissance permit, prospecting licence or mining lease is given in

respect of minerals specified in the First Schedule to the Act. However, Section 14 pro-

vides that Sections 4 to 13 of the Act (relating to restrictions on reconnaissance, pros-

pecting and mining; payment of royalties and dead rents etc.) do not apply to minor

minerals. The State Government has the power to make rules for regulating the grant of

quarry leases, mining leases or other mineral concessions in respect of  minor minerals.
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4.4.03 The Act also has provisions governing the levy of royalties, and dead

rent. It casts a responsibility on the Central Government to “take all such steps as may be

necessary for the conservation and systematic development of  minerals in India and for

the protection of environment.”

4.4.04 So, whereas MMRDA does restrict the powers of  the States under Entry

23 of  List II it has left to the State Governments powers in respect of  minor minerals.

4.4.05 Whilst examining the issues the Sarkaria Commission had drawn atten-

tion to the conflicts which may arise on the questions of:

(a) how much of the field of Entry 23 of List II has been occupied by the Central

Government after the enactment of  the MMRDA?; and

(b) the power of the States to impose taxes under Entries 18, 49 and 50 of List II.

(To this we can also add Entry 45).

4.4.06 On the matter of occupation of the legislative field it was noted by the

Sarkaria Commission that the MMRDA and Supreme Court pronouncements {Hingur

Rampur Coal Company v. States of  Orissa 1961(2)(SCR 537; State of  Orissa v. M.A. Tulloch

and Company (AIR 1964 SC 1284)} had made it amply clear that the entire field of miner-

als development had been occupied by the Central Government. Hence as regards any

State legislation on minerals development it was not a question of repugnancy between

the State legislation and the Central enactment but a complete denudation or deprivation

of  the States’ legislative power.

4.4.07 On the issue of imposition of cesses, surcharges and other charges by

State Governments under Entries 49 and 50 in List II of the Seventh Schedule the Com-

mission had noted the development of  mines viewpoint that such levies introduced un-

certainties in the mineral prices and impacted on development of mineral resources as

well as exports. Cesses imposed on royalties distorted uniformity in royalty rates. The

Commission also came to the conclusion that no limitations had been imposed on States’

powers under Entry 50 in List II and that States were levying taxes on mineral rights. The

Union Government had conceded this right but opined that its exercise was coming in the

way of  development and stability and uniformity of  mineral prices. Since no legal issues

were involved the Commission had suggested a consultative mechanism to sort out dif-

ferences about imposts under Entries 49 and 50 of List II.

Minerals
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4.4.08 On the matter of quantum of royalty and periodicity of revision under

the MMRDA, the Commission noting the provisions had suggested that it be amended to

reduce the gap period specified therein for revision of royalty rates from four years to two

years.

4.4.09 The Sarkaria Commission had also noted that taxation powers of the States

on mineral under several entries in List II were under challenge in the Supreme Court.

4.4.10 Court judgements since then restricted States’ powers to tax in a series of

judgements but thereafter the position was reversed and States powers restored. In India

Cement Ltd and Others v.  State of  Tamil Nadu and Others (1989) (MANU/SC/0226/1989)

the questions which arose were-

(a) whether cess on royalty could be deemed a demand for land revenue or an

additional royalty?; and

(b) if  it is an additional royalty, is the State Government entitled to collect it?

The Court held that the levy of cess on royalty cannot be covered under Entry 45 of List

II of the Seventh Schedule. Royalty is payable on the extraction from the land and cess

being an additional charge on that royalty cannot be considered to be a tax on land but as

a tax on income arising from the land. A view was also expressed that royalty is not

merely payable on land but also on the labour and capital involved in mining. Section 9 of

the MMRDA conferred powers only on the Central Government to levy royalty. Thus the

cess and surcharge on cess both on royalty charged under the Madras Panchayat Act (the

cause of the litigation) was held to be ultra vires of Entry 54 List I – Union List of the

Seventh Schedule, as well as Section 9 of  the MMRDA. The argument of  the State of

Tamil Nadu that the cess would be justified under Entry 50 of  List II (taxes on mineral

rights) was not held valid as the Central Act had put a limitation on States rights by

exercise of powers under Entry 54 of List I – Union List.

4.4.11 In another case the State of  Orissa and Others v. Mahanadi Coalfield Ltd. and

Others (1995) {MANU/SC/0361/1995; AIR 1995 SC 1868} the Court further clarified

that even if it was held that minerals are part of the land and could be taxed under Entry

49 of List II – State List, the right has to be exercised under Entry 50 which was more

specific. However, as the Central Government had already legislated under Entry 54 –

List I of Union List the State had no power to tax under Entry 50. Similar views were

expressed by the Apex Court in Orissa Cements and Others v. State of  Orissa and Others

(1991) {MANU/SC/0381/1991; AIR 1991 SC 1676} and in State of  Bihar and Others v.

Indian Aluminium Company and Others (1997) (AIR 1997 SC 3592).
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4.4.12 In substance, taxation of minerals could not take place on any of the

concerned entries viz. 45, 49 and 50 of List II – State List.

4.4.13 However, the matter came up for a comprehensive review in The State of

West Bengal v. Kesoram Industries Ltd. and Others (2004). The Court made a distinction be-

tween general subjects of legislation and heads of taxation. The power to regulate and

control is separate and distinct from the power of taxation as the fields of taxation are to

be found clearly enumerated in List I and II and there can be no overlap. The field of

taxation covered by Entries 49 and 50 in List II continue to remain with the States in

spite of the Union having enacted laws by reference to Entries 52, 53 and 54 in List I. In

fact the Central Legislation has not placed any limitation on the power of the States to

legislate in the field of  taxation on mineral rights. A State Legislation which makes provi-

sion for levying a cess, whether by way of tax to augment the revenue resources of the

State or by way of  fee to render services as quid pro quo but without any intention of

regulating and controlling the subject of  the levy, cannot be said to have encroached

upon the field of “regulation and control” belonging to the Central Government by rea-

son of  the incidence of  levy being permissible to be passed on to the buyer or consumer,

and thereby affecting the price of  the commodity or goods. The Court also held that in

the process of  computation of  the tax on land if  the annual value is determined by taking

into consideration the quantum of mineral produced and dispatched from the land, it

would be quite in order. In substance the Court overruled the judgement in the India

Cements cases and restored the powers of  States to tax mineral rights. The position there-

fore remains as it was when the Sarkaria Commission gave its report.

4.4.14 We were informed that the levy of  cesses by States after the Kesoram

judgement have also been challenged in the Supreme Court. So even after so many years

the position as prevailing when the Sarkaria Commission gave its report remains un-

changed.

4.5 Responses from Stakeholders

4.5.01 The Sarkaria Commission had recommended that Section 9 of the

MMRDA should be amended to reduce the gap period specified for revision of  royalty

rates from four years to two years. This period however has been revised to three years

and not two. States feel that not accepting the recommendation has resulted in denial to

them of their legitimate share of revenue. Not only this but the revisions have been

delayed and applied in a discriminatory manner. West Bengal has suggested that this

Minerals
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responsibility should be delegated to States after laying down the floor and ceiling limits

and issuing guidelines to the States for maintaining grade dependent royalty parity. States

would also prefer an ad valorem basis for royalty calculations. West Bengal as a coal pro-

ducing State has also called for a profit sharing formula between the coal companies and

the States.

4.5.02 The environmental degradation arising out of mining operations (includ-

ing transportation) and the effect it has on the general health of the people has been

highlighted. To restore the ecology substantial funds are required and it has been argued

that this is a reason enough for adopting an ad valorem basis for royalty calculation.

4.5.03 It is also argued that the Central Government does not share with the

States the export duty it receives from mineral exports. Similarly an excise duty is levied

on extracted coal but this is kept as a development fund and not shared with the States.

4.5.04 The Ministry of Mines, Government of India, has stated that for revision

of royalty rates (other than fuel and minor minerals) a Study Group is constituted under

the Chairmanship of  an Additional Secretary, with representatives of  major mineral pro-

ducing States on rotational basis, concerned Union Ministries/Departments, the Indian

Bureau of  Mines and Federation of  Indian Mineral Industries as members. Comments of

all stakeholders, especially the States are solicited, and in keeping with the best interna-

tional practices and revenue interest of the States royalty rates are recommended for

revision. The main argument advanced in delegating powers to States is that it would

result in fixation of different rates of royalty by different States and this would impact on

pricing and consequently on trade and industry. In the case of  coal royalties a more or less

similar system is followed by the Ministry of Coal. Union Ministries of Mines, Steel and

Coal have stated that the methodology of  calculation of  royalty whether or not on ad

valorem basis or on specific rate basis or even a hybrid formula (as has been done in the

case of revision of coal royalties in 2007) would depend upon the recommendations of

the Study Groups which take into consideration the impact of  revision on all sectors. It

would be inadvisable to adopt a rigid formula based on ad valorem basis without reference

to its impact on the nation’s economy. This is particularly so for coal given that 75% of

the coal produced is consumed in the power sector.

4.5.05 The Ministry of Coal, Government of India, has also drawn our attention

to the cess being levied on mineral bearing lands. This levy distorts coal pricing. States

use different formulae, some on specific rates, others ad valorem. A suggestion has been
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made that in such cases the royalty payable to individual States should be adjusted taking

into consideration the levy of cess by them.

4.5.06 The Ministry of  Environment and Forests, Government of  India, has drawn

attention to the needs of maintaining a proper balance between environmental concerns

and those of  development. This becomes very important as India’s mineral resources lie

under the same lands which hold most of  India’s biologically diverse forest and water

systems. Moreover the three top mineral bearing States (Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and

Orissa) have high incidence of  poverty and backwardness. The Ministry of  Environment

and Forests and the Ministry of  Coal have both suggested that part of  royalty proceeds

must be reserved for investment in the social and economic development of  the mineral

bearing areas in the State.

4.5.07 On the issue of  investment West Bengal has argued for delegation of  the

authority to allocate coal for projects within the State (e.g. for power projects) to the

State from the areas located in its territorial jurisdiction. There have been instances where

allocations have been made from coal fields both within the State and from outside for

the same project leading to criss-cross movement of coal, and other related logistical

problems of  rail or road carriage. The Department of  Fertilizers has suggested that rock

phosphate is an important raw material for phosphatic fertilizers but indigenous sources

are limited. All reserves within the country hence need to be optimally exploited. States

are reserving this ore for State controlled PSUs or State Mining entities. It may be worth-

while for them to permit joint ventures and technical collaboration with other State PSUs,

entities or private sector companies.

4.6 Recommendations

4.6.01 On the issues of prevention and mitigation of environmental degradation

we have expressed our views and made recommendations on the sections on ‘Environ-

ment, ‘Water’ and ‘Forests’ and since these would also be applicable to environmental

degradation caused by mining operations we do not consider it necessary to elaborate on

this issue in this section.

4.6.02 Similarly we have expressed concerns on the effects on the livelihood of

those who live in the proximity of  forested areas and forest dwelling communities. Min-

ing operations necessitate acquisition of land and this affects the livelihood of agricultur-

ists (and landless agricultural labour), most of  whom are small and marginal farmers. As

Minerals
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regards mining operations and acquisition of land in Schedule V Areas the Supreme Court

in Samatha v. State of  Andhra Pradesh and Others (1997) {AIR 1997 SC 3297}, has held that

transfer of lands to non-tribals is barred in Schedule V Areas and even the State Govern-

ment cannot lease out Government lands to non-tribals. Only to this limited extent have

the rights of  the most vulnerable been protected. But many others do lose their lands.

Their relocation and rehabilitation is a joint responsibility of the States and those who

have been given the mining concessions, which include skill development and provision

of  jobs in direct mining operations and ancillary services and industries. There are exist-

ing policy prescriptions on such matters and we would not like to elaborate further on

them except to implore that they be faithfully implemented.

4.6.03 On the matter of periodic review of royalty rates the States grievances

are that a three year (which was expected although the Sarkaria Commission had advised

that the period be kept at two years) hiatus between revisions has not been adhered to.

They are also of the opinion that the procedures are dominated by the Centre.

4.6.04 The Act already prescribes a period of three years to elapse before revi-

sion takes place. We do not propose any change in this period but would insist that

revisions be done soon after with the process starting much earlier so that new rates come

into force every three years.

4.6.05 The States do have a grievance that the procedures and mechanisms for

periodic revision of royalty rates are controlled by the Centre. Whereas we are not in

favour of delegating this authority to the States, even with floor and ceiling rates being

prescribed, we are of  the opinion that a more independent and broad based structure is

required. An independent statutory body may hence be constituted for the purpose with

experts and Central and States representatives, as also of industries and utilities depen-

dent upon minerals. This body should have a clear mandate, especially on the periodicity

of revision. The Central Government if it differs from the recommendations or modifies

them would need to lay its reasons for the same, before Parliament.

4.6.06 On the issue of revenue raising powers of the States relating to Entries

49 and 50, the Sarkaria Commission had suggested a consultative mechanism before any

imposts were levied by the States. This was necessary as mining contributed significantly

to the nation’s economy and the price of  minerals used in downstream processing and

manufacture was a crucial element in economic viability of  various activities. A consultative

mechanism would ensure that before imposts were made, all such considerations would
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have been carefully considered. We would therefore reiterate the Sarkaria Commission’s

recommendation in this regard.

4.6.07 We now come to the question of  a compensatory mechanism for mineral

rich States and the inhabitants of  these areas. States are required to –

(a) take steps to adapt to and mitigate the effects of environmental degradation;

(b) to provide for the infrastructure necessary to exploit the mineral wealth in-

cluding transportation;

(c) to take into consideration the need to have different and more stringent speci-

fications for the infrastructure to take care of  the heavy and bulk movement

of the ores;

(d) to provide for the upkeep of  the infrastructure;

(e) to ensure levels of health and safety of not only the mine workers but also

those who live nearby owing to likely pollution of the air and water;

(f) to spend on the relocation and rehabilitation, including imparting skills for

alternate employment of all land oustees; and

(g) to assist the local bodies of mining areas to shoulder the additional responsi-

bilities in their jurisdictions arising out of  mining activities.

4.6.08 Suggestions have been made that part of  royalty receipts must be reserved

for such activities. We are not in favour of  such a direct linkage. States are entitled to

benefit from the rent of these areas, in the same manner as agriculturally or industrially

progressive States benefit from the economy arising out of  agriculture or industry. The

bulk of revenues available to the States from royalty and dead rent must rightly be part of

the consolidated fund of  the State and used accordingly.

4.6.09 The question of the compensatory amount needs to be assessed indepen-

dently in the first instance and only then a decision as to how much of this is to be

contributed by the concerned State itself and how much by the Centre and the other

States. We have already elaborated on this concept in the section on ‘Forests’ and the

principles remain the same, except that in the former case there was an opportunity lost

which needed to be compensated whereas in the case of mining it was to compensate for

the effects of  availing a particular opportunity.
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4.6.10 Suggestions have been made that the institutional mechanism for deter-

mining such compensation should be the Finance Commission or a similar independent

body. We have in the section on ‘Forests’ explained why we are of  the opinion that the

Finance Commission may not be the most suitable mechanism for this purpose as the

issue involved relate not merely to resource transfers between the Centre and States, but

that their ambit is wider, encompassing development expenditure, as well as sharing of

costs by other non-mineral producing States also. Thus the institutional mechanism com-

prising experts and representatives of the Centre, mineral producing States and consum-

ing States would present its report to the Planning Commission which would determine

the entire package (either in the shape of  lump sum allocations or sums earmarked for

specified schemes).
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Annexure 4.2

Royalty collections for major minerals (excluding coal & lignite) during last

three years for important mineral producing States

(Rs. in Lakh)

  States 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

  Chhattisgarh 12162.32 14415.10 14880.10

  Jharkhand 5100.60 8629.94 8688.75

  Karnataka 14986.03 17226.94 13553.63

  Tamil Nadu 7762.00 8555.94 8682.94

  Rajasthan 35006.13 81028.83 76179.94

  Andhra Pradesh 17038.00 20295.00 23237.00

  Orissa 24716.71 32066.85 33623.04

  Maharashtra 6810.24 5769.47 7897.63

  Madhya Pradesh 15775.00 18685.00 20888.00

  Goa 1808.35 2246.88 2648.83

  Total 141165.4 208919.6 210279.9
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5
INFRASTRUCTURE

5.1 Inclusive Economic Growth & Capacity Building in Infrastructure

5.1.01 Government has embarked upon a path of rapid, sustainable and inclu-

sive economic growth to provide improved quality of  life for both urban and rural com-

munities. The Eleventh Plan has projected an average growth rate of  9% GDP per an-

num for the Plan period. The objective of inclusiveness is reflected in the adoption of

monitorable targets at the national level relating to (i) income and poverty, (ii) education,

(iii) health, (iv) women and children, (v) infrastructure and (vi) environment. Such a

growth strategy involves several interrelated components, and would necessitate a spe-

cial thrust on physical infrastructure development; capacity building in social infrastruc-

ture in terms of  special attention to the disadvantaged groups, improved access to essen-

tial services in health and education including skill development; a revival in agricultural

growth; good governance at all levels and environmental sustainability.

5.1.02  The thrust, therefore, is to concurrently build the social and economic

infrastructure aimed at the individual and society, as well as the physical infrastructure

which would be the driver of growth. A number of flagship programme aimed at building

social infrastructure have been taken up and we have referred to them elsewhere in our

Report. In this volume, we confine ourselves only to the physical infrastructure, and have

made our recommendations accordingly.

5.1.03 The physical infrastructure - electricity (including non-conventional en-

ergy), telecommunications, roads and bridges, railways (including MRTS), ports, airports,

irrigation (including watershed development), water supply and sanitation, storage and

gas distribution sectors - already suffers from a substantial deficit from the past in terms

of  capacities as well as efficiencies in the delivery of  critical infrastructure services.

5.2 Investment in Physical Infrastructure

5.2.01 Poor quality of  physical infrastructure seriously limits India’s growth po-

tential, and the Eleventh Plan document recommends that the gross capital formation

(GCF) in infrastructure should rise as a share of  GDP from 5% in 2006–07 to at least 9%
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by the end of the Plan period (Annexure 5.1). This averages to 7.6% of GDP during the

Eleventh Plan period. The quantitative targets for these sectors in the Eleventh Plan are

in Annexure 5.2, and the resulting investment totals and sector-wise details are presented

in Annexures 5.3 & 5.4. Total investment in infrastructure on this basis during the Elev-

enth Plan is projected at Rs. 20,56,150 crore.

5.3 Physical Infrastructure & Strategy for Capacity Building: Role of  Public

and Private Sectors

5.3.01 The Strategy adopted by the Government in the Eleventh Plan has stressed

upon public sector’s dominant role towards capacity building in infrastructure; it, how-

ever, recognizes that the total resources required to meet the deficit in infrastructure

exceed the capacity of  the public sector. This resource deficit can be met by attracting

private investment through appropriate forms of  Public-Private Partnerships [PPPs].

5.3.02 The shares of the Centre, States and the private sector anticipated to be

realized for the Tenth Plan are presented in Annexure 5.5. The share of  the private sector

through various forms of  PPPs in infrastructure investment, where desirable and fea-

sible, will have to rise substantially from about 20% anticipated in the Tenth Plan to

around 30% in the Eleventh Plan.

5.4 Strategy for Capacity Building: Efficiency & Performance Standards

5.4.01 Investments by themselves would not be enough, unless the capacities of

Governments to plan for and agencies to execute infrastructure projects reach world

class performance standards. Apart from execution, the other important elements are

maintenance and quality of  service. This can be enhanced by encouraging competition

within the regulatory regime. Moreover, unless governance issues, such as those related

to competition in service provision, collection of  user charges, institutional capacity,

regulation and dispute resolution are adequately addressed, financing or mobilization of

sufficient resources for the requisite infrastructure investment may not be possible.

5.5 Public-Private Partnerships [PPPs]

5.5.01 PPP model offers various advantages including adequate definition of

contractual obligations, responsibilities and risk allocation, appropriate performance in-

centives and penalty regime, quality of project management, efficient procurement pro-

cesses and protection against political interference.
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5.5.02 The Government is currently encouraging Private investment in

infrastructure in an environment, which ensures competition and transparent regulation.

Protection of public interest is being ensured by the Government by institutionalizing the

necessary frameworks and processes for due diligence, checks and balances.

5.5.03 In India, PPPs are at a nascent stage, but the trends are encouraging. Total

value of  PPP infrastructure projects which have attained financial closure during 1997-

2007 is about Rs.63,200 crore. In the three years 2004-2007, 93 PPP projects worth

Rs.32,800  crore have achieved financial closure compared to 131 projects involving

Rs.20,000 crore in the previous 8 years. As per latest data available, 221 PPP projects

with a contract value of  Rs. 1,29,575 crore are under implementation in various States.

5.6 Cabinet Committee on Infrastructure [CCI]

5.6.01 A Cabinet Committee on Infrastructure (CCI) has been set up by the

Government in 2009 under the chairmanship of  the Prime Minister to approve and review

policies and projects across infrastructure sectors. Planning Commission is providing

secretariat support services to the CCI , and is involved in initiating policies that would

ensure time-bound creation of  world class infrastructure delivering services matching

international standards, developing structures that maximize the role of  Public-Private

Partnerships (PPPs) and monitoring progress of  key infrastructure projects to ensure that

established targets are realized.

5.7 A Few Selected Sectors

Whereas physical infrastructure comprises works in a number of  sectors, for purposes of

study and recommendations we have chosen national highways; sea ports and air ports;

inland waterways; the dedicated freight corridors of the Indian Railways and Special

Economic Zones. We feel that these sectors are quite representative of  the physical

infrastructure, and our findings and recommendations on Centre-State cooperation would

be relevant for other sectors too.

5.7.01 National Highways & Roads:

The length of National Highways, for which the Government of India is responsible, is

70,548 km. All roads other than National Highways in the states fall within the jurisdiction

Infrastructure
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of  respective State Governments. A National Highways Development Project (NHDP)

is being implemented by the Government in seven phases. All the phases, except Phase

IV-A, are being implemented by National Highways Authority of  India (NHAI). Union

Government provides funds from the Central Road Fund (CRF) for certain selected state

roads under Inter State Connectivity and Economic Importance (ISC&EI) scheme. The

funds from the CRF earmarked for the States are further allocated to various states based

on the 60% fuel consumption and 40% geographical area of the State.

5.7.01.01 National Highway Development Programme [NHDP]

NHDP is being implemented in seven phases. Phase I was approved by Government at an

estimated cost of  Rs. 30,300 crore (1999 prices), and it comprises 5,846 km of  Golden

Quadrilateral, 981 km of  NS-EW corridors, 356 km of  Port Connectivity and 315 km of

other National Highways. Phase II, which was approved in December 2003 at an estimated

cost of  Rs. 34,339 crore (2002 prices), comprises mostly NS-EW Corridor (6,240 km) and

other National Highways of 496 km length; the total length being 6,736 km. In Phase III,

Government has approved 4/6 laning of 12,109 km of National Highways on Build, Oper-

ate and Transfer (BOT) basis at an estimated cost of  Rs. 80,626 crore. This phase has been

approved in two parts i.e. Phase III A and III B. The scheduled dates of  completion of

Phase III A and Phase III B are December, 2009 and December, 2013 respectively. Phase

IV envisages upgradation of about 20,000 km of National Highways to 2-lane with paved

shoulders. Out of  the approved length of  20,000 kms which is to be implemented in a

phased manner in stretches of  5,000 kms each, the Ministry of  Road Transport & Highways

is implementing the first Phase i.e. NHDP Phase IV A - upgradation/strengthening of

5,000 km of  single/intermediate/two lane National Highways to two lane with paved

shoulders - on BOT (Toll) and BOT (Annuity) basis. Phase V comprises of  six laning of

6,500 km of  existing 4 lane National Highways on DBFO basis. Six laning of  6,500 km

includes 5,700 km of  GQ and 800 km of  other stretches. Phase VI envisages development

of 1,000 km fully access controlled expressways under Public Private Partnership (PPP)

model following Design – Build – Finance - Operate (DBFO) approach. This includes

expressways connecting Vadodara-Mumbai, Delhi-Meerut, Bangaluru-Chennai and Kolkata-

Dhanbad stretches. In Phase VII, Government has approved construction of  stand alone

Ring Roads, bypasses, grade separators, flyovers, elevated roads, tunnels, road over bridges,

underpasses, service roads etc on BOT (Toll) mode .
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5.7.01.02 Special Accelerated Road Development Programme for the North East-

ern Region (SARDP-NE)

Special Accelerated Road Development Programme for North Eastern Region (SARDP-

NE) aims at improving road connectivity to state capitals, district headquarters and re-

mote places of NE region. It envisages two/four laning of about 5104 km of National

Highways and two laning/improvement of  about 4656 km of  state roads. This will en-

sure the connectivity to 85 district headquarters in the North-Eastern states, to two Na-

tional Highways/two lane State Roads.

5.7.02 Sea Ports

Introduction

India has a long coastline of around 7517 km, spread on the western and eastern shelves

of  the mainland and also along the islands. About 95% by volume and 70% by value of

the country’s external merchandise trade is carried out through maritime transport. The

growth in the cargo handled at Indian ports has increased from a level of 19.38 million

tonnes (major ports) in 1950-51 to around 722.93 million tonnes (major and minor &

intermediate ports) by 2007-08. Traffic at major and minor & intermediate ports stood at

519.31 and 203.62 million tonnes respectively. There are 12 Major Ports in the country

viz. Kolkata (including Dock Complex at Haldia), Paradip, Visakhapatnam, Chennai,

Ennore and Tuticorin on the East Coast and Cochin, New Mangalore, Mormugao,

Jawaharlal Nehru at Nhava Sheva, Mumbai and Kandla on the West Coast. The Major

Ports handled a total traffic of  519.31 million tonnes during the financial year 2007-08

and 391.80 million tonnes up to December 2008 in the financial year 2008-09. The Port-

wise details are given below.

Infrastructure
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Traffic handled at Major Ports

(in million tonnes)

  Port Target 2008 Actual 2008 Actual 2007

(April – Dec.) (April – Dec.) (April – Dec.)

  Kolkata 9.17 8.26 8.78

  Haldia 37.77 31.86 32.23

  Paradip 38.54 32.50 30.76

  Visakhapatnam 48.59 48.22 47.83

  Chennai 47.65 41.66 42.32

  Tuticorin 17.97 16.42 15.38

  Cochin 13.84 11.77 11.74

  New Mangalore 29.80 27.71 26.91

  Mormugao 28.71 26.46 23.15

  Jawaharlal Nehru 46.99 44.10 40.23

  Mumbai 45.12 38.58 43.16

  Kandla 54.44 55.74 47.73

  Ennore 7.75 8.52 8.60

  All Major Ports 426.34 391.80 378.82

Cargo Handled at Major Ports

Commodity 2008 (April – Dec.) 2007 (April – Dec.)

POL 128.57 123.90

Iron Ore 63.62 64.01

Fert. & Raw Materials 16.14 12.99

Coal 54.07 48.56

Containerized Cargo 70.82 66.55

Others 58.58 62.81

Total 391.80 378.82
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Capacity at Major Ports

The aggregate capacity in major ports as on March 31, 2008 was 532.07 MTPA. During

2007-08, the aggregate capacity of  Major Ports was enhanced by 27.32 MTPA. The table

below gives the capacity and traffic in major ports since 2001-02:-

Year Aggregate capacity Traffic in MT

in MTPA as on 31st March

2001-02 343.95 287.59

2002-03 362.75 313.45

2003-04 389.50 344.80

2004-05 397.50 383.75

2005-06 456.20 423.57

2006-07 504.75 463.78

2007-08 532.07 519.16

MTPA: Million Tonnes per Annum; MT: Million Tonnes.

Development Programmes

The Cabinet Committee on Infrastructure [CCI] has approved a proposal to connect each

Major Port by a four-lane road connectivity and double line of  road connectivity. A Na-

tional Maritime Development Programme [NMDP] has been taken up for development

of  the Port sector during the period up to 2011-12 at an investment of  Rs. 1,00,339 crore.

Out of  this, Rs. 55,804 crore is for the Port sector and the balance for the Shipping and

Inland Water Transport sectors.

5.7.03 Airports

India has demonstrated double digit traffic growth over the past five years. In passenger

traffic and aircraft movement, the growth has been over 20% per annum, stretching air-

port capacity significantly. Cargo traffic has been growing at over 10% per annum.

Infrastructure
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 Passengers Handled at Airports

 Year International Domestic Total

Million % Change Million % Change Million % Change

 1999-00 13.29 2.90 25.74 6.90 39.03 5.50

 2000-01 14.01 5.40 28.02 8.80 42.03 7.70

 2001-02 13.63 (-)2.70 26.36 (-)5.90 39.99 (-)4.90

 2002-03 14.83 8.80 28.90 9.60 43.73 9.40

 2003-04 16.64 12.20 32.14 11.20 48.78 11.60

 2004-05 19.42 16.70 39.86 24.00 59.28 21.50

 2005-06 22.37 15.45 50.98 27.90 73.35 23.70

 2006-07 25.78 15.20 70.62 38.60 96.40 31.40

 2007-08 29.80 15.60 87.07 23.29 116.87 21.23

Cargo Handled at Airports

 Year International Domestic Total

‘000 tons % Change ‘000 tons % Change ‘000 tons % Change

 1999-00 531.80 12.00 265.60 18.30 797.40 14.00

 2000-01 557.80 4.90 288.30 8.60 846.10 6.10

 2001-02 560.20 0.40 294.00 2.00 854.20 1.00

 2002-03 646.10 15.30 333.20 13.30 979.30 14.60

 2003-04 693.20 7.30 375.40 12.70 1068.60 9.10

 2004-05 823.60 18.80 456.70 21.60 1280.30 19.80

 2005-06 920.20 11.70 483.80 5.90 1404.00 9.70

 2006-07 1021.26 11.00 529.64 11.00 1550.90 11.00

 2007-08 1146.64 12.28 567.32 7.11 1713.96 10.51

Source: http://www.infrastructure.gov.in/pdf/brochure_airports.pdf
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Aircrafts Movement

  Year International Domestic Total

‘000 % Change ‘000 % Change ‘000 % Change

  1999-00 99.70 - 368.02 - 467.72 -

  2000-01 103.21 3.50 386.58 5.00 489.79 4.70

  2001-02 107.82 4.50 402.11 4.00 509.93 4.10

  2002-03 116.44 8.00 442.21 10.50 560.65 9.90

  2003-04 136.19 17.00 505.20 13.70 641.39 14.40

  2004-05 163.27 19.90 554.32 9.70 717.59 11.90

  2005-06 190.87 16.90 647.51 16.80 838.38 16.80

  2006-07 215.57 12.90 862.02 33.20 1077.59 28.60

  2007-08 248.52 15.29 1059.48 22.91 1308.00 21.38

Source: http://www.infrastructure.gov.in/pdf/brochure_airports.pdf

5.7.03.01 Airports Authority of  India

Airports Authority of India (AAI) is managing 127 airports including 16 international

airports (including Delhi and Mumbai airports), 8 customs declared airports, 79 domestic

airports and 24 civil enclaves at the defence airfields. In addition, AAI has been providing

CNS-ATM facilities at Cochin International Airport, Aizwal (Lengpui), Diu, Puttaparti,

Bellary and Jamshedpur.

5.7.03.02 Airport Infrastructure Development – Policy Framework

 The AAI Act and Aircraft Rules, amended in 2004, enable private participation for Air-

port infrastructure development. Public Private Participation (PPP) models have now

become the basis of  airport development.100% FDI has also been permitted for greenfield

airports since February 2006. Further, the development of  new airports has been permit-

ted entirely in the private sector.

5.7.03.03 Development of  Airport Infrastructure

Metro Airports

Delhi and Mumbai, the two major international airports were restructured through joint

Infrastructure
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venture route (2006). The construction of  first phase of  Delhi airport started in January

2007 and is likely to be completed by March 2010. The cost of first phase of develop-

ment is about Rs 8900 crores. The construction work of  Mumbai airport also started in

January 2007. The airport will be saturated by 2014. The cost of development is Rs 7000

crores.

Kolkata and Chennai airports are to be modernized by the state owned Airports Author-

ity of India. The project span for Kolkata is March 2010 and investment is of Rs 1943

crores. Ministry of  Civil Aviation has also approved an action plan for development of

Chennai airport at an estimated cost of Rs 1808 crore, and will be completed by 2010.

Greenfield Airports

New green field airports at Hyderabad and Bengaluru have been implemented on a BOOT

basis for 30 yrs with PPP, at a cost of  Rs. 2478 and 2470 crores respectively. Cochin

International Airport has been developed at an estimated cost of  Rs. 315 crore; Govern-

ment of Kerala, Non-Resident Indians from 30 countries, Financial Institutions and Air-

port Service Providers are the major stakeholders of  this project.

Government of India has given an in-principle, approval for the setting up of an airport

through PPP at Navi Mumbai. A steering committee has been set up to monitor the

implementation.

Many State governments have also proposed greenfield airport projects. A few airports

have also been proposed for private use.

Non-Metro Airports

AAI is taking up select 35 non-metro airports for modernization through PPP. These are

Agra, Agatti, Agartala, Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Aurangabad, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar,

Chandigarh, Coimbatore, Dehradun, Dimapur, Goa, Guwahati, Imphal, Indore, Jaipur,

Jammu, Khajuraho, Lucknow, Madurai, Mangalore, Nagpur, Pune, Ranchi, Trichy,

Thiruvananthapuram, Patna, Port Blair, Raipur, Rajkot, Vadodara airports. Work on most

of  these has been taken up.

5.7.03.04 Establishment of  Airport Economic Regulatory Authority

The government has decided to set up an Airport Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA)

to create a level playing field, to foster healthy competition amongst all airports and to

encourage investment in airport facilities.
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5.7.03.05 Airport Connectivity

Government has also taken up the issue of improving connectivity to major airports and

selected 12 airports in the first phase. These are, CSI Mumbai and the proposed Navi

Mumbai, IGI Delhi, the proposed greater Noida (at Jewar), Chennai, Bengaluru, Kolkata,

Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Cochin, Coimbatore and Jaipur.

5.7.03.06 Airport Security

Airport security will be looked after by specialized police agencies, state police and air-

port security organizations, depending on the internal security conditions prevalent in a

particular area. Bureau of  Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) will continue to coordinate the

working of  the various agencies to ensure that all security norms are followed by them.

5.7.04 Inland Waterways

5.7.04.01 Introduction

Inland waterways in India extend to about 14,500 km, and are comprised of rivers, lakes,

canals, creeks, backwaters, etc. Potential of  this important mode of  transport has not

been fully exploited so far due to lack of  infrastructural facilities such as depth and width

required for movement of  Inland Water Transport [IWT] vessels for round the year

operation; terminals for loading and unloading of  cargo: connectivity with road and rail;

navigational aids for safe and unhindered navigation during day and night; and IWT vessels

for carriage of  cargo and passengers. A statutory organisation - Inland Waterways Authority

of  India (IWAI) - has been set up in the year 1986, for development and regulation of

inland waterways in the country.

5.7.04.02 National Waterways

Five waterways have been declared as National Waterways. These are (i) Allahabad-
Haldia stretch (1620 km) of  the Ganga-Bhagirathi-Hooghly river system (NW-1) (ii) Sadiya-
Dhubri stretch (891 km) of  Brahmaputra river (NW-2) and (iii) Kottapuram-Kollam stretch
of  the West Coast Canal along with Champakara Canal and Udyogmandal Canal (205
km) (NW-3). IWAI undertakes development and maintenance of  IWT related infrastruc-
ture facilities on these waterways (iv) the Kakinada-Puducherry stretch of Canals and the
Kaluvelly Tank, Bhadrachalam-Rajahmundry stretch of  River Godavari and Wazirabad –
Vijayawada stretch of  River Krishna (NW-4, 1095 kms) and (v) Talcher-Dhamra stretch
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of river Brahmani, Geonkhali – Charbatia stretch of East Coast Canal, Charbatia-Dhamra
stretch of Matai river and Mangalgadi. A Bill for declaring one more waterways as Na-
tional Waterways i.e. Barak river from Lakhipur to Bhanga (121 km) is under active
consideration of the Parliament.

5.7.04.03 Public Private Partnership

The Inland Water Transport Policy of  2001 encourages Private Sector Participa-
tion (PSP) in development of  infrastructure and ownership and operation of  inland ves-
sels. IWAI is also authorized to form joint ventures and equity participation in Build
Operate Transfer (BOT) projects under this policy.

5.7.04.04  Cargo Transportation by Inland Waterways

Cargo transportation by organized sector on three National Waterways, Goa and

Mumbai waterways has shown increasing trend in the last three years as given below: -

 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
National Waterway 
No.1 

10.01 lakh tonne 
(0.411 btkm) 

13.17 lakh tonne (0.58 
btkm) 

14.98 lakh tonne 
(0.71 btkm) 

National Waterway 
No.2 

8.04 lakh tonne (0.032 
btkm) 

10.86 lakh tonne 
(0.173 btkm) 

13.04 lakh tonne 
(0.042 btkm) 

National Waterway 
No.3 

11.73lakh tonne (0.017 
btkm) 

10.23 lakh tonne 
(0.015 btkm) 

6.73 lakh tonne 
(0.009 btkm) 

Goa Waterways 362.72 lakh tonne 
(1.761 btkm) 

405.00 lakh tonne 
(1.966 btkm) 

385.00 lakh tonne 
(1.925 btkm) 

Mumbai Waterways  111.62 lakh tonne 
(0.603 btkm) 

118.97 lakh tonne 
(0.642 btkm) 

129.06 lakh tonne 
(0.697 btkm) 

Total 504.12 lakh tonne 
(2.82 btkm) 

558.23 lakh tonne 
(3.376 btkm) 

548.81 lakh 
tonne (3.382 
btkm) 

 [bkm - billion tonne km]

5.7.05              Dedicated Freight Corridors of  Indian Railways

Transport requirement in the country, being primarily a derived demand, is slated to in-

crease with elasticity of  1.25 with the average growth of  GDP at the rate of  9% per year.

Over the last 2 to 3 years, the railway freight traffic has grown by 8 to 11%, which is

projected to cross 1100 million tonnes by the end of  XIth Five Year Plan. The existing

trunk routes of  Howrah-Delhi on the Eastern Corridor and Mumbai-Delhi on the West-
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ern Corridor are highly saturated with capacity utilization varying between 115% and

150%. The requirements of  heavy coal movement, booming infrastructure construction

and growing international trade have created demand for additional capacity of rail freight

transportation, leading to the concept of the Dedicated Freight Corridors along the East-

ern and Western Routes. Government has, therefore, set up “Dedicated Freight Corridor

Corporation of India Limited (DFCCIL)” under the administrative control of Ministry of

Railways, to undertake planning & development, mobilization of financial resources and

construction, maintenance and operation of  the dedicated freight lines covering about

3289 route kms on two corridors—Eastern Corridor (1806 kms) from Ludhiana to Dankuni

and Western Corridor (1483 kms) from Jawahar Lal Nehru Port Mumbai to Tughlakabad/

Dadri. The estimated project cost would be to the tune of  Rs.40,000 crore. The project

will be funded by a combination of debt from bilateral/multilateral agencies and equity

from Ministry of  Railways. In the first phase, DFCCIL will be constructing two corridors

– the Western DFC and Eastern DFC- spanning a total length of  about 2800 route km.

The Eastern Corridor, starting from Ludhiana in Punjab will pass through the states of

Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and terminate at Son Nagar in Bihar. The Western Corridor will

traverse the distance from Dadri to Mumbai, passing through the states of Delhi, Haryana,

Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maharashtra. It is envisaged that the corridors will be fully opera-

tional over their entire length by 2017.

5.7.06 Special Economic Zones [SEZs]

The Special Economic Zones (SEZs) Policy was announced in April 2000. SEZs in India

functioned from November 1,2000 to February 9, 2006 under the provisions of  the For-

eign Trade Policy and fiscal incentives were made effective through the provisions of

relevant statutes. The main objectives of  the Special Economic Zones Act, 2005 and the

Rules there under are promotion of  exports of  goods and services; promotion of  invest-

ment from domestic and foreign sources; creation of employment opportunities; and

development of  infrastructure facilities. The SEZ Act and the Rules there under envis-

ages key role for the State Governments in export promotion, and provides for single

window clearance mechanism for setting up a unit in a Special Economic Zone, simpli-

fied compliance procedures and documentation with an emphasis on self certification.

The performance of  the SEZ units is periodically monitored by the Approval Committee

and units, in case of violation of the conditions of the approval, are liable for penal

action under the provision of  Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992.

So far, 531 SEZs have been given formal approval by the Central Government and 270
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SEZs have been notified. The total area for the proposed SEZs is 1885 sq kms. Total

investment, so far, has been Rs. 93,507 crore. Total employment generated by the SEZs

is to the tune of  3.63 lac persons. Exports in 2007-08 from the SEZ was to the tune of

Rs. 66,638 crore. As per estimates, SEZs would attract an investment of  over Rs. 2,00,000

crore and provide employment to over 8 lac people by 2009 end. The tax free SEZs have

increased their share of  India’s total exports from just 4% in 2002-03 to 10.6% in 2007-

08.

5.8 Constitutional Provisions

5.8.01 For investment allocations the Planning Commission has defined infra-

structure to include electricity (including non-conventional energy), telecommunications,

roads and bridges, railways (including MRTS), ports, airports, irrigation (including water-

shed development), water supply and sanitation, storage and gas distribution sectors.

However to illustrate Centre-State issues and need for coordination we have chosen a

few of  the physical infrastructure sectors and have added Special Economic Zones. The

Constitutional provisions reflect the balance which needs to be maintained in allocating

responsibilities to the Centre and States. The Railways have always been treated as one

entity, which has knit the nation together providing means of  communication for passen-

gers and movement of  goods. It finds its place as Entry 22 in List I. The same is true for

Airways where there is no concept of  airspace belonging to individual States. It finds a

place in Entry 29 of List I. However when we come to communications as such it finds a

place in Entry 13 of List II and covers roads, bridges, ferries and all other means of

communication not specified in List I; municipal tramways, ropeways and inland water-

ways. Since roads too can be major arteries covering the entire nation we find under Entry

23 of List I mention of Highways declared by or under law made by Parliament to be

national highways. Similarly rivers too could be inter-State rivers and so shipping and

navigation on inland waterways which are declared by Parliament by law to be national

waterways find themselves under Entry 24 of List I. The Constitution makes a distinc-

tion between mechanically propelled vehicles on inland waterways and others and be-

cause of  the formers reach, places their control jointly with the Centre and States in

Entry 32 of  List III. Likewise Ports by virtue of  their position and size could either serve

the requirements of  the country as a whole or one or more States. Thus major ports

declared by Parliamentary law find a place in Entry 27 of List I, whereas all others are

covered by Entry 31 of List III. Thus we find a judicious mix of entries in the three Lists

of the Seventh Schedule, and though a number of issues need to be addressed to give a
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boost to infrastructure, we are of  the opinion that the Constitutional provisions them-

selves are adequate and do not need any refinement.

5.8.02 However infrastructure projects are complex projects which require a high

degree of coordination between the Centre and States because of division of other pow-

ers, having a bearing on project implementation. Taking National Highways as an ex-

ample whereas they appear as Entry 23 in List I, it is in List II – State List that there are

entries relating to police (2); right in and over land (18); taxes on land and buildings (49);

taxes on entry of goods (52); taxes on goods and passengers carried by road (56); taxes on

vehicles (57); tolls (59) and offences against laws with respect to any of these matters

(64). Hence whilst the Centre owns the national highways, it cannot control or manage

them without the active support and cooperation of  the States. A similar position would

exist for other infrastructure projects also.

5.9 Responses of Stakeholders

5.9.01 Commission’s Questionnaire on infrastructure related issues may be seen

at Annexure 5.7.

5.9.02 Most respondents have stressed upon the need to have –

(i) A clear policy statement, with enabling legislation;

(ii) A coordination mechanism which would take care of a host of issues which

arise before, during and after execution of  major infrastructure projects, in-

volving not only the Centre and States (as also Local Bodies) but also within

the respective Governments wherein a number of Ministries/Departments,

and Authorities are involved;

(iii) Need to address the twin issues of land acquisition and rehabilitation and

resettlement; and

(iv) Connectivity and sharing of  benefits.

5.9.03 A clear policy statement involving issues of responsibility for conception,

planning, design, financing and execution of  infrastructure projects has been stressed by

a number of  respondents. Most issues of  coordination it is felt could be resolved if  at the

very beginning the respective roles of the Centre, State and Local Bodies as well as of

regulatory agencies is clearly spelt out. This becomes important when Special Purpose

Vehicles have to be established or where there is relevance of  Public-Private Partnership.
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The policy statement would also throw up a number of matters on which enabling legis-

lation would be required and follow up action on such legislation is considered important.

5.9.04 A number of  suggestions have been thrown up regarding institutional

mechanisms for coordination. Many see a distinct and important role for the Inter-State

Council or its Committees. As regards conception and investment the Planning Commis-

sion is considered as the most appropriate body, which needs to bring in the States at the

initial stages itself. To cut short delays a suggestion has also been made to have regional

offices of the Planning Commission. Empowered Committees at various levels are con-

sidered useful by some. These are necessary at the operational level to ensure that clear-

ances are obtained/given on time (factory inspectorates, availability of rakes; use of

explosives; hearings before Pollution Control Boards; land acquisition etc. etc.). A sug-

gestion has been made that States cooperation even on Central Projects can best be

obtained by creation of  Special Purpose Vehicles with participation of  States viz. the

Konkan Railways or the Bengaluru International Airport. Such coordination bodies must

take care not to exclude other stakeholders i.e. local population, beneficiaries, service

providers as well as those who lose their lands or properties.

5.9.05 Issues of land acquisition and rehabilitation and resettlement have been

identified by almost all respondents as one of great importance. Without acquisition of

land most infrastructure projects cannot be contemplated. However acquisition has an

adverse impact on the livelihood of  large populations. So although infrastructure has as

its objective genuine public interest it also needs to be conducted in a democratic, trans-

parent and accountable manner and must ensure that it safeguards the rights and interests

of displaced persons and secures their livelihood through improved and sustainable jobs

and that they are provided fair compensation. The Agriculture Ministry has also cau-

tioned that as far as possible productive agricultural land should not be diverted. In case

this becomes inevitable, just as there are compensatory schemes for deforested land, so

should there be schemes to compensate loss of agricultural land by creating State Level

Agricultural Land Development Funds, so that investment can be made to improve pro-

ductivity in other agricultural lands.

5.9.06 Connectivity is important both at the stage of execution and for optimal

utilization. This would require coordination between the Centre and States. Sea ports,

Airports and SEZs need to be connected to the hinterland. This would involve enabling

infrastructure projects viz. rail and road connectivity. Similarly costs and benefits could

be shared between the Centre and one or more States.
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5.10 Recommendations

5.10.01     Mechanism for Approving and Reviewing Policy at the Highest Level of

the Central Government

The major bottleneck towards rapid and efficient development of  physical infrastruc-

ture, at present, are in the areas of acquisition of land; rehabilitation and resettlement of

affected people; local agitations; security related concerns; complicated financial proce-

dures; requirement of clearances and approvals from a number of authorities at Central

and State levels as well as statutory bodies; disputes arising between various authorities;

lack of  accountability and dispute resolution mechanisms. On the other hand there is

also available a whole range of  modern management and Information Technology tools,

which have revolutionized the entire process of  execution of  infrastructure projects.

Delhi Metro Rail is one such sterling example of successful implementation of a mega

infrastructure project. It has, as a matter of  fact, revolutionized the entire urban commut-

ing system in the National Capital Region through proactive intervention of  all the levels

of  Government and application of  modern management and IT tools. Convergence of

political intent and efficacious adoption of  technology and management tools and pro-

cesses are at the core of  this success. The role of  the Cabinet Committee on Infrastruc-

ture (CCI) cannot, therefore, be over emphasized and it must continue to play the role of

both the facilitator and the enabler, providing the proactive leadership to ensure creation

of  a world class physical infrastructure, which would deliver services matching interna-

tional standards.

5.10.02    Institutional Mechanisms for Coordination

In almost every instance, (national highways, UMPP’s, ports, airports, and water),

there is need for transparency and consultation by the Centre with the States, especially

where Central Government approvals were required. There were many instances of

unilateral Central Government decisions that the State governments did not agree with or

that did not fit the States’ priorities. There are issues on which the Centre and States must

work in unison for optimal results. We give a few examples and then suggest a coordination

mechanism.

(i) Central Government Ministries that decide on matters affecting States might

do so after consulting the concerned States, for example, in deciding the fixed

and variable components in tariffs for UMPPs.
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(ii) Regulatory Commissions with the responsibility for setting norms-for example,

CERC determining escalations for specific items in UMPP tariffs- could en-

sure State government opinions are taken into consideration.

In the case of the Sardar Sarovar Project, the Supreme Court had set up a

Grievance Redressal Authority which helped in speedy decision. This model

might be used in all Mega Projects.

(iii) Even though the NHAI compensates the States in full for the replacement

cost of utilities, the process of shifting them takes a long time. Sometimes

States demand replacement cost of  upgraded facilities.

(iv) There are delays in giving permission to cut trees standing in the path of

highways.

(v) The funding and designs of rail over and under bridges is a constant source of

delay.

(vi) There are a host of  post construction issues. These are issues relating to the

management, control and operation-maintenance of the highways and affect

the ‘user experience’ much more than the surface of  the highway. Issues like

unchecked ribbon development, uncontrolled access to highways, encroach-

ment and illegal parking on highways, unauthorized state check-posts on na-

tional highways, overloading, absence of road safety measures, absence of

advance passenger information system and advance traffic management sys-

tem destroy all good work that might have been done in constructing the

highway.

(vii) In the case of the Dedicated Freight Corridor railways are going parallel to

existing lines to save on land acquisition. Gujarat has different views on the

matter.

(viii)  Connectivity is an issue especially for new airports, sea-ports and SEZs. Proxi-

mate connectivity is the responsibility of  the Port Authority. Hinterland con-

nectivity is the responsibility of  the States. This hinterland could extend to

more than one State. There is lack of policy for connectivity in the case of

minor ports.

(ix) Standards and regulations for coastal shipping and for inland water transport

must be combined so that there is scope for seamless movement between the

two.
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(x) The distinction between major and non-major ports appears arbitrary as some

minor ports are bigger than major ports.

(xi) There is need to have a mechanism wherein model concession agreements

could be discussed.

We have given this list only to illustrate the wide ranging coordination issues that

are bound to arise in infrastructure projects. In addition, there is advantage in setting up

Institutions which shall act as clearing houses of  good practices. Such coordinating bod-

ies need to be set up at the Central level (for the Central Government as a whole and at

the Ministry level), the State level and at operational levels. In addition, a body should

look at coordination issues between the Centre and the States on Infrastructure. Apart

from highlighting the need we do not consider it appropriate to suggest the mechanism.

There could be Infrastructure Boards, Committees, Cabinet Committees or Statutory

bodies. The Centre and the States must devise such mechanisms at the earliest. In the

matter of coordination between the Centre and States we have made recommendations

to strengthen the Inter-State Council (ISC). The ISC can play a decisive role in Infrastruc-

ture development. It can be the forum to resolve contentious issues affecting all States

like clearances by Central Authorities, land acquisition, rehabilitation and can also act at

the national level as a clearing house for good practices. There could be sub-committees

of the ISC where one or more States directly affected by a project could meet with Cen-

tral Ministries or authorities.

5.10.03   Regulation

The need for Independent Regulators is very well established and we do not have to

canvass the case. However, we make a few suggestions to increase their effectiveness.

5.10.03.01   Roads and Highways

An independent Regulatory Authority for roads, bridges, highways and express-

ways must be established as soon as possible, so that the issues relating to the manage-

ment, control and operations-maintenance of the highways are handled effectively on a

unified pattern across the country. At present, while the Centre owns the national high-

way stretches, the States control the management and operations-maintenance issues and

where adversarial conditions exist the ‘highway experience’ turns into misery even on

highways with excellent top-surface. The Control of  National Highways (Land and Traf-

fic) Act, 2002 creates hundreds of ‘Highway Administrations’ without giving them any
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original or appellate powers under the Motor Vehicles Act and other legislations having a

bearing on these issues. There is an urgent need to study the legislations in this area

afresh, amend them/repeal them and enact fresh legislation with a view to putting an

effective and credible Regulatory structure in the highways sector to oversee the follow-

ing issues:

• Ribbon development

• Access to and from highways

• Encroachment and illegal parking

• Unauthorized state check-posts (police, excise, sales-tax, forest, mining, oc-

troi, entry-tax, overloading etc.)

• Road safety issues

• Advanced Traffic Management System

• Advanced Passenger Information System

• Tolling

5.10.03.02 Ports

Private operation of ports requires regulation on many aspects and an indepen-

dent regulator would be useful, replacing TAMP and covering all ports. A National Ports

Regulation and Development Authority as an independent regulator needs to be created

that will deal with port regulations, tariff principles for all ports, dispute resolution, cap-

tive ports and terminals, etc. The distinction between major and non-major ports is no

longer relevant since some non-major ports are bigger than some major ports. They should

all be dealt with by one regulatory body.

5.10.03.03   Civil Aviation

The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) should be operationalized

at the earliest.

5.10.03.04   Special Economic Zones

An independent regulator for SEZ be set up. The regulatory authority would deal
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with issues relating to SEZ, particularly, relating to approval of  SEZ, fiscal issues, moni-

toring of SEZ, land use etc.

5.10.03.05    Power

An independent Coal Regulator must be created for determining tariffs, coal link-

ages, mine allocations, fuel supply agreements, etc. On tariff issues the Coal Regulator

must take decisions along with the gas and power regulators concerned so that there is a

coordinated approach between these related tariffs. It is necessary also that the Oil and

Gas Regulatory Board now constituted should have gas tariff  determination authority

which should not be left, as presently, to the opaque processes of  government but done in

a transparent manner. The Act constituting the board should be amended accordingly.

Ideally, the tariff  regulation of  power, coal and gas should be with a single regulator.

Government may examine how this can be achieved.

5.10.03.06   Independence, Accountability and Transparency

All Regulators must be made accountable for the quality of their work, charges of

corruption, etc. It should be ensured that they are not subjected to influence by Govern-

ments. Any policy directives to them should be in writing, made public and subject to RTI

and placed on the table of the concerned legislature. Any meetings between Regulators

and Government and the regulated entities should be minuted and made public.

5.10.04    Adoption of  Public-Private Partnerships (PPP)

Many of  the issues that have arisen in implementing PPP’s in different states have

had innovative and different solutions. Some of  the key issues, which arise whilst execut-

ing PPP projects, are as under:

1. Creation of an enabling environment to promote PPP projects;

2. Enhancing commercial viability of the projects through financial and fiscal

support from the government;

3. Selection of land, acquisition thereof and resettlement and rehabilitation of

displaced persons;

4. Structuring of  projects to make them bankable and thereby ensure only seri-

ous bidders submit bids;

5. Obtaining of clearances related to defence, airspace and environment;
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6. Development of  shelf  of  PPP projects to give thrust to the pace of

development;

7. Capacity building at various levels; and

8. Dealing with unsolicited proposals;

Considering that PPP projects at the state level involve certain degree of Central

Government involvement by way of provision of clearances, funding etc. there is need

for better coordination between the States and Centre. The following suggestions are

made in respect of PPP projects in general.

5.10.04.01   Recommendations

Enabling framework

Successful progress in promoting PPPs is critically dependent on policy, legal,

financial and fiscal frameworks. The Centre and the State have different levels of  juris-

diction in different sectors of  infrastructure based on the arrangement to be found in the

Indian Constitution. We have referred to this earlier, for example, while telecommunica-

tion is largely a central subject, urban development belongs formally in the State List.

Different aspects of  Roads and Water development are distributed between the State and

the Centre. The ownership of  different Ports and Airports may lie with the Central or the

State Government. While land acquisition for all such projects is the responsibility of the

State Government, security comes largely under the Central Government. The Public-

Private Partnership concerning infrastructure sectors may thus require approvals, sup-

port and guidance from both the State and Central Governments and their agencies. There

is thus a strong need to bring about coherence of policy and the legal and regulatory

framework between the Centre and various State Governments.  Thus NHAI cannot

implement successfully a BOT project if the concerned State(s) do not expeditiously

acquire land, remove encroachments or provide local security for this purpose. Similarly

the ability of the State Government to develop a port can be substantially jeopardized by

the absence of an ineffective decision making framework regarding security or custom

arrangements of such an installation which is under the control of the Central Govern-

ment. There is thus a requirement to evolve joint policies and laws between the Centre

and the State Governments to assure positive outcomes. The system of  State Govern-

ments concerning SEZ laws is an example of how such a system should be designed.
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The proper structuring of  PPPs, their related contracts and documentation, the

financing and procurement methodologies are complex and technical with which most

stakeholders in private and public sectors are unfamiliar. An intensive effort is required

for establishment of  a semi permanent body by the Central Government to provide thought

leadership as well as concrete guidance on the processes to be followed for successful

PPPs. Such a body would lend authority and therefore comfort to different types of  PPP

interventions. Such arrangements have been successful in United Kingdom, South Africa

and the Philippines in providing enabling framework for the PPPs.

It is important to add that the scope of work of a central agency established for

this purpose by the Government is extremely likely to require a long term arrangement

during which the agency can respond to the challenges being thrown up by PPP activity

on an ongoing basis for several years to come till sufficient maturity and experience is

gained by the Government. Such an agency should evolve a series of guidelines in re-

sponse to challenges and issues raised.

Creation of land pools/land banks

As land is becoming scarce, it would be desirable that the States identify the lands

available for infrastructure development. All such identified land could be pooled to-

gether and offered to prospective project developers for infrastructure development. The

creation of such land pools would significantly reduce the cost of acquisition and also

lead to faster implementation of  the projects.

Gujarat has adopted this concept of  land pools under its town planning strategy.

Under this model, the lands to be developed are pooled and the compensation package is

worked out after due public discussions. For the purpose of  arriving at the compensation,

a semi-final-value of  the final plot is worked out on the basis of  infrastructure proposed

to be provided in the scheme area. A final plot value is also worked out taking into

consideration that the proposed infrastructure is provided in the scheme. Difference be-

tween the semi-final plot value and final plot value is considered to be an increment in

value, which could result from implementation of  the Town Planning scheme. Half  of

the increment in value is adjusted against the compensation and the net demand/contri-

bution of  the owner is worked out. Simultaneously, the development cost and other

infrastructure cost for implementation of  the scheme are also worked out. The draft

scheme continuing the physical proposal and the financial details along with financial

part of the compensation and contribution of each plot is then submitted to the Govern-

ment for approval. We commend the Gujarat model.
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Standardisation of model documents

At the Central level, standardization of model documents has been achieved in

road sector and in the port sector. Wherever States are taking up PPP projects, they need

to standardize the model documents to take care of interests of all stakeholders includ-

ing lenders, developers etc. on an urgent basis. This will help in clear allocation of  re-

sponsibilities and sharing of  risk appropriately. Besides, standardization of  documents

helps in bringing about clarity about the project and improves the comfort level of the

lending institutions. Since advances by banks and lending institutions to infrastructure

SPVs are treated as unsecured advances, they have recourse primarily to the cash flow

from the project. Therefore, availability of suitable provisions in the concession agree-

ment in case of default will increase the confidence of the lenders about the project and

enhance its viability. For instance, in the model concession agreement for national high-

ways, there is a termination clause. It provides that in the event of  termination of  con-

cession due to concessionaire default, the NHAI shall pay to the concessionaire by way

of  termination payment, an amount equal to 90% of  the debt due less insurance cover

and in case of  termination due to authority default, the authority shall pay the conces-

sionaire amount equal to the extent of  debt due and 150% of  the adjusted equity.

 Establishment of  Special Purpose Company (Shell Company)

States could set up a Special Purpose Company (shell company) which could take

up the task of bringing out a pipeline of PPP projects on the same lines as done by PFC

while developing Ultra Mega Power Projects (UMPPs). The company will take up the

entire task of getting all the approvals/clearances and such company may be transferred

to the successful bidder to curtail delays in obtaining the required clearances and timely

completion of the project.

States need to use the supporting facilities

In spite of  the progress in the adoption of  PPP model for infrastructure develop-

ment, it is generally observed that States are not able to bring out a regular pipeline of

projects mainly due to lack of capacity of the agencies involved in promotion of PPP

projects. Although multilateral agencies are providing capacity building support, it is felt

that States need to use all available means including the facility of  Transaction Advisors

as empanelled by the Department of Economic Affairs, Government of India and the

Infrastructure Project Development Support. This support is available to meet project

development costs including preparation of DPRs, legal reviews, environment impact

studies etc.
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Deepening of  the debt market and facilitating long term debt

The tenure of  infrastructure loans is generally observed to be half  of  the conces-

sion period. Repayment of the loan is in 12 to 30 years which corresponds to 50 to 60%

of  the concession period; internationally, repayment corresponds to 80-90% of  conces-

sion period. The shorter maturity of the loan results in higher quantum of VGF and

higher tolling charges, putting burden on exchequer/users. This aspect needs to be kept

in view while evolving model concession documents both at the centre and State level.

Attempts should also be made to facilitate the creation of  instruments and mechanisms

leading to the availability of  longer term credit so that loan periods could more closely

match the concession period.

Viability Gap Funding

There is need for speedy and flexible procedure for approval of  projects for VGF.

The following suggestions may be considered:

1. VGF approval could be in three phases’ viz., (i) “in-principle” eligibility after

prefeasibility studies are completed; (ii) “in-principle” approval; and (iii) final

approval. The degree of details required to be submitted would accordingly

be reduced at each stage. At present, various details of the project including

concession agreement, state support agreement, substitution agreement, es-

crow agreement, O&M agreement etc as applicable to the projects are re-

quired to be submitted.

2. VGF grant may be fast-tracked for States which are making a serious beginning

to adopt PPP model for infrastructure development.

3. Inclusion of land costs under VGF financing is desirable.

4. Inclusion of unsolicited proposals (Swiss Challenge model) for eligibility un-
der VGF needs consideration.

5. VGF is currently provided at the backend. Release of  VGF during construction
stage should be in proportion to the equity raised by the developer.

Commitment to PPP at various levels

It is noted that in States where PPP model of  infrastructure development has
taken deep roots, the level of commitment at the government level has been high. Such
commitment makes all the difference in respect of decision making, particularly when
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multiple departments are involved in implementation of  infrastructure projects. It is sug-
gested that states set up a Nodal Department for the promotion, development and moni-
toring of  PPP projects.

5.10.04.02 Legislative framework

Need for adoption of a PPP Act

Some of  the States have adopted a clear PPP policy. Andhra Pradesh has enacted
the Infrastructure Authority Act which covers infrastructure sectors like roads, airport,
seaport, urban infrastructure etc. Punjab has passed the Punjab Infrastructure (Develop-
ment and Regulation) Act 2002, while Gujarat has enacted the Gujarat Infrastructure
Development Act 1999.

Having a separate State Act for PPP helps in quick decisions and reduces the
risks. Reducing uncertainties is a major step in attracting private investment into infra-
structure projects. The Gujarat Development Act 1999 provides a framework for private
sector participation in financing, construction, operation and maintenance of  infrastruc-
ture projects. The Act inter-alia, provides for a fair, transparent, and clear mechanism for
selection of developers and details the scope and extent of support available from the
State Government. State Governments could enact similar legislation.

5.10.05    Data Requirements, Information Technology, Research &

Development and Capacity Building

5.10.05.01   Data Requirements

In many sectors, the quality of  decisions for infrastructure development and management

is poor due to non availability of appropriate data. Inter State tribunals for water suffer

from contestable data presented by various parties. Road projects often have data which

have wrong (over) estimates or that which does not facilitate analysis at a network level.

Inaccurate land and forest data, sometimes resulting in misclassification lead to delays in

project clearances. Also, classified data leads to further limitations. Data on Ganga and

Brahmaputra river systems are treated as classified. Data required are not being made

available to stake holders easily. The hydropower projects taken up on a large scale in the

Himalayan region are thus being planned with scanty data, which may lead to sub-optimal

development or even failures. Electronic data banks and knowledge products (including

maps) need to be established for various resources. Data warehousing institutions at Central

and State Government levels under the respective resource domains should be set up.

GPS should be used to create and monitor such data. Apart from infrastructure issues,
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such data should also enable disaster anticipation and management. Policy guidelines

should be drawn up for mandatory collection of reliable data, validation, collation, storage

and updation, as well as sharing with genuine users and stakeholders.

5.10.05.02   Information Technology

In spite of  the recent advances and benefits of  application of  information

technology, it is yet to catch up in various infrastructure sectors to the required levels.

Apart from administrative applications, focus needs to be on technical applications. For

example, in the context of flood management and control, simulations of water flows

based on land use and topography (driven both by nature and construction) need to be

studied periodically. As another example, in the context of  roads, traffic management

systems that recognize traffic flows in a network/region should be put in place. Similarly,

all highway projects must go in for e-tolling, with data gathering for future planning. This

can be ensured by making it part of  the concession agreement requirements. In the context

of power, optimization methods for load dispatch could enable better markets and

improved resource allocation. Similarly, in the context of  railways, internet based open

auction systems for rake utilization could enable better markets and improved resource

allocation.

5.10.05.03   Research and Development

Stand alone and educational institution based research and development centres

must be encouraged to work on infrastructure issues. The Central Government should

take initiative in promoting centres of excellence, in collaboration with states and ensure

free flow of data for research purposes and academic output. SEZs could be used to

promote research and development institutions, with a requirement that each one should

make this as part of their development profile.

5.10.05.04   Capacity Building

As new concepts in infrastructure development emerge, appropriate capacity

building needs to be put in place. Water issues are to be handled by proper trained

professionals which require capacity building and manpower development through

specialized courses and periodic training for which both Centre and State could contribute.

Issues like model concession agreements, project structuring, preparing bankable projects

(if required, making them viable through subsidies/grants like VGF for leveraging),

facilitating multilateral financing with Government of India guarantee, risk management,

Infrastructure
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regulation, require professional understanding, not only at the Central Government level,

but more significantly at the State and local government levels. Capacity building would

also include creation of  adequate mass awareness and education of  masses for informed

debates and decision making. People’s participation including community based

organizations should be encouraged with proper training. There is need for regulatory

institutions in domains like water, road (including safety), rail etc. Regulatory authorities

are to be formed in each State for monitoring of  water use and fixing water rates. Water

accounting should be made a routine process. Some institutions may have to play the role

of a dispute settlement authority and/or an ombudsman. There is need for the Centre to

set up educational and training institutions in various areas like maritime, road development

and safety, SEZ management etc. Vocational training institutions are required for skilled

jobs. These can be State Government initiatives, leveraging Public-Private Partnerships.

Government officers moving to PPP organizations must be encouraged, since they bring

in valuable interfacing expertise and understanding of  government processes. However,

caution must be exercised where conflict of  interest is a possibility.

5.10.06   Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation & Resettlement Background

Resettlement and rehabilitation of people displaced from their lands and the

compensation given to them have become the single most difficult aspect that repeatedly

comes in the way of  timely execution of  infrastructure and mega projects. There have

been different approaches by States and some appear to have been more effective than

others. This is especially so in the case of  Special Economic Zones where private investors

are involved (Annexure 5.6). The amendments to the Land Acquisitions Act and the new

Resettlement and Rehabilitation Bill are a great improvement on the situation till now.

The problems appear to be primarily in compulsory acquisition especially for commercial

projects, the rise in land values after acquisition which makes the original owner feel he

has lost out, and the resettlement of  the landless. Our recommendations try to deal with

these issues.

5.10.06.01   Recommendations

Proposed Legislation

 Delays in land acquisition (LA) and rehabilitation and resettlement (R&R) have

their origins in three factors – popular protests on equity concerns (inadequate

compensation), lengthy procedures, and non-cooperation by States in central projects.
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While the first two factors are substantively covered by policy/legislation, the third factor

is more a coordination than a substantive issue. While finding a quick-fix to the problems

due to LA and R&R might be difficult, we are of the view that things can be improved to

a considerable extent if the policy/legislation on the subject is designed with these concerns

in mind. The Government of India has introduced two Bills on these subjects recently in

the Parliament – one, an amendment Bill on LA and the other, a new Bill on R&R. Both

‘The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2007’ (Bill No. 97 of  2007) and ‘The

Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill, 2007’ (Bill No. 98 of  2007) have been drafted with

a single purpose in mind – to secure and protect the monetary and livelihood interests of

the affected persons and families. This is in sync with the renewed emphasis of

governmental policies on inclusive development and a growing realization that popular

resistance to matters relating to land acquisition and rehabilitation feeds on perceptions

of  less than fair compensation and rehabilitation claims. The LA (Amendment) Bill

amplifies the ambit of “persons interested” to those who have any kind of rights over the

acquired land (beyond just those owning that land); and expands the “cost of acquisition”

to all possible expenditure and lays down a comprehensive scheme of valuing the land at

market value. The R&R Bill amplifies the ambit of “affected family” by including all

those who lose their livelihood due to the acquisition (agricultural and non-agricultural

labourers, landless persons, rural artisans, small traders and self-employed persons and

not just those either owning that land or having some kind of rights over that land). It

also lays down the minimum values of all possible components of a comprehensive scheme

for R&R. The two Bills are quite comprehensive from the point of  view of  plugging the

loophole of less than fair compensation and rehabilitation.

However the Bills in trying to secure equity for the affected persons, have lost

sight of the very purpose for which land is supposed to be acquired – implementation of

projects. For infrastructure projects, the speed of  implementation of  the projects is of

the essence. We offer a few suggestions.

(i) Need to shorten and coordinate procedures: The two Bills lay down ex-

tensive procedures of  acquisition and R&R separately. With a little effort,

these could have been shortened. In addition, these procedures are supple-

mentary to each other viz., that the mere completion of one set of procedures

is not enough. Also, time limits of  procedures mentioned in the individual

Bills have no definitive meaning in practice since the procedures are supple-

mentary. Thus, although section 14(5) of  the LA (Amendment) Bill says “It

Infrastructure
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shall be the duty of the Collector to ensure that physical possession of the land is taken

over and the amount of compensation paid within a period of sixty days commencing from

the date of the award”, section 29 of the R&R Bill renders this time limit incon-

sequential – “In case of a project involving land acquisition on behalf of a requiring

body, the compensation award, full payment of  compensation, and adequate progress in

rehabilitation and resettlement shall precede the actual displacement of the affected per-

sons.” It should be possible to redraft the Bills in such a way that the procedure

for land acquisition runs concurrently and is co- terminus with that of  R&R.

While Part II of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 [starting with the notification

under section 4(1)] deals with the procedure of acquisition, Chapter IV of the

R&R Bill, 2007 [starting with the notification under section 20(1)] deals with

the procedure of R&R. The time limits of different steps under the two pro-

cedures should be so coordinated that it becomes possible to make it manda-

tory to take possession of the acquired land within a specified time-period. In

the case of National Highways there is a third Act (The National Highways

Act 1956) which governs land acquisition and there is divergence between it

and the Land Acquisition Act. There is a proposal to amend the Railways Act

of 1889 to confer powers on the Railways on the same lines as the NHAI and

we hope that these deficiencies would be avoided. The two subjects are so

intimately connected that the second (R&R) is merely an extension of the

first (LA), particularly as out-of-project land may have to be acquired as an

R&R measure. Also, the final action point – taking possession of  the acquired

land – is dependent upon the completion of  both sets of  procedures. Ideally,

therefore, a common enactment should have dealt with both subjects. This

would not only have given uniformity to the procedures but it would also

have been possible to design common and co-terminus procedures leading to

quicker completion. Administratively also, this makes sense as both Bills have

been introduced by the same ministry viz., Ministry of Rural Development.

(ii) Multiple Agencies: The R&R Bill creates a plethora of bodies/committees/

authorities, many of which are not needed and may actually delay the process

of R&R by getting embroiled in inconsequential issues of cross-jurisdiction.

• Administrators for R&R, at project level – (required).

• Commissioner/Secretary for R&R, at state level – (required).

• R&R Committees, at project level – (required).

• Standing R&R Committees, at district level – (not required).
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• Ombudsman – (required in principle but no need to set up separate

bodies. This work could easily have been done by the Dispute Settle-

ment Authority to be established under the LA (Amendment) Bill).

• A National Monitoring Committee, at the central level - (not required.

The committee that really matters is the R&R Committee at the project

level. In case of state projects, the State Government establishes these

committees and one presumes that if the State is interested in its project,

then it will see to it that these committees work. The problem of coor-

dination arises in case of  Central, Centre-State and inter-State projects.

The Bill rightly proposes that in such cases the Central Government, in

consultation with the States concerned, shall set up these committees

by including their representatives. If  this committee is sufficiently em-

powered, then no other monitoring committee is needed.)

• An Oversight Committee for each major project, in the Ministry/De-

partment of the appropriate government – (not required).

• A National Rehabilitation Commission, at the central level – (not re-

quired).

             It should be possible to merge corresponding authorities under the two enact-

ments into a single office or create common authorities.

•  The Land Acquisition Officer under the LA Act and the Administrator

for R&R under the R&R Bill should be the same officer for a particular

project. He could be called the LAO and R&R Administrator under

both the enactments.

• The Commissioner/Secretary for R&R at state level, under the R&R

Bill, should also be the Commissioner/Secretary for LA under the LA

Bill.

• The R&R Committee at the project level, under the R&R Bill, should

be a common LA and R&R Committee, under both the Bills.

The Land Acquisition Compensation Disputes Settlement Authority, under the

LA Bill, should be the LA and R&R Compensation Disputes Settlement Authority, under

both the Bills. There is no need for a separate Ombudsman under the R&R Bill.

Infrastructure
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The suggested LA and R&R Committee, at the project level, is the most impor-

tant body in the entire process. It should be so empowered that it becomes possible to

achieve the time limit suggested above.

(iii) Flexibility to Acquiring Bodies - The R&R Bill, 2007, provides for the basic

minimum requirements that all projects leading to involuntary displacement

must address. The Bill contains a saving clause to enable the State

Governments, PSUs or other requiring bodies to continue to provide or put in

place greater benefit levels than those prescribed under the Bill. We are in

agreement with this approach as it has been found that some Authorities/

PSUs provide for substantial rehabilitation packages in their respective policies.

In case of  LA also, some State Governments have put in place good procedures

of  valuing the acquired land that have found popular acceptability. We feel

that The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2007, should also have a similar

saving clause.
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Year 2006–07 2007–08  2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 

    Eleventh 

Plan Period 

  

1.GDP at 

market prices 

(Rs crore) 

4145810 4518933 4925637 5368944 5852149 6378843 

2. Rate of 

growth of 

GDP (%) 

9.00  9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 

3. GCF in 

infrastructure 

as % of 

GDP 

5.00 5.75 6.50 7.25 8.00 9.00 

 

4. GCF in 

infrastructure 

(Rs crore) 

207291 259839 320166 389248 468172 574096 

 

5. GCF in 

infrastructure 

(US$ billion) 

51.82 64.96 80.04 97.31 117.04 143.52 

 

6. Total 

GCF in 

Eleventh 

Plan 

Rs 2011521 crore or USD 502.88 billion 

 

 

Annexure 5.1

GCF in Infrastructure Based on Growth Targets (Top-down Estimates)

(at 2006-07 price)

Source: CSO for estimates for 2006–07, and computations of the Planning Commission.

Infrastructure
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Annexure 5.2

Infrastructure—Deficit and Eleventh Plan Physical Targets

Sector Deficit Eleventh Plan Targets 

 

Roads/Highways 65590 km of NH comprise only 
2% of network; carry 40% of 
traffic; 12% 4-laned; 50% 2-
laned; and 38% single-laned 

6-lane 6500 km in GQ; 4-lane 
6736 km NS-EW;4-lane 20000 
km; 2-lane 20000 km; 1000 km 
Expressway 

Ports Inadequate berths and rail/road 
connectivity 

New capacity: 485 m MT in 
major ports; 345 m MT in minor 
ports 

Airports Inadequate runways, aircraft 
handling capacity, parking space 
and terminal buildings 

Modernize 4 metro and 35 non-
metro airports;3 greenfield in 
NER; 7 other greenfield airports 

Railways Old technology; saturated 
routes; slow speeds (freight: 22 
kmph; passengers: 50 kmph); 
low payload to tare ratio (2.5) 

8132 km new rail; 7148 km 
gauge conversion; modernize 22 
stations; dedicated freight 
corridors 

Power 13.8% peaking deficit; 9.6% 
energy shortage; 40% 
transmission and distribution 
losses; absence of competition 

Add 78577 MW; access to all 
rural households 

 

Irrigation 1123 BCM utilizable water 
resources; yet near crisis in per 
capita availability and storage; 
only 43% of net sown area 
irrigated 

Develop 16 mha major and 
minor works; 10.25 mha CAD; 
2.18 mha flood control 

 

Telecom/IT Only 18% of market accessed; 
obsolete hardware; acute human 
resources’ shortages 

Reach 600 m subscribers—200 
m in rural areas; 20 m 
broadband; 40 m Internet 

 

Ports

Airports

Railways

Power

Irrigation

Telecom/IT

Roads Highways
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Sectors Tenth Plan 

(Anticipated investment) 

Eleventh Plan 

(Projected investment) 

 Rs. crore USD billion 

@Rs.40/S 

Shares 

(%) 

Rs. crore USD 

billion 

@Rs.40/S 

Shares 

(%) 

Electricity (incl. 

NCE) 

291850 72.96 33.49 666525 166.63 32.42 

 

Roads and Bridges 144892 36.22 16.63 314152 78.54 15.28 

Telecommunication 103365 25.84 11.86 258439 64.61 12.57 

Railways (incl. 

MRTS) 

119658 29.91 13.73 261808 65.45 12.73 

 

Irrigation (incl. 

Watershed) 

111503 27.88 12.80 253301 63.32 12.32 

 

Water Supply and 

Sanitation 

64803 16.20 7.44 143730 35.93 6.99 

 

Ports 14071 3.52 1.61 87995 22.00 4.28 

Airports 6771 1.69 0.78 30968 7.74 1.51 

Storage 4819 1.20 0.55 22378 5.59 1.09 

Gas 9713 2.43 1.11 16855 4.21 0.82 

Total (Rs crore) 871445 217.86 100.00 2056150 514.04 100.00 

 

Annexure 5.3

Sector-wise Investment Anticipated in the Tenth Plan and Projected for the

Eleventh Plan

(Rs. Crore at 2006-07 Price)

Source: Annual Plans and other Planning Commission documents and CSO

Infrastructure
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Annexure 5.4

Projected Investment in Infrastructure during Eleventh Five Year Plan

(Rs. crore at 2006–07 Price)

Sector Tenth Plan 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 Total Share(%)

(Anticipated  Eleventh

Expenditure) Plan

Electricity 291850 81954 101553 126380 158027 198611 666525

(incl. NCE)

Centre 102463 37808 43469 49989 57631 66420 255316 38.31

States 97553 20978 29729 41357 56670 76963 225697 33.86

Private 91834 23168 28355 35034 43726 55228 185512 27.83

Roads and Bridges 144892 51822 54789 59200 68370 79971 314152

Centre 71534 18318 19446 20673 22618 26304 107359 34.17

States 66354 17534 18150 18889 20613 24815 100000 31.83

Private 7004 15970 17193 19638 25140 28852 106792 33.99

Telecommunications 103365 31375 38134 48593 61646 78690 258439

Centre 49013 13525 14037 16061 17728 19401 80753 31.25

Private 54352 17850 24098 32532 43918 59289 177686 68.75

Railways (incl. 119658 34225 40964 49525 60393 76701 261808

MRTS)

Centre 108950 25925 31176 37974 46685 59693 201453 76.95

States (MRTS) 10402 1575 1788 1979 2170 2489 10000 3.82

Private 307 6725 8000 9572 11537 14519 50354 19.23

Irrigation (incl. 111503 27497 35916 47189 62266 80433 253301

Watershed)

Centre 13617 3367 4006 4782 5726 6879 24759 9.77

States 97886 24130 31911 42407 56540 73554 228543 90.23

Water Supply & 64803 19298 22781 27323 33266 41063 143730

 Sanitation

Centre 42316 5152 6411 7991 9976 12474 42003 29.22

States 21465 13500 15558 18308 21995 26945 96306 67.00

Private 1022 646 812 1024 1295 1645 5421 3.77
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Ports 14071 12409 14822 17374 19980 23410 87995

Centre 2185 4898 5698 6243 6350 6700 29889 33.97

States 1530 598 658 724 796 850 3627 4.12

Private 10356 6913 8466 10407 12833 15860 54479 61.91

Airports 6771 5208 5520 5904 6646 7690 30968

Centre 3823 1146 1369 1894 2205 2674 9288 29.99

States 12 50 - - - - 50 0.16

Private 2936 4012 4151 4010 4441 5016 21630 69.85

Storage 4819 3777 4098 4446 4824 5234 22378

Centre 577 755 820 889 965 1047 4476 20.00

States 866 1133 1229 1334 1447 1570 6713 30.00

Private 3377 1888 2049 2223 2412 2617 11189 50.00

Gas 9713 2708 3003 3332 3700 4111 16855

Centre 8713 1714 1874 2049 2240 2450 10327 61.27

Private 1000 995 1129 1283 1460 1661 6528 38.73

Total (Rs crore) 871445 270273 321579 389266 479117 595913 2056150

Centre 403189 112608 128305 148545 172123 204041 765622 37.24

States 296068 79499 99022 124998 160232 207186 670937 32.63

Private 172188 78166 94252 115724 146762 184687 619591 30.13

Total (US$ bn) 217.86 67.57 80.39 97.32 119.78 148.98 514.04

@Rs 40/$

Centre 100.80 28.15 32.08 37.14 43.03 51.01 191.41 37.24

States 74.02 19.87 24.76 31.25 40.06 51.80 167.73 32.63

Private 43.05 19.54 23.56 28.93 36.69 46.17 154.90 30.13

Total (Rs crore) 871445 270273 321579 389266 479117 595913 2056150

Public 699257 192107 227327 273543 332355 411226 1436559 69.87

Private 172188 78166 94252 115724 146762 184687 619591 30.13

Total (US$ bn) @ 217.86 67.57 80.39 97.32 119.78 148.98 514.04

Rs 40/$

Public 174.81 48.03 56.83 68.39 83.09 102.81 359.14 69.87

Private 43.05 19.54 23.56 28.93 36.69 46.17 154.90 30.13

Source: Annual Plans and other documents of the Planning Commission and CSO for the Tenth Plan period and

computations of the Planning Commission for the Eleventh Plan period.

Infrastructure
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Annexure 5.5

Anticipated Plan Investment  in Infrastructure in the Tenth Plan

(Rs. crore at 2006–07 Price)

2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 Tenth Plan Share (%)

(Actual) (Actual) (Actual) (Actual/RE) (BE/RE) Anticipated

Electricity (incl. 47612 53485 56956 62268 71529 291850

NCE)

Centre 14219 17336 19708 22867 28332 102463 35.11

States 20467 20566 18819 18329 19372 97553 33.43

Private 12926 15583 18428 21071 23825 91834 31.47

Roads 26605 20564 21379 34278 42065 144892

Centre 15869 8761 8442 17509 20953 71534 49.37

States 9724 9693 11321 16083 19534 66354 45.80

Private 1013 2111 1616 686 1578 7004 4.83

Telecommu- 21644 12924 18108 24599 26090 103365

nication

Centre 15690 8649 9508 7957 7208 49013 47.42

Private 5954 4274 8600 16642 18882 54352 52.58

Railways 18260 20366 22327 26117 32589 119658

(incl. MRTS)

Centre 16644 18671 20362 23626 29647 108950 91.05

States 1616 1695 1964 2327 2800 10402 8.69

Private - - - 165 142 307 0.26

Irrigation (incl. 17467 18651 24770 25548 25068 111503

Watershed)

Centre 2303 2318 2911 2884 3200 13617 12.21

States 15163 16333 21859 22663 21868 97886 87.79

Water Supply 9616 11040 12681 13749 17716 64803

and Sanitation

Centre 6936 7292 8470 8370 11248 42316 65.30

States 2520 3391 3925 5217 6411 21465 33.12

Private 159 357 286 162 57 1022 1.58
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Ports 823 1379 4013 4516 3339 14071

Centre 573 350 377 434 451 2185 15.53

States 250 280 300 340 360 1530 10.87

Private - 749 3336 3742 2529 10356 73.60

Airports 535 659 691 1858 3029 6771

Centre 533 653 670 927 1040 3823 56.46

States - - - - 12 12 0.18

Private 2 6 21 931 1977 2936 43.36

Storage 1851 1906 64 149 850 4819

Centre 511 240 (-) 143 (-) 128 96 577 11.97

States 767 360 (-) 214 (-) 192 144 866 17.96

Private 574 1305 421 469 609 3377 70.07

Gas 1051 3399 464 1826 2972 9713

Centre 921 3239 254 1586 2712 8713 89.70

Private 130 160 210 240 260 1000 10.30

Total (Rs crore) 145465 144372 161453 194909 225246 871445

Centre 74201 67508 70560 86033 104887 403189 46.27

States 50507 52318 57974 64767 70501 296068 33.97

Private 20757 24546 32918 44108 49858 172188 19.76

Total (US$ bn) 36.37 36.09 40.36 48.73 56.31 217.86

Centre 18.55 16.88 17.64 21.51 26.22 100.80 46.27

States 12.63 13.08 14.49 16.19 17.63 74.02 33.97

Private 5.19 6.14 8.23 11.03 12.46 43.05 19.76

Total (Rs crore) 145465 144372 161453 194909 225246 871445

Public 124708 119827 128535 150800 175388 699257 80.24

Private 20757 24546 32918 44108 49858 172188 19.76

Total (USD bn) 36.37 36.09 40.36 48.73 56.31 217.86

Public 31.18 29.96 32.13 37.70 43.85 174.81 80.24

Private 5.19 6.14 8.23 11.03 12.46 43.05 19.76

Source: Annual Plans and other documents of the Planning Commission and CSO.

Infrastructure
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Annexure 5.6

Resettlement and Rehabilitation of People Displaced from their lands –

Approach adopted by some of the States

Haryana model

To promote setting up of  Special Economic Zones, the Haryana government has

come out with a policy regarding acquisition of land for private development under the

PPP model. The salient features of the policy are:

(i) State Government will leave it to the private sector to purchase land directly

from the land owner and the government would assist them in acquiring left-

out pockets to ensure contiguity of SEZs;

(ii) State Government has fixed floor rates in line with the prevailing market rates

for purpose of  compensation to land owners.

(iii) The developer shall pay to the Government, total cost of acquisition of land

Provide to the satisfaction of the Government, rehabilitation of affected per-

sons by way of built up houses or residential plots along with cost of con-

struction in case of  relocation of  a village abadi (settlement).

(iv) Provide essential services including roads, street lights, drainage, sewerage,

drinking water, medical care and schooling in such village abadi which are

relocated.

(v) Where relocation is not involved, but 25% of the total land of the village is

acquired, the above facilities will be provided

(vi) Set up industrial training institutes and vocational training centres to train the

children of the affected population

(vii) Give employment to at least one member of the family whose land is ac-

quired.

In a further move, the Haryana government has incorporated the following features:

(i) Land owners would be paid an annuity of  Rs.15,000 per acre per annum over

and above the usual land compensation for 33 years. The same would be

increased by a fixed sum of  Rs.500 every year.
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(ii) In case of SEZs, in addition to R&R package, a sum of Rs30,000 per acre per

annum would be paid for a period of 33 years by private developers and this

annuity would be increased by Rs1,000 per year.

Essentially, the issues in land acquisition and compensation in SEZ are similar to those

of other large projects which led to displacement.

Land acquisition for Jaipur SEZ

The Jaipur model of  land acquisition for a 3000 acre SEZ involved bartering. The

land compensation package included award of 25% developed land in lieu of land “sur-

rendered” by the farmers.

The whole process evolved over a long period beginning 1992 when the land

acquisition was initiated. However, as many farmers resorted to litigation against the

compensation package, mutual consent was adopted as a strategy. As part of  this, gov-

ernment announced that farmers surrendering land would be provided 12% of  developed

land. A Negotiating Committee under the chairmanship of  the urban local body was

formed for negotiations. This compensation package failed and the per cent of  developed

land was raised to 15% in 1999.

In 2005, the government further raised the offer of developed land to 25% and

out of  this, 20% would be in the form of  residential plots and 5% in the form of  commer-

cial plots. Further, such land was to be allotted in the same scheme for which the land was

being acquired. Wherever, it was not possible, cash compensation was to be provided.

To further sweeten the deal, the government allowed that after allotment of  resi-

dential land, the land owner could get the land use changed to commercial use. The

announcement for acquisition was issued in 2006 and cash compensation was to be paid

to those who did not “surrender” the land.

The progressive policy of compensation has helped in the acquisition of land,

although the process have been protracted.

SEZ at Pune

Around 1000 farmers who sold their land to Maharashtra government for the

development of  SEZ at Khed, have formed a company which will go into business with

250 ha of developed land inside the SEZ as principal asset. Of these, 187 ha belong to

Infrastructure
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the farmers and the remaining 63ha have been contributed by the SEZ promoters. The

farmers’ land kitty has been made from pooling small pieces of  developed land that have

been ‘bought back” from the SEZ developer at a pre-fixed rate. It is expected that the

property of  the company would be developed further or leased out so that the farmers

could have permanent income.

SEZ at Tamil Nadu

In Tamil Nadu, one SEZ promoted by GVK group is in the process of  acquiring

2700 acres of  land from local land owners. The SEZ company engaged with the land

owners in matters relating to land price and terms of  rehabilitation. The engagement

proved successful and land acquisition is progressing. The State Government did not

have to acquire even a single bit of  land. The terms of  offer included

� Rs. 3 lac per acre as compensation to all land owners

� Promise of job and allocation of developed plots

SEZ at Khed, Maharashtra

The multi-product SEZ at Khed in Maharashtra promoted by Bharat Forge Ltd.,

has helped form a company by around 1000 farmers which will have 250 hectares of

developed land within the SEZ as principal asset. Of this, 187 hectares belong to the

land owners while the rest is contributed by Bharat Forge and the Maharashtra govern-

ment. The company could either develop the land further or lease it, thereby ensuring

permanent income to the owners.

Source: Report of  the Task Force on Infrastructure Development and Mega Projects,

Government of  India, CCSR.
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Annexure 5.7

Extract of the Questionnaire

Infrastructure Development and Mega Projects

7.1  Mega projects, such as infrastructure projects related to national/inter-State high-

ways, river interlinking major irrigation works, large scale power generation, etc are char-

acterized by long gestation periods, heavy capital investment requirements and complex

ownership and management structures involving multiple stakeholders. These projects

both in their creation and operation are dependent on smooth and well- coordinated

Centre-State and inter-State relations. There are several instances of  such projects get-

ting thwarted or delayed or their operations getting affected by inter-State or Centre-State

problems at a heavy cost to society. Please give your suggestions for creating an enabling

policy and institutional framework, innovative structures and mechanisms for stakeholder

participation and systems and procedures for quick reconciliation of conflicting approaches

so that national interests prevail.

7.2 Mega projects involve large scale acquisition of land and consequential problems

associated with compensation, displacement of people and their relief and rehabilitation

and resettlement. Would you suggest any policy changes in the existing processes of  land

acquisition and payment of  compensation thereof? Likewise, is there a need for bringing

in any changes in the rehabilitation and resettlement policies in order to minimize dis-

placement, ensure fair compensation for the project affected people and provide them

commensurate livelihood security?

7.3 In the case of  mega projects, often actions and interventions in one State impact

on another. The construction of  a large dam in one State, for instance, may lead to large

scale displacement of  people in another without commensurate benefits accruing to that

State. What are your suggestions for evolving a national consensus on rehabilitation poli-

cies and strategies and conflict resolution mechanisms?

Infrastructure
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

CONTENTS

Sections/Headings Para Nos.     Page Nos.

6.1 Environment 6.1.01 159

6.2 Water 6.2.01 – 6.2.04 159-160

6.3 Forests 6.3.01 – 6.3.03 160

6.4 Minerals 6.4.01 – 6.4.05 160-161

6.5 Infrastructure 6.5.01 – 6.5.34 161-166
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6
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Environment

6.1.01 The Constitution needs to be amended to provide a specific Entry in List

1 – Union List of the Seventh Schedule empowering the Union on matters concerning

‘Environment, Ecology and Climate Change’.

{Para 1.8.05}

6.2 Water

6.2.01 The National Water Resources Council needs to play a greater role in

integrating policy and programmes on a continuous basis. This could be done by provid-

ing the Council with a core expert body with an Adviser at its helm, so that executive

action on the basis of its recommendations is monitored.

{Para 2.6.04}

6.2.02 A hierarchical but coordinated set of watershed agencies need to be set

up by joint action of the Centre and States and participation of local bodies with inter-

State basins as the focus. The overall responsibility for coordination would be that of  the

Inter-State River Basin Authority set up by the Central Government under River Boards

Act, 1956.

{Para 2.6.09; 2.6.11}

6.2.03 Tribunals constituted under the Inter-State Water Disputes Act, 1956 should

be multidisciplinary bodies, presided over by a Judge. It should follow a participatory and

conciliatory approach. The statute should prescribe a time limit for clarificatory or supple-

mentary orders. Appeals to the Supreme Court should be prescribed under the Statute.

{Paras 2.7.12(ii); 2.7.13(a)}
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6.2.04 Disputes referred to a Tribunal should invariably be linked to constitution

of Inter-State River Boards, charged with the responsibility for an integrated watershed

approach towards inter-State rivers.

{Paras 2.7.12(iv); 2.7.13(b)}

6.3 Forests

6.3.01 No change needs to be made in the concurrent status of  ‘Forests’.

{Para 3.8.01}

6.3.02 A National Policy on ‘Compensation’ should be put together through con-

sultation and consensus.

{Para 3.8.08}

6.3.03 An expert body with representatives of the Centre and States should be

constituted on a periodic basis to determine the amount of  compensation to forest rich

States. The recommendations should be made available to the Planning Commission which

shall as is the convention obtain the approval of the National Development Council.

{Para 3.8.09}

6.4 Minerals

6.4.01 Revision of  royalty rates must take place every three years.

{Para 4.6.04}

6.4.02 To determine royalty rates an independent statutory body comprising of

experts and Central and State representatives, as also of industries and utilities needs to

be set up. The Central Government if  it differs from the recommendations or modifies

them would need to lay its reasons for the same, before Parliament.

{Para 4.6.05}

6.4.03 The Sarkaria Commissions recommendations on levy of imposts by States

under Entries 49 and 50 of List II is reiterated.

{Para 4.6.06}
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6.4.04 The recommendations relating to a National Policy on Compensation in

para 3.8.08 in the chapter on ‘Forests’ needs to be applied mutatis mutandis to ‘Mineral’

bearing States also.

{Paras 4.6.07; 4.6.09}

6.4.05 The institutional mechanism to determine compensation should be on

the same lines as recorded for Forest rich States.

{Para 4.6.10}

6.5 Infrastructure

6.5.01 The Cabinet Committee of  Infrastructure [CCI] must continue to play the

role of both the facilitator and the enabler, providing proactive leadership to ensure cre-

ation of  a world class physical infrastructure, which would deliver services matching

international standards.

{Para 5.10.01}

6.5.02 There are wide ranging coordination issues that are bound to arise in in-

frastructure projects. The Centre and the States must, therefore, work in unison for opti-

mal results for development of  infrastructure. An institutional mechanism should be set

up to look at coordination issues between the Centre and the States on infrastructure.

 {Para 5.10.02}

6.5.03 Coordinating bodies also need to be set up at the state level and at opera-

tional levels.

 {Para 5.10.02}

6.5.04 Inter-State Council has to be strengthened and the forum of  the Council

to be utilized to resolve contentious issues affecting all States like clearances by Central

Authorities, land acquisition and rehabilitation.

 {Para 5.10.02}

6.5.05 Inter-State Council can also act at the national level as a clearing house

for good practices.

{Para 5.10.02}

Summary of Recommendations
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6.5.06 There could be sub-committees of the Inter-State Council where one or

more states directly affected by a project could meet with Central Ministries or Authorities.

{Para 5.10.02}

6.5.07 An independent regulatory authority for roads, bridges, highways and ex-

pressways must be established as soon as possible, so that issues relating to management,

control and operations-maintenance of the highways are handled effectively on a unified

pattern across the country.

{Para 5.10.03.01}

6.5.08 There is an urgent need to study the legislations in the areas of roads and

highways and amend them/repeal them and enact fresh legislation with a view to putting

an effective and credible Regulatory structure in the highways sector to oversee the is-

sues – ribbon development, access to and from highways, encroachment and illegal park-

ing, unauthorized State check-posts, Road safety issues, Advanced Traffic Management

System, Advanced Passenger Information System and Tolling.

{Para 5.10.03.01}

6.5.09 A National Ports Regulation and Development Authority needs to be cre-

ated as an independent Regulator that will deal with port regulations, tariff principles for

all ports, dispute resolution, captive ports and terminals, etc.

{Para 5.10.03.02}

6.5.10 The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) should be

operationalized at the earliest.

{Para 5.10.03.03}

6.5.11 An independent regulator for Special Economic Zones needs to be set up.

{Para 5.10.03.04}

6.5.12 An independent Coal Regulator must be created for determining tariffs,

coal linkages, mine allocations, fuel supply agreements, etc.

{Para 5.10.03.05}
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6.5.13 Oil and Gas Regulatory Board should have the authority to determine

tariff. The Act, constituting the above said Board, therefore, should be amended appro-

priately.

 {Para 5.10.03.05}

6.5.14 Government should ideally explore the possibilities of setting up a single

regulator for tariff  regulation of  power, coal and gas.

{Para 5.10.03.05}

6.5.15 It should be ensured that the regulators are not subjected to influence by

Governments. Any policy directives to them should be in writing, made public and sub-

ject to RTI and placed on the table of the concerned legislature. Any meetings between

regulators and Government and the regulated entities should be minuted and made pub-

lic.

 {Para 5.10.03.06}

6.5.16 A semi-permanent body should be set up by the Union Gvernment to

provide leadership as well as create guidelines on all the processes that need to be fol-

lowed for successful PPPs. This agency should evolve series of  guidelines in response to

issues raised.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.17 As land is becoming scarce, States should identify lands available for in-

frastructure development. All such identified lands can be pooled together and offered to

prospective project developer for infrastructure development. The creation of  such land

pools would significantly reduce the cost of acquisition and also lead to faster implemen-

tation of  the projects.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.18 There is a need for standardization of model documents by the Union and

the State Governments for successful implementation of  PPP Projects.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

Summary of Recommendations
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6.5.19 States should set up a Special Purpose Company (Shell company) which

could take up the task of bringing out a pipeline of PPP projects on the same lines as

done by PFC while developing Ultra Mega Power Projects (UMPPs).

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.20 States need to use all available means including the facility of  Transaction

Adviser as empanelled by the Department of Economic Affairs, Government of India

and the Infrastructure Project Development Support to meet project development costs
including preparation of DPRs, legal reviews, environment impact studies, etc.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.21 Attempt should be made to facilitate creation of  instruments and mecha-
nism leading to availability of  longer term credit so that loan periods for infrastructure
projects could more closely match the concession period.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.22 There is need for speedy and flexible procedure for approval of projects
for Viability Gap Funding (VGF).

{Para 510.04.01}

6.5.23 States should set up a nodal department for promotion, development and
monitoring of  PPP projects.

{Para 5.10.04.01}

6.5.24 The state should adopt a clear PPP Policy and enact appropriate acts pro-
viding for a framework for private sector participation in financing, construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of  infrastructure projects.

{Para 5.10.04.02}

6.5.25 Policy guidelines should be drawn up for mandatory collection of  reliable
data, validation, collation, storage and updation, as well as sharing with genuine users
and stakeholders.

{Para 5.10.05.01}
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6.5.26 Electronic data banks and knowledge products (including maps) need to
be established for various natural resources. Data warehousing institutions at Central and
State Governments level under the respective resources demands should be set up.

{Para 5.10.05.01}

6.5.27 In the infrastructure sector application of  Information Technology should

be stressed upon.

{Para 5.10.05.02}

6.5.28 Stand alone and educational institution based research and development

centres must be encouraged to work on infrastructure issues and the Central Government

should take initiative in promoting centres of  excellence, in collaboration with states.

{Para 5.10.05.03}

6.5.29 Appropriate capacity building needs to be put in place for development

and infrastructure. Capacity building would include creation of  adequate mass awareness

and education of  masses for informed debates and decision making.

{Para 5.10.05,04}

6.5.30 There is a need for the Centre to set up educational and training institutions

in various areas of  infrastructure.

 {Para 5.10.05.04}

6.5.31 Vocational training institutions are required for skilled jobs in the infra-

structure sector. These can be State Government initiatives, leveraging public private

partnerships.

{Para 5.10.05.04}

6.5.32 There is a need to shorten and coordinate the procedures of Land Acqui-

sition (LA) and Rehabilitation & Resettlement (R&R).

 {Para 5.10.06.01}

Summary of Recommendations
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6.5.33 There is a need to merge multiple agencies/authorities proposed under

the two Bills - ‘The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2007’ and ‘The Rehabilitation

and Resettlement Bill, 2007’ and create common authorities.

 {Para 5.10.06.01}

6.5.34 The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2007 should have a saving clause

to enable the State Governments, PSUs or other bodies to continue to provide or put in

place greater benefit levels than those prescribed under Bill.

 {Para 5.10.06.01}
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